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1.0 INTRODUCTION

For the past eight years, the Wright Laboratory Armament Directorate at Eglin Air

Force Base has conducted a LethalityNulnerability program to evaluate the effectiveness of

kinetic energy weapons (KEWs) against ballistic missiles. This program, part of the Lethality

and Target Hardening (LTH-5) Program of the Strategic Defense Initiative, has focused on

the response of ballistic missile boosters, post-boost vehicles, and their associated warheads to

KEW impacts. The evaluation and selection of the systems to advance from the conceptual

phase of design to demonstration/validation, engineering/manufacturing development,

production, and deployment requires the assessment of candidate weapons effectiveness

against their intended threat spectrum.

The response of a target to a KEW impact can be said to consist oftwo basic and

distinct types of response: local response' and 'global response'. For KEW impacts, material

damage associated with local response occurs very quickly (i.e. within the first 100-200 psec)

and is limited to a volume immediately adjacent to the impact site. At sufficiently high impact

velocities, shatter, melting, and/or vaporization of the materials can occur. For an aluminum-

on-aluminum impact, the projectile and target materials will begin to shatter, melt, and

vaporize at impact velocities of approx. 3.2, 5.6, and 10.4 km/sec, respectively [1,2].

Global response can refer to any one of a number of global phenomena that occur over

a longer period of time (on the order of milliseconds), under less intense loads, and over a

much larger area of the target. In KEW impacts, one or more debris clouds are created during

the initial impact on the outer wall of a target. These debris clouds spread out as they move

through target voids and eventually impact an inner wall or interior component of the target

structure. Depending on the impact velocity and the relative material properties of the projec-

tile and target, these debris clouds can contain solid, melted, and vaporized projectile and

target materials. The levels of melt and vaporization within the debris clouds in turn

determine the nature of the loads transmitted to various target components. Typical global



responses include the denting, buckling, tearing or catastrophic dismemberment ofinternal

missile components.

To accurately determine total target damage, a lethality assessment methodology (see,

e.g. [3-12]) must include the effects of discrete impacts by solid debris cloud fragments as

well as impulsive loadings due to molten and vaporous debris cloud material. Clearly, the

amount of debris cloud material in each of the three states of matter must be known to

accurately assess total target damage and break-up due to a KEW impact. This report

presents a first-principles method to calculate 1) the amount of material in a debris cloud

created by a perforating hypervelocity impact that is solid, molten, and vaporous, 2) the debris

cloud leading edge, trailing edge, center-of-mass, and expansion velocities, and 3) tine angular

spread of the debris cloud material. The method presented can be used for single- and multi-

material solid rod projectiles impacting an array of target plates. The methodology presented

in this report includes, improves, and expands upon the debris cloud characterization scheme

presented in WL-TR-93-7028 [13]. As such, the information this report is intended to

supersede the information in [13] and, with the exception of the portions that have been

modified, the information in [13] is reproduced in its entirety in this report for completeness

and to maintain continuity. At this point, no adjustments have been made to account for

differences in response due to projectile yaw or impact obliquity. The predictions of this

methodology are compared against those of empirically-based lethality assessment schemes as

well as against numerical and empirical results obtained in previous studies of hypervelocity

impact debris cloud formation.
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2.0 LETHALITY ASSESSMENT MODEL REQUIREMENTS

The key to conducting an accurate lethality assessment is the use of a robust

assessment methodology. The methodology should incorporate all the significant response

and damage mechanisms which result from all hypervelocity weapon-target interactions. To

accurately determine the total damage level sustained by an impacted target, a lethality

assessment methodology must include the effects of discrete and simultaneous debris cloud

fragment impacts, as well as impulsive target debris cloud loadings. Discrete or simultaneous

impacts by individual fragments can pose a lethal threat to the inner wall or to an interior

component of a target, depending on the fragments' speed, density, and trajectory, and on the

density and strength of the target inner wall or interior component material. Individually, the

molten and/or vaporous fragments in a debris cloud may not do significant damage; however,

as a whole, they can produce a significant impulsive loading over a relatively large area inside

the target. This in turn can result in further damage to the target at later times. Clearly then,

to accurately assess the total damage to a target impacted by a KEW, the amounts and types

of debris in a debris cloud produced by a hypervelocity impact must be known.

A number of empirical and semi-analytical procedures have been developed over the

past decade to determine the lethal effectiveness of KEW systems. While these procedures

are capable of assisting engineers and system architects in optimizing weapon designs and in

performing cost trade- off studies, they are significantly limited in their characterization of the

material in the debris clouds created by hypervelocity impacts. Unfortunately, very little

impact test data for relatively massive projectiles (on the order of 10 gms or more) is available

at speeds above 8 km/sec. This makes it difficult to properly characterize the nature of the

material in the debris clouds over the entire impact velocity regime of interest. Electrostatic

devices which can launch small particles to speeds as high as 100 kan/sec exist, but these

systems can only launch micron-size particles [14,15]. Other electric gun systems have

launched Kapton flyer plates to speeds of I I kn/sec, but cannot reach that velocity with

3



chunky projectiles [16]. Thus, existing lethality assessment models must be used with a fair

amount of caution, especially in scenarios involving impact velocities greater than those

attainable in experiments.

Current semi-analytical lethality assessment models usually fall into one of two broad

groups: discrete particle models [3-12,17,18] and expanding shell models [19-23]. Discrete

particle models typically account for only solid fragments [3-8,17,18], or track only a small

number of discrete fragments [9-12] in the debris cloud created by a high speed impact.

These models are best suited for applications in which the debris clouds generated by the

initial impact contain only a relatively small number of fragments and in which melting or

vaporization of the projectile and target materials do not occur.

The expanding shell models typically assume that all of the debris cloud material is

homogeneously distributed over a uniformly expanding spherical shell. These models are

applicable only in those impact situations where complete projectile and target material

vaporization occurs. Flash X-ray photographs of the debris clouds created in lead-on-lead

impacts at speeds high enough to cause melting and vaporization do show that the

assumptions of the spherical shell model are valid at least for the leading portion of the debris

clouds [24]. However, when a debris cloud is comprised primarily of solid fragments, then

similarly obtained photographs show the debris clouds to be elliptical with an eccentricity of

approximately 1.6 [24].

It is evident, therefore, that the need exists to bridge the gap between the discrete

particle models, which consider only a finite number of solid fragments, and the expanding

shell models, which are most accurate when complete vaporization occurs. Specifically, a

lethality assessment model that considers the creation and subsequent effects of debris clouds

containing all three matter states is needed. FATEPEN2 [3-6], PEN-4 [7,8], and KAPP-II

[10-12] are discrete particle lethality assessment models which can be modified to include the

effects of non-solid debris cloud constituents.
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The FATE family of codes was developed for the Naval Surface Warfare Cpnter

(NSWC) for analyzing the impacts of warhead frgments against aircraft structures over a

range of impact velocities from 2.5 to 5.0 km/sec. Initially called FATE [3], later FATE-2

[4], and now FATEPEN2 [5,6], the code has been modified to include projectile tip erosion

even at impact velocities below shatter velocity. The equations within the FATEPEN2 code

predict the number of plates perforated in a multi-plate target configuration as well as the

holes in the perforated plates. In addition, FATEPEN2 also predicts the number, size,

trajectories, and velocities of the fiagments in the various debris clouds created as the projec-

tile or its remains move through a multi-plate target.

The PEN-4 lethality assessment model was developed for the NSWC in an attempt to

model fragment impact against thin plates over a wider range of impact velocities [7,8]. This

model is similar to the FATEPEN2 model in that the equations used in the model require a

number of simplifying assumptions and experimentally derived factors. By restricting the

lower limit of the impact velocity to 3.6 km/sec, PEN-4 is able to neglect shear failures in the

projectile material; by restricting its upper limit to 7.6 kn/sec, PEN-4 neglects material

melting and vaporization. In more recent versions, PEN-4 has been updated to incorporate

advanced fragmentation models. These fragmentation models are considerable improvements

over the models used in earlier versions of the code.

KAPP-11 was developed for the Defense Nuclear Agency to predict damage to

complex three-dimensional aerospace targets impacted by multiple hypervelocity projectiles,

including chunky fragments, rods, and hollow cylinders [10]. It is the fusion of the previously

developed KAPP and KNAPP computer codes [11,12] and has been calibrated with an

Sexperimental database covering an impact velocity range of approx. 1-9 km/sec. The

empirical relationships within KAPP-Il allow the user to characterize the state of the projectile

as it passes through the target as well as the response of the target system to the impact

loadings of the initial projectile and the debris created by the initial impact. Unless otherwise

noted, version 1.1 of KAPP-1 was utilized in the study whose results are presented herein.
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3.0 SHOCK LOADING AND RELEASE ANALYSIS

3.1 Irductr Comments

Consider the normal impact of a right circular cylindrical projectile on a fiat target

plate. In this study, the projectile is assumed to be made of one or more perfectly bonded

dissimilar layers or disks. Upon impact, shock waves are set up in the projectile and target

materials. The pressures associated with these shocks typically exceed the strengths of the

projectile and target materials by several orders of magnitude. For example, in an 8 km/sec

aluminum-on-aluminum impact, the ratio of the impact pressure (116.5 GPa=1.15 MBar) to

the strength of the material (310 MPa for aluminum 6061-T6) is approximately 375, or

roughly 2.5 orders of magnitude. As the shock waves propagate, the projectile and target

materials are heated adiabatically and non-isentropically. The release of the shber,- pressures

occurs isentropically through the action of rarefaction waves that are generated as the shock

waves interact with the free surfaces of the projectile and target. This process leaves the

projectile and target materials in high energy states and can cause either or both to fragment,

melt or vaporize, depending on the material properties, geometric parameters, and the velocity

of impact. At very early times during the impact event, only the area in the immediate vicinity

of the impact site is affected by the impact. For the projectile and target geometries con-

sidered in this study, the shock waves can be considered to be initially planar. This

simplification allows one-dimensional relationships to be used for analyzing the creation and

release of shock pressures.

The shock pressures, energies, etc., in the projectile and target materials were

calculated using the three I-D shock-jump conditions, a linear relationship between the shock

wave velocity and particle velocity in each material, and continuity of pressure and velocity at

the projectile/target interface. If we consider the I-D impact of a projectile with velocity vo

on a stationary target, conservation of mass, momentum, and energy across the shock fronts

in the projectile and in the target yields
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usp/Vop - (Usp-Upp)/Vp Ust/Vot - (Ust-uptYVt (lab)

Pjp M uspu 7 /v = ustuptlVot (2ab)

E.p- PHp(Vop-VHp)/2 E -t - PHt(VorVHt)/2 (3ab)

where V-lp is specific volume, us and Up are shock and particle velocity, respectively, and

PH and EH are the pressure and energy state associated with the initial impact. In equations

(1-3), the subscripts V', and V' refer to projectile and target quantities, respectively.

Furthermore, in the development of equations (1-3), the initial conditions ahead of the

projectile and target shock waves were taken to be zero (with the exception of density which

is po-lNVo) and the shock velocity in the projectile is taken relative to a 'stationary projectile.

The linear shock velocity-particle velocity relationships for the projectile and target

materials are in the form

US= C0 + kup (4)

where Co---(KVo) is the material bulk speed of sound, K=E/3(1-2v) is the adiabatic bulk

modulus, E and v are Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio, respectively, and k is an

empirically-derived constant. At the projectile/target interface, pressure equilibrium implies

that

PHp = PHt (5)

while material continuity at the interface implies that

Vo -Upp + upt (6)

Solving equations (1-6) simultaneously yields expressions for projectile and target particle

velocities which can then be used to calculate shock velocities, pressures, internal energies,

and material densities after the passage of a shock wave.

The shock loading of a material is an irreversible process that results in an increase of

the internal energy of the shocked material. However, the release of a shocked material

occurs isentropically along an 'isentrope' or 'release adiabat'. The difference between the area

7



under the isentrope and the eney of the shocked state is the amount of residual eergy that

remains in the material and can cause the material to melt or even vaporize. A sketch of a

generic Hugoniot and a generic release isentrope with initial, shocked, and final material states

highlighted is shown in Figure 1. In order to calculate the release of the projectile and target

materials from their respective shocked states (each chrceized by P.I EH. and V ), an

appropriate equation-of-state is needed for each material. To keep the analysis relatively

simple, the Mie-Grmeisen [25] and Tillotson [26] equations-of-state were examined for

suitability for use in this study.

3.2 Mie-nmeisen Equation-of-t

The Mie-Gruneisen equation-of-state (EOS) is an accurate thermodynamic description

of most metals in the solid regime and is relatively easy to use. It has the form

P = PH + pr(E-Ei) (7)

where the time-dependent Gnmneisen coefficient r is given for most metals as

r - ropop (8)

where ro=Kp/oCp is the ambient Gruneisen coefficient, K is the adiabatic bulk modulus,

fr=3ct is the volumetric coefficient of thermal expansion, and Cp is specific heat at constant

pressure. Invoking the Second Law of Thermodynamics

dE = TdS - PdV (9)

along with the isentropic constraint dS=O for the release process allows us to construct the

release isentrope in P-V space for a material referenced to the material Hugoniot in P-V space

and a given initial shocked state defined by PH, VH, EH. Using the procedure outlined by

McQueen, et.al. [25], the pressure Pi and internal energy Ei at a specific position 'is along the

isentrope can be shown to be given by

Pi = [Pji + r/v)i(Ej.iI - Pi- IAV/2 - EIEi)]/[ I+(F/V)iAV/2] (10)

where AV is the incremental change in volume used to create the release isentrope, and PFi

and EFil are the pressure and energy along the Hugoniot corresponding to the i-th position in

the release process. The release process is continued using equation (10) until the release
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imntrope so determined crosses the V-axis (i.e. until Pi becomes zero).

Based on its thermodynamic origins, the MleieGnneisen EOS cannot be expected to

give accurate results in the expanded liquid regime or in the vapor regime. This is because as

impact energy increases, the assumption that the Gruneisen coefficient is a function of density

alone is no longer valid. At high impact energies, the Gnzneisen coefficient is a function of

internal energy as well as density. Experience has shown, however, that it does yield fairly ac-

curate end-state results even when there is a small percentage of molten material present [1].

3.3 Tilotsn Equatio-o-State

The Tillotson EOS has a more complicated form. In its original form [26], it is has

two parts. The choice of which part to use depends on the location of the release isentrope

within P-V-E space. The first part applies when the material is in compression regardless of

the internal energy (i.e. for V<Vo and for all E>O) and in the small region of expansion in

which Vo<V<Vs provided that E<E;-Es+Hv where Es is the total heat needed to produce

incipient vaporization and Hv is the latent heat of vaporization. The quantity Vi=-l/ps

corresponds to the volume (or density) of a material that completes its release process with an

internal energy E=Es. In these two regions, the Tillotson EOS has the form

P1 - [a + b/(E,p)]Ep + AI+Bp2  (11)

where =VOIV-I and

fMEp) - (E/E)(po/p)2 + 1 (12)

Equation (11) applies in particular to shock loadings in which the material remains a

solid after it isentropically returns to ambient pressure. In equation (11), A=poCo 2 and

a+b-ro. For most metals, a value of a=0.5 will yield satisfactory results. In his report,

Tlilotson states that the constants Ec and B should adjusted to give the best fit for the EOS

surface [26]. However, recent efforts by Mullin, et.al. [27] show that the constant B can be

pp�� reasonably well as

Bwpoc 2(2k-l-ro/2) (13)

but that Eo still has to be treated as a curve-fitting parameter.
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One of the dangers of improperly guessing a value for Eo is that the isentrope would

actually curve up from its starting point (PHVHEH) instead of curving down as would be

expected. Ifthis were to occur, the release process would have to be terminated, another

value of eo would have to be specified (usually a lower one), and the release process would

have to start over again. The following empirical relationship was obtained as part of this

investigation for E. as a function of other material parameters to serve as a guide in the

selection of an appropriate sarting value for B0.

Eo/Es' = 0.8 19r 0 -0 .7 6 8k6 .59 4 (Tm/rv)40 .0 2 1(H/lv)0 .57 2  (14)

where Hf is the latent heat of fusion. This equation is based on the materials considered in this

study (see Tables I and 2 for mechanical and thermal properties, respectively) and has a

correlation coefficient of 87.21%. When compared with the given values of Eo used to derive

it, equation (14) had an average error of 2.6% with a standard deviation of 30%.

In a highly expanded state (i.e. for V>Vs regardless of internal energy) or if the

internal energy is high enough to cause complete vaporization even in a moderately expanded

state (i.e. for Vo<V<Vs and if E>Es), the second part of the EOS is invoked:

P2 = aEp + {[bEp/f(Ep) + Aiexp[-f(VNo-l)])exp[-/(VNo-l) 2 ] (15)

where the constants ot and 0 are adjusted to control the rate of convergence of the EOS to

that of an ideal gas. The exponential factors force the second term in equation (15) to

approach zero at large expansion volumes. The remaining first term is then equivalent to the

ideal gas term (y-l)Ep with y=1.5, which is a reasonable value for real gases [26].

In this two-part form, the Tillotson EOS is asymptotically correct in the compression

and expansion regimes and reproduces many of the isentropic release features observed with

much more complicated equations-of-state [27]. It should be noted that the release process as

described by the Tillotson EOS does not always terminate in a simple, clear cut manner as it

does with the MNe-Gruneisen EOS. For impact conditions in which the material remains in a

solid state upon release, the isentrope generated with the Tillotson EOS will in fact cross the

V-axis in a manner analogous to that which is observed when using the Mie-Onuneisen EOS.
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However, for impact conditions that lead to nmterial melt and vaporization, instead of

cromaing the V-axis, the isentrope created with the Tillotson EOS approaches the V-axis

asymptotically and never crosses it. Therefore, an additional user-supplied parameter must be

a cut-off point for the release process in the event of extreme gaseous expansion.

Table 1. Material Mechanical Properties

Material CO k P BHN E v
_m_/s) ) 0qg/mm2) (GPa)

Ahunimin 5.380 1.34 2.71 120 71.0 0.35

B 7.975 1.12 1.82 120 290.0 0.08

Cadmium 2.307 1.64 8,64 24 46.2 0.33

copper 3.940 2.49 8.93 37 131.0 0.34

Gold 3.060 1.57 19.24 33 85.5 0.42

Iron 4.580 1.49 7.87 95 200 0.30

Lead 2.030 1.47 11.34 7 13.8 0.45

Magnesium 4.490 1.24 1.74 45 44.1 0.29

Molybdenum 5.173 1.22 10.20 200 317.2 0.31

Nickel 4.667 1.53 8,86 200 227.5 0.30

Platinum 3.680 1.50 21.37 70 191.0 0.39

Silver 3.230 2.50 10.49 25 82.7 0.37

4340 Steel 4.570 1.55 7.83 290 200.0 0.30

Tantalum 3.374 1.20 16.65 200 179.3 0.35

Tin 2.560 1.52 7.28 4 41.4 0.33

Titanium 4.786 1.05 4.51 330 124.1 0.30

T 4.150 1.24 19.17 400 406.8 0.30

Zinc 3.042 1.50 7.14 82 74.5 0.33
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Table 2. Material Thermal Properties

bMaterial F, Cp Tm Hf H1v(xIO. 4/I- (a ) J(oC3 o) ("Urn)

Alwnimum 2.13 0.240 0.235 660 2450 95 2450

S1.16 0.140 0.570 1281 2884 260 8195

Cadmium 2.27 0.343 0.058 321 765 13 212

Copper 2.00 0.170 0.097 1083 2590 49 1150

Gold 3.10 0.161 0.034 1063 2960 16 413

Iron 1.57 0.120 0.120 1539 3035 65 1591

Lead 2.77 0.293 0.031 327 1740 6 210

S1.50 0.300 0.295 650 1110 88 1326

Molybdenum 1.52 0.061 0.079 2610 5555 70 1242

Nickel 1.80 0.143 0.130 1454 2865 74 1523

Platinum 2.94 0.110 0.037 1769 4349 26 632

Silver 2.50 0.211 0.062 961 2210 25 554

4340 Steel 1.67 0.112 0.110 1510 3070 65 1590

Tantalum 1.69 0.065 0.033 2996 5425 38 1007

Tin 1.85 0.269 0.058 235 2450 14 580

Titanium 1.10 0.100 0.150 1676 3260 99 2182

m 1.48 0.040 0.035 3410 5900 53 1054

Zinc 2.15 0.274 0.100 420 907 25 420

Closed-form expressions for P, along the isentrope described by equations (11) and

(15) can also be obtained using the procedure described in [26] and used in deriving Pi for the

MIe-Grmwisen EOS. Three different variations of the incremental form of equation (9) with

dS-0 were considered in the development of the expressions for Pi. These variations are
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(#I) Ei - E~i.1 - -(Pi + P1-l),&V/ ,12

(#2) Ei - • =-PiiAV (16b)

(#3) Ei - Ei-. = -PiAV (16c)

These three forms were considered in an attempt to simplify the final expression for Pi.

in the procedure described in [25] equation (11) needs to be manipulated so that the unknown

pressure P, at the current increment is written in terms of quantities at the previous increment,

including the previous pressure Pi-.I. This is relatively easy to do using variation (#1), the

most sensible of the three, for the Mie-Gruneasen EOS because the pressure terms in the Mie-

Gnmneisen EOS are easily separable. In the T'llotson EOS, the complexity arises from the fact

dE=-PdV is used in the denominator of only one tam on the right-hand-side in equations (11)

and (15). This makes the separation of the pressure terms somewhat more cumbersome.

After deriving the expressions for Pi using each of the three proposed variations, the

predictions of the three variations for the impact velocity required to produce melt and

vaporization in materials for which such quantities were known were compared against known

velocity values. It was found that variations (#2) and (#3) did not reproduce the known

values very well. Thus, variation (#1) was selected for further use in the development of the

equations for Pi. The final expressions using equation (16a) are presented below.

(P )i = [C2 -4(C2
2 "4C I C3 )/2C I Vi (17)

Ci = Vi(AV')[I+a(AV'NiV] (18)

C2 -CIRi/Vi(AV,) + (AV'/N)Ri' + QiVi2 (AV') - Pi=I(AV')Vi2 [1+a(AV/Vi)]

(19)

C3 = (aEi.l+QiVi)Ri + bEi.lEoVo2 - Pil(AV')[(l+a)Ei.lVi2 + (l+b)EoV 0
2 +

QiVi3 ] + [Pi.I(AV')] 2 Vi2  (20)

Q Ap= + Bpi2  (21)

Ri Ei-lVi2 + EoV0
2  (22)

Ri'f= aEijlVi2 + bEoV0
2  (23)

and &V' = AV/2. Although a substantial amount of algebra is required to derive equations
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(17-23), the manipulations involved in deriving a closed-form expression for (P2 )i Wan be

reduced significantly if equation (15) is re-written in the following form:

P2 - [a + b/f(E,p)]Ep + Q' (24)

where f(p) is still given by equation (12), b'bU and Q=US where

S - ApeV[-P(VNo-1)] (25)

U exp[-a(VNo-1)2] (26)

Thus, the expression for P2 can be written in exactly the same form as the expression for P1 .

As a result, we can use the expressions that were derived for (P I)i can be used to give us

(P)i as well provided that in every instance b is replaced with bUi and Qi is replaced with

UiSi where Ui and Si are found using equations (25) and (26).

3.4 Modified Tillotson Enuiqon-of-St

Ifwe examine equations (11,15) in more detail, we note that they are continuous

across V-Vo, which implies that the Tillotson EOS is continuous across V=Vo for very high

impact energies. However, at V=Vs, there is an abrupt jump in the release isentrope for

moderate impact energies, that is, when Es<E<Es' at V=Vs. This jump occurs because accor-

ding to the original formulation proposed by Tillotson, whenever E<Es' equation (11) is used,

even in the Vo<V<Vs region of the curve. However, once we move across V=Vs, equation

(15) is invoked regardless of the impact energy. Since these two equations are not continuous

at V=Vs, neither is the isentrope. Table 3 shows values of Vs calculated using the Tillotson

EOS and the EOS parameters used to obtain them. Examination of the last column in Table 3

reveals that the ratio Vs/Vo is relatively insensitive to the choice of material: the average value

of V,/Vo is 1.138 with a standard deviation of only 4.3% of the average value.

The effect of this discontinuity in the Tillotson EOS is that it over predicts the amount

of expansion that occurs in the release of a material from a moderately energetic state, that is,

one that is not sufficiently energetic to cause an appreciable amount of vaporization to occur.

For example, in the case in which E is only slightly greater than Es at V=Vs, the original form

of the Tillotson EOS dictates that the release isentrope for V>Vs would follow a path similar
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to the one in the event of complete vaporization, that is, it would become asymptotic to the

V-axis and would terminate at an unrealistically high value of specific volume.

Table 3. Values of Vs for Materials Considered

r l oala £ p Vo Vo v, V o
__tr..) (m'Vgm) (m(Im)

Aluminum 1.1 5.0 5.0 10.2 0.369 0.424 1.149

BetyHum 1.0 5.0 5.0 17.3 0.549 0.620 1.129

Cadmium 1.0 5.0 5.0 3.2 0.116 0.128 1.106

1.0 10.0 10.0 7.1 0.112 0.130 1.161

Gold 0.3 10.0 10.0 5.3 0.052 0.060 1.154

kern 1.0 10.0 10.0 7.8 0.12? 0.145 1.141

Lead 0.3 10.0 10.0 3.5 0.088 0.101 1.148

S1.0 5.0 5.0 7.4 0.575 0.626 1.089

S0.5 10.0 10.0 9.4 0.098 0.109 1.112

Nickd 1.0 10.0 10.0 8.5 0.113 0.133 1.177

Platinum 0.2 10.0 10.0 6.1 0.047 0.053 1.128

Silver 1.0 10.0 10.0 4.6 0.095 0.122 1.284

Tantalum 0.2 10.0 10.0 6.0 0.060 0.067 1.116

Tin 1.0 10.0 10.0 4.9 0.137 0.163 1.187

Titanium 0.3 10.0 10.0 9.0 0.222 0.238 1.072

S0.3 10.0 10.0 6.6 0.052 0.057 1.096

Zinc 1.0 10.0 10.0 4.5 0.140 0.155 2.207

Note: Initial E0 guess based on Eo (J/kg) = 2.56xl0"4AO-94, A=poCo 2 [56]

Generic release isentropes obtained by implementing the Tillotson EOS in its original
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formulation are illustrated in Figures 2a-c. In Figure 2a, the energy as the isentrop" crosses

V-Vo is less than Es. No vaporization is expected to occur and calculation of the isentrope

continues using equation (11). The isentrope in this case terminates at a specific volume

Vf<Vs. In Figure 2b, the energy as the isentrope crosses Vo is greater than Es but less than

Esý. Since E is already larger than E, the isentrope in this case must terminate at a value of

specific volume greater than Vs as shown in Figure 2b. In Figure 2c, the energy as the

isentrope crosses Vo is already greater than Es'. In this case, a significant amount of

vaporization is expected to occur. Equation (15) is invoked automatically, the isentrope is

continuous across V=Vo, and there is no jump at V=Vs.

A modification in the form of a 'Mixed Phase Formulation' of the Tillotson EOS was

proposed in an attempt to lessen the effects of the discontinuity at V=Vs [28,29]. The Mixed

Phase Formulation states that if Es<E<Es' as the release isentrope crosses V=Vo, then for

V>Vo the pressure is to be calculated using the equation

P3 = [P2 (E-Es) + PI(Es-E)]/(Es-Es) (27)

This ensures that the EOS and the release isentrope are continuous if E=Es or if E=Es'

at V=Vo. This modification was motivated by the fact that if E>Es as the isentrope crossed

V=Vo, then enough energy would be present to cause partial vaporization. Thus, rather than

continue to use equation (11) if Es<E<Es' when V=Vo, equation (27) is to be implemented to

account for some additional expansion of the material.

An alternative means of eliminating the discontinuity in the Tillotson EOS then V>Vs

and Es<E<Es' (i.e. in moderately high energy impacts) is uniformly subtracting the magnitude

of the jump at V=V, from the pressure values calculated when V>Vs using equation (15), that

is, the original Tillotson EOS equation applicable when V>Vs [13]. Thus, if Es<E<Es as the

isentrope crosses V=Vs, then for V>Vs the pressure is to be calculated using the equation

P4 = P2"- P2 (V=Vs)-P 3 (V=Vs)] (28)

in which P2 is calculated using equation (15) and P3 is calculated using equation (27). As can

be seen from equation (28), this correction is not intended to replace the Mixed Phase
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Formulation of the Tillotson EOS, but rather to complement its use in the region V>Vs.

The quantity within the square brackets of equation (28) is the amount of the jump in

the release isentrope; it is largest if E=(Es)+ at V-Vs and decreases as E-I-Es'. In the event

that E-_•E at V-Vs, the proposed modification in the Tillotson EOS disappears, the EOS

reverts back to its original form (i.e. P4 fP 2), and continuity at V=Vs is maintained. If E<Es

as the isentrope crosses V=Vo, then the isentrope never reaches V=Vs so that in such cases,

the correction is never invoked. Thus, the proposed correction is only invoked when needed,

that is, if Es<E<Es' as the isentrope crosses Vf=Vs.

The effect of implementing the subtraction jump correction in the Tillotson EOS on

the nature of the release isentrope is shown in Figures 3ab, and c for impact scenarios in

which E=(Es)+, E is between Es and Es', and E=(E')-, respectively, as the isentrope crosses

VfVs. In Figures 3a-c, VtMT refers to the final specific volume obtained using the jump

subtraction correction formulation of the Tillotson EOS. As can be seen in Figures 3a-c, the

proposed modification gives an appropriate amount of expansion when E is near Es' and does

not over predict the amount of expansion when E is only slightly greater than Es.

In this report, the version of the Tillotson EOS in which the jump at VfVs is

eliminated by the uniform subtraction approach is referred to as the Tillotson/SJC formulation

while the mixed phase formulation of the Tillotson EOS is referred to as the Tillotson/MPF

formulation. Unless otherwise specified, the Tillotson/SJC formiulation was used in the

remainder of this effort. Table 4 presents a summary of which equation to use in which

regime of P-V-E space to generate a release with the Tillotson/SJC and Tillotsoan/MPF

equations-of-state.
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Table 4. Equations for Generating Release Isentrope as a Function of,

Location in P-V-E Space

V-RIn E-Reuion Tilfoton/SJC Tmotsom/MPF

VWVn aln >0 011) (11)

Vn<V<VS E<Zs (11), (11)

vn<v<vg E <Eq' 7) (27)
Vn<V<VS W-a<E (15) (15)

V,<v E,<E<Eq' (28) (27)

Vs<V F__ '<E (15) (15)

3.5 Ermnation of Shock Pressures in a Multi-Material Proieetile

As the shock wave generated by the impact on the target propagates through the

projectile, it encounters the various interfaces between material layers. At each interface

between two dissimilar materials, a transmitted shock wave and a reflected wave are

generated. The properties of the reflected and transmitted waves are found using a technique

based on the method of impedance matching (see, e.g., [30-32]). In this technique, continuity

of pressure and particle velocity are enforced at each interface. If the reflected pressure is

greater than the incident pressure, then the reflected wave is a shock wave. Conversely, if the

reflected pressure is less than the incident pressure, the reflected wave is a rarefaction wave.

The equations governing the reflection and transmission of shock waves at projectile material

interfaces are derived as follows.

Figure 4a shows an incoming shock wave in material A, a reflected wave from the A/B

interface, and a transmitted shock wave into material B. Shock wave I is shown moving into

undisturbed material (denoted with a '0' subscript). The shocked state of the material in its

wake is denoted by a 'I' subscript. The reflected wave H moves back into this shocked
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material and leaves behind it material whose state is denoted by a subscript of'2'. The

transmitted shock wave M moves into undistributed material (denoted by a '4' subscript); the

condition of the shocked material behind it is labeled with a T' subscript. Figure 4b shows the

same configuration only all motion is shown under steady conditions.

Across shock front I we have

pl(Ul-ul) - poA(UI-u0) (29)

p1-po - poA(UI-uoXuI-u 0) (30)

as well as the constitutive relationship between the shock wave speed UI and the particle

velocity uI induced in the shocked material

U1 -coA+kAul (31)

In equations (29,30), Po has been replaced by poA, the an," ent density of material A.

Assuming stationary conditions at zero pressure ahead of th shock wave (i.e. uP 0=PO-) and

that P1 is known (as it will be in impact problems), equations (29-31) can be used to solve for

u1 and pl as follows:

uI = -(coA/2kA){ 1-[l+4kApl/poA(coA)2] 1/2) (32)

P, = poAUI/JI'Ul) (33)

This completely defines the state of the material behind shock wave I. For shock wave II we

have

Pl(U2+Ul) = P2(U2 +u2 ) (34)

P2-PI = Pl(U2+ulXul-u2) (35)

and for shock wave IM we have

P3 (U3 -v3 ) = poB(U3 -u4 ) (36)

P3-P4 = poB(U3 -u4 Xu3 -u4 ) (37)
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U3 coB + kBu3  <38)

where p4 has been replaced by poB, the ambient density of material B. Assuming stationary

conditions at zero pressure ahead of shock wave IMI and enforcing pressure and velocity

continuity at the A/B material interface (i.e. P3 =P2 and u3u2) reduces equations (36-38) to

p303-12) - p0BU3  (39)

P2 -PoBU 3u2  (40)

U3 = %B + kBu2  (41)

Equations (34,35,39-41) are a system of 5 equations in 6 unknowns (P2 ,p2 ,U2 ,u2 ,

p3,U 3 ). The elimination of one unknown is illustrated graphically in Figure 5. In Figure 5,

Curves A and B are the Hugoniots of materials A and B, and Curve A' is the Hugoniot of

materials A reflected about point C which denotes the initial shocked state in material A (i.e.

prior to the passage of the reflected wave). The shocked state of material B must lie at the

intersection of its Hugoniot (Curve B) and the reflected Hugoniot for material A (Curve A).

This state is denoted by point D. The particle velocity corresponding to point D is the

interface velocity u2=u3 while the pressure corresponding to point D is the interface pressure

P2 -P3 .

Knowing that curve A' is the reflection of Curve A, that is, it passes throughout the

points (upuiPP), (up2ulyPO), and (up=O,P-2poAul(coA+2kAul)), allows us to

obtain the following functional form for Curve A' in P-up space:

PA! = 2poAul(coA+2kAul) - poA(coA+4kAul'kAup)up (42)

Thus, when we set PA' equal to the functional form of Curve B, we have an equation for the

particle velocity that corresponds to point D. Solving for this particle velocity yields:

uD = [j3JJ32 -4cxy)1/ 2 ]/2ri (43)

where
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- poAkA - poBkB (44)

- po•ACA + poBB + 4poAkAu1 (45)

- 2poAu1(coA+2kAu 1) (46)

in which ul, of course, is known. Setting u2=uD in equations (34,35) and (39-41) allows us

to solve for all the remaining quantities:

U3  oB+ kBu 2  (47)

P3 - poBU3 u2  (48)

P3 poBU 3/(U3 "u2) (49)

U2 - (P1-P2)/Pl(ul-u2) - ul (50)

P2 PI(U 2+ul)/(U2+u2) (51)

An example of this technique is discussed in the next paragraph.

Figure 6, which consists of three Hugoniot curves drawn in pressure-particle velocity

(P-up) space, shows what happens when a shock wave traveling in copper at 12 kin/sec

encounters an aluminum interface. Using the three one-dimensional shock jump conditions and

the linear P-up relationship for copper, it is found that a 12 kmn/sec shock wave in copper

creates a pressure jump of 568 GPa and induces a particle velocity of 5.34 km/sec in its wake

as it moves into copper at ambient conditions. To find the pressures and particle velocities of

the reflected and transmirttd waves, the Hugoniot for copper in P-up space is reflected about

the point defined by up-=5.34 kin/sec, P--568 GPa Its point of intersection with the Hugoniot

for ahluinum yields the desired pressure (290 GPa) and particle velocity (7.15 km/sec) for the

wave reflected back into the copper and transmitted into the aluminum.

Once the pressure and the particle velocity in a subsequent material layer are

determined, the one-dimensional shock-jump conditions are used to calculate the specific

volume and the energy of the shocked material. This procedure is repeated for each
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*sucoiwe projectile material layer. Thus, while the impact conditions are used to define the

shocked states in the target and first projectile layer materials, the shocked states in

subsequent projectile material layers are obtaned using the impedance maching technique just

described and illustrated.

3.6 Rdas of Shockfruia

The target shock pressures are released by the action of the rarefaction wave that is

created by the reflection of the shock wave in the target from the target rear free surface.

This rarefaction wave propagates through the target material and into the shocked projectile

layer materials. In doing so, it also releases the projectile materials from their respective

shocked states. For the purposes of the model developed herein, this process of shocking and

releasing continues until the rarefaction wave overtakes the shock wave. After this point in

time, it is assumed that no additional shocking and release of projectile material occurs. In this

manner, the model considers only material that is "fully shocked".

As mentioned previously, in some instances the relative impedance of two adjoining

projectile layer materials may result in a shock wave being reflected back into a projectile

material layer that has been shocked and released. However, it is assumed for the purposes of

this study that this reflected shock wave does not "re-shock" the projectile material and that

the material into which it is reflected remains released. This assumption is reasonable since as

the reflected shock wave moves back into the released layer material, it continuously creates

rarefaction waves at the projectile edge free surfaces which release any material shocking it

produces. Thus, in the model developed herein, any projectile layer material that has been

shocked and released will remain released regardless of the nature of the wave reflected from

its interface with an adjoining layer.
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4.0 DEBRIS CLOUD MATERIAL CHARACTERIZATION

4.1 Co_ Mqnuf"n the pEomu __g of Solid- L~iquid- and Gaseous Debris Cloud Material

Once the residual internal energies in the shocked and released portions of the pro-

jectile and target materials had been obtained, the percentages of the various states of matter

in the resulting debris cloud were estimated using the following procedure. This procedure

requires the knowledge of the materials' solid and liquid specific heats (CpsCpl), their melting

and boiling points (Tm,Tv), and their heats of fusion and vaporization (HfHv) in addition to

the residual internal energy (Er).

If Er<CpsTm, then all of the shocked and released materials was considered to remain

in a solid matter state, that is,

PS- 1.0

Pi 0.0 (52ab,c)

Pvff0.0

If CpsTm<Er<Cps+Hft then the quantity (Er-CpsTm)fHf represented the fraction of

the shocked and released material that was melted, while the remaining shocked and released

material was assumed to be in solid form, that is,

Ps = 1.0 - (ErCpsTm)/Hf

PI = (ErCpsTm)/Hf (53ab,c)

If CpsTm+Hf<Er< CpsTm+HfiCpl(Tv-Tm), then all of the shocked and released

material was considered to be in a liquid state, that is,

Ps = 0.0

P! = 1.0 (54ab,c)
Pv=0.0

If CpsTm+HfýCpl(Tv-Tm)<Er< CpsTm+HfClT(Tv-Tm)+Hv, then the quantity

(Er- [CpsTm+Hf+pl(Tv-Tn]])/Hv represented the fraction of the shocked and released
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material that was vaporized, while the remaining shocked and released material wap con-

aidered to be in liquid form, that is,

Ps=0.0

PI - 1.0 - (Er-[CpsTm+HftCpl(Tv-Tm)])/Hv (55ab,c)

Pv - (Er[CpsTm+HfiCpl(TvTTm)])/Hv

If CpsTm+HfCpl(Tv-Tm)+Hv<Er, then all of the shocked and released material was

vaporized, that is,

Ps= 0.0

P,=0.0 (56ab,c)

Pv= 1.0

4.2 Comniuting the Masses of the Solid, Liquid. and Gaseous Debris Cloud Material

The material in the debris cloud created by the initial impact consists of the target

material removed by the impact and the impacting projectile mass. While the mass of the

projectile material in the debris cloud was known a priori, the mass of the target material in

the debris cloud had to be determined by multiplying the target hole-out area by the target

thickness and the target material density.

4.2.1 Target Plate Hole Diameter

The diameter of the hole created in the target plate by the initial impact (D) can be

calculated using any one of a number of empirical equations for hole diameter in a thin plate

due to a high speed impact. Four such equations were considered and implemented in the

debris cloud materials characterization scheme being developed herein. These equations are

given below.

#1) KAPP-IIHSS0I

D/dp = exp(app){ 1+bvo[1-exp(-cts/dp)]} (57)

where ab, and c are empirical constants [10].

#2) KAPP-HSS02

D = Fw(rc/P)[T(2P-T)] 1/2 (58)
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whom

T -ktts + P( -[l-(dp/2rc)2 ]I"2) (59)

rc- p/[d(pp/rt) + f]1/ 2  (60)

(S(vo)pp/Pt)(l /dp - I + DindFp) ..... long rods
S(61ab)

t S(vo)Op/rt) 1(Din/A2ds)ydp)1/3  ..... disks

S(vo) 1 I - exp(-vo2(pp/2Yt)[u/(t+u)]) (62)

u = (pp/pt)1 /2  (63)

Din/dp - a(pp/b(3Lp p)c[(p~vo2)/(2eN] 1/3  (64)

where ds is the diameter of an equivalent sphere, Yt is the target material tensile yield

strength, Bt is the target material Brinell Hardness Number, and ab,c,dekt, and Fw are

empirical constants [10].

#3) KAPP-UISA1

D/dp - I + (Dinidp-l)(I-exp[-h(ts/dp) 2/3]) (65)

where Dinf is as defined in equation (64), and

h = a(Bt/pp)b (66)

and ab are empirical constants [10].

#4) PEN4.vl0

D/ts = 11.02(1 - exp[-(dp/)pVo2/Yt)0.415 (pp/Pt)-0.1 5/29.9]) (67)

While the empirical nature of these equations mandates their use only within the

impact velocity regimes for which they were designed, the results obtained for velocities out-

side the prescribed regimes are in general not unreasonable. One of the implications of these

equations is that the amount of target mass in the debris cloud and will continue to grow as

the impact velocity is increased. This is because the velocity terms in equations (57,58,65,67)

have a positive real number exponent; three of them state that hole diameter is proportional to

v0 2/3. However, this is not necessarily the case, especially in the case of a thin target. For a
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thin target, one would expect the hole diameter to increase until a certain critical inupact

velocity (which depends on relative target and projectile material and geometric properties)

and then level off as velocity continues to increase.

Up until the critical impact velocity, there would be substantial interaction between the

projectile and the target as the projectile moves through the target; above the critical impact

speed, the projectile would move through the target so fast (because of the relative thinness of

the target) that there is only a minimal amount of projectiledtarget interaction. Hence, one

would expect impact velocity to have a minimal effect on hole diameter in a thin target beyond

a certain critical value. Unfortunately, equations (57,58,65,67) do not have this characteristic.

A brief study was made using equations (57,58,65,67) for aluminum projectiles

impacting thin aluminum tarpets at speeds between 2 and 25 kn/sec. The results are

presented in Figures 7-10; each Figure corresponds to a different relative geometric

configuration that was considered. In Figure 7, the projectile length-to-diameter ratio (Lp/dp)

was 2 while the ratio of the target thickness to the projectile diameter (ts/dp) was 0. 1; in

Figure 8, Lp/dpff2 while ts/dpff0.5; in Figure 9, Lp/dp=0.1 and ts/dp=f0.1; and in Figure 10,

Lp/dpO.I and tp/dp=0.5.

Thus, in Figures 7,8 a relatively long rod impacted a relatively thin and thick plate,

respectively, while in Figures 9,10 a relatively thin disk impacted and relatively thin and thick

plate, respectively. A common feature of all four figures is than only the PEN4.vlO equation

possessed the ability to level off in hole diameter beyond a certain impact velocity. However,

the PEN4.vlO equation is for spheres only; the projectile diameter used in the equation was

taken to be equal to dp, and not some 'equivalent diameter' that would be larger than dp and

confuse the issue. Thus, the predictions of the PEN4.vlO equation are affected only by target

thickness and not projectile length.

Another common feature of all four figures is that the predictions of all three KAPP-II

equations continue to grow as impact velocity increases. Of these three equations, the one

denoted by 'KJ/HSSO2' appears to have some tendency to flatten out as the impact velocity
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increases. Thus, it would appear that KII/HSS02 offers some promise in being able to be

modified to reflect what would be expected of hole diameter as a function of impact velocity.

A fifth hole diameter option was added to the debris cloud con scheme

for thin disk projectiles. In this option, the diameter of the hole in a target plate impacted by a

thin high speed projectile is merely set equal to the diameter of the impacting disk. This

appropriateness of this approximation has been demonstrated in numerous experimental

studies of high speed impacts (see, e.g. [33]).
4.2.2 Calculation of Shocked and Released Material Masse

To calculate the masses of the various states of the projectile and target materials in

the debris cloud, the amounts of shocked and released target and projectile material had to be

determined. These quantities were obtained by determining the locations in the target plate

and in the projectile where the rarefaction waves had overtaken the corresponding shock wave

[34]. It was the material thrcugh which both the shock wave and the release wave had

traveled that was shocked and released and which was therefore either melted or vaporized,

depending on the particulars of the impact event. Any material beyond the point at which the

rarefaction wave had overtaken the shock wave was assumed, for the purposes of this study,

not to have been shocked and to have remained in a solid matter state. If the point at which

the release wave had overtaken the shock wave was beyond the thickness of the target plate

or the length of the projectile, then all of the target and/or projectile material had been

shocked and released.

For single-material projectiles, referring to Figures I lab and 12 and utilizing the

results in [34], rarefaction wave R1 overtakes the shock wave S1 on the axis of symmetry at a

point in the projectile given by

L1 = 0.72dp (68)

where LI is measured from the front face of the initially uncompressed projectile.

Furthermore, rarefaction wave R4 will overtake the shock wave S I at a point in the projectile

given by
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L44 t[cttuStuptYt(CSpuSp+upp)J(csp/cssXusp/ust) ,(69)

where ts is the target thidcness, and Cmcsp are the speeds of sound in the shocked target,

prjciematerials and are given by [34]

cs(tp) - us(t,p)2{049 + [(Us(t,p)-Up(t,p))us(t,p)] 2 ) (70)

respectively. Thus, ifLl<L4, then RI overtakes Sj first and the shocked and released
projectile length is taken to be equal to LI; ifLl>L4, then R4 is the first to overtake SI and

the shocked and released projectile length is taken to be equal to L4.

For multi-material projectiles, the location in the projectile where the rarefaction wave

R4 overtakes shock wave SI is determined using a technique derived from that used for

rigle-material projectiles. Consider Figure 13, which is an extension of Figure 12 for a single

material projectile to the case of a multi-material projectile. In Figure 13, the speeds of the

waves R4 and S1, which are denoted by D' and VE' subscripts, respectively, are seen to change

as they move through the projectile material layers. In addition, the interface velocity, which

is denoted by a 'C' subscript, is also seen to change from interface to interface due to the

different material layer properties.

As before, we are interested in calculating the length L4, which is the distance form

the undisturbed leading edge of the projectile to the point within the projectile where the

rarefaction wave R4 overtakes the shock wave S I as it moves through the various projectile

layers. This quantity is obtained by performing the following sequence of calculations. It is

noted that as we proceed in the calculations that follow, the velocities VAVB,VC, etc. are

presumed to be known for each successive layer. They are functions of the initial impact

conditions an the impedance mismatches at the various projectile layers. Thus, the objective

of the calculations that follow is to determine the various X and T quantities for the movement

of the waves R4 and S 1 through a multi-material projectile in X-T space as shown in Figure

13.

The first quantities that need to be determined are the time TC and the position XC at

which the rarefaction wave R4 intercepts the target/projectile interface. Referring to Figure
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14 md following the procedure in [34], we have

XC - t•(VCvNAXVB+VAY(VB+VC 0 (71)

TC - XC/VCl - (toVA(VB+VAX(VB+VC 1) (72)

We now consider each projectile layer in sequence and determine whether or not R4 will

overake S1 within a give layer or at some point beyond it. Thus, for the first layer, referring

again to Figmue 14, we calculate

L4(1) -ET + XDT (73)

where

N XC(VEINC1XVDI+VC1)/(VDI-VEI) (74)

TEr - XETNET - (XCNCI)(VDI+VCIY(VD1-VEI) (75)

XDT = XEr(voIVEI) (76)

Thus, ifL4 (1 ) < Lp(l), R4 overtakes SI within the first projectile layer, otherwise, it

overtakes S at some point beyond the first layer and the calculations proceed as follows.

Before moving on to the second layer, we must first determine the locations of the

points in X-T space where R4 and Sl each intersect the moving interflce between layers I

and 2. These points correspond to points 4 and 5, respectively, in Figure 15. The coordinates

of Point 5 are determined by calculating the quantities XEI and TEl. These are obtained

from Figures 14 and 15 using simple geometric considerations with the following results:

XEI = VEILp(1)/(VEI+vo) (77)

TEl = XE1NE1 = Lp(')/(VEl+vo) (78a,b)

To determine the X-T coordinates of point 4, we again refer to Figure 15 and proceed as

follows. First, noting that

T4=TC+TDI (79)

we have

T4 - TC=TC + TD1 - TC = TDI= (X4- XC)/VDI (80)

so that

TDI = (X - XC)/VDI (81)
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Second,

T4- T5 - NX - X5Y(-Vc2) (82)

Substituting for T4 according to equation (79) and substituting T5=TEI and X5=XE I allows

equation (82) to be solved for X4 as follows:

X4 - XEI - Vc2(TC + TDI - TEl) (83)

Equating this result to the expression for X4 that is obtained from equation (81) yields

XC + TDIVDI - XEI - VC2(TC - TEl) -VC2TD1 (84)

Using equation (83) to solve for TDI yields:

TDI = [XEI + VC2TEI - (XC + VC2TC)JI(VDI + VC2) (85)

Since XC = -TCVCI we have

TD1 = [XE1 + VC2TEI + TC(VCI-VC2)]/(VD1 + VC2) (86)

Thus, since the X-coordinate of point 4 is given by

X4 = XC + TDIVDI (87)

the position of point 4 is now also defined. We are now ready to the second projectile layer.

Referring to Figure 16 and proceeding as before, we have:

L4 (2 ) = XEI + XET + XDT (88)

XDT = XDT°(TEI+TET)/TET (89ab)

XDT'IVo = XETNE2 (90)

Substituting for XDT' according to its definition in equation (89b) yields:

XDT = XET,(vIVE2)TEl + TET)/TET (91)

But also since XET/TET = VE2, this equation simplifies to

XDT = vo(TEI + TET) (92)

Thus, substituting equation (92) into equation (88) yields

L4(2) = XEI + XET + voTE I + VoTET (93)

Since vOTE1 = XDI, this equation reduces to

L4(2) = XE1 + XDI + XET(I + VoIVE2) (94)

Finally, sinceXE1 + XD I = Lp(1), we have
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L4=2 Lp(I)+ X~qrO + volVE2) ,(95)

To fnd XNE, we note that

TEl + TEr- Tc + TDI + TDT (96)

Since

TDT - (XCT + XEr)/VD2 (97)

wehave

TET"- TC + TD1 -TEl + (XCT + XETYVD2 (98)

But since

XCT- Vc2(TC + TDI -TEl) (99)

equation (98) can be written as

TET - TC + TDI - TEl + [Vc2(Tc + TDI - TEl) + XET]/VD2 (100)

Using the relationship TE- = XETNE2, we obtain after simplification the following

exprsion for XET:

NET- VE2[(VD2 + VC2)/(VD2 - VE2)(TC + TDI - TEl) (101)

Substituting this expression into equation (95) completes the derivation of the expression of

L4(2). Thus, if L4(2) < Lp(1) + Lp(2 ), R4 overtakes S1 within the second projectile layer, if

not, we continue our calculations. As before, prior to moving on the third layer (assuming, of

course, that it exists), we must first determine the locations of the points in X-T space where

R4 and Sl each intersect the moving interface between layers 2 and 3. These points

correspond to points 9 and 10, respectively, in Figure 17. From Figure 16 and 17, we obtain

the following expressions for the coordinates for point 10:

XI0 = XEl + XE2 = XEI + VE2Lp(2 )/(VE2 + vo) (102ab)

TI0= TEl + TE2 = TEl + XE2NE2 = TEl + Lp(2 )/(VE2 + vo) (103a-c)

where XEI and TEl are given by equations (77) and (78), respectively. To determine the

coordinates for point 9 in X-T space, we note that

T9 - T4 = (X9 - X4)/VD2 (104a)

and
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T9 - T10 - (X9 - Xl0)/(-Vc 3 ) 0104b)

Since

T9 - T4 - TD2 (105a)

we can substitute for T4 according to equation (79) and obtain

T9 = TC + TDI + TD2 (105b)

Equations (104a,b) are then combined to yield:

X9= X4 + TD2VD2 = Xl0- VC3(T9 - TI 0) (106ab)

Thus, to uniquely determine the position of point 9, all that remains is to find an expression

for TD2. Substituting equations (79), (87), (102a), (103a), and (105) into equations (106) and

solving for TD2 yields

TD2= (XE2 + VC3TE2)/(VD2 + VC3)

+ [(VC2 - VC3)/(VD2 - VC3)](TC + TDI - TEl) (107)

Since X4 is already known, equation (106a) can be used to obtain X9 . This completes the

series of calculations required to define the position in X-T space of points 9 and 10.

The series of calculations presented for the first two projectile layers serves as the

basis for the general forms of the equations that can be used for determining the location

where R4 overtakes S1 in a multi-material projectile. These generalized equations, which are

valid for material layers 2 through NPMAT-I where NPMAT is the number of projectile

layers, are derived as foflows.

Referring to Figure 18 and 19, which are generalizations of Figures 16 and 17,

respectively, we begin by writing the general form of L4 0i) as follows:

i-I

LO) = Y, XEj +XET + XDT (108)
j=l

where the XEj are known for l:5.<.i-1 (as are the accompanying TEj). Thus, the unknowns in

equation (108) are XET and XDT. To find expressions for these quantities, we refer to

Figure 1S and write:
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TE- XDT'/vo - XET/VEi ,(109ab)

so that

XDT1 - XE(Vo/VFi) (110)

But also since

i-I
XDTVrET - XDT/(F, T~j + TET) (111)

j=1
we have

i-I

XDTXDT'(Y " TEj + TET)ET (112)

j=1

Substituting for XDT' according to equation (110) and then replacing XET/TET with VEi

yields the following expression for XDT:

i-I
XDT-vo(F TEj + TETYrEr (113)

j=1

It is noted that equation (113) is a simple generalization of equation (92). Substituting

equation (113) into equation (108) yields, after replacing TET with XETNEi and voTEj with

j-1

xj'= X~jTEj/ T Tk (114)
k=1

the following expression for L4(i):

i-I j-H
L4O')= E (XEj+ XDjTEJ/-F TEO0+ XET(I + Vo/Ei) (115)

j=1 k=1

Having eliminated XDT from the expression for L40i), all that remains is to find XET. To

begin, we write
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i-I i-I

T~ ~+ TET TC + TDj +TDT (116)
j=1 j=1

so that

i-I

TET= TC + (TDj- TEj) + (XcT + XET)/VDi (117)
j=1

Noting that

i-I i-I

XCT = Vci(rC + TDj- TEj) (118)
j=1 j=l

we have, after substituting equation (117) into equation (116) and simplifying, the following

expression for XET:

i-1

XET - VEi[(VDi + VCi)/(VDi - VEi)][TC + • (TDj - TEj)] (119)
j=1

Thus, ifL40) < Lp(l) + Lp(2 ) +... + Lp(i), then R4 overtakes S1 within lalr 'i'; if not, then

we must determine the coordinates of the points in X-T space where R4 and S I intercept the

moving interface between layers i and i+1. If we denote the coordinates of these points,

which are labeled 'W! and 'S' in Figure 19, as (XR4,TR4) and (Xs 1 ,TsI), then we have

i-I
XS I F. XEj + XEi (120a)

j=l

and

i-I
TSI1 = TEj + TEi (120b)

j=l

where
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- VEiLp(i)/(V~i + Vo) 4121a)

Mid

TE - XEi/VEi (121b)

Additionally,

i-l

TR4 = TC + TDj + TDi (122a)

j=l

i-I
XR4 =- XEj + XR4' (122b)

j=l

where the XEj, TDj, and TEj are known for 1l<j5i-1, and the quantities TDi and XR4' are

obtained by generalizing equations (106) and (107), respectively. Thus, we have

TDi = (XEi + VC,i+ITEi)/(VDi + VC,i+I)

i-i

+ [(VCi - VC,i+IY(VDi - VC,i+I][Tc + X (TDj - TEj)]] (I23a)

j=l

and

i

XR4'= XEi - VC,i+I[TC + 2 (TDj - TEj)] (123b)
j=1

At the last layer, i.e. when i=NPMAT, if L4 (NPMAT) > Lp, then the entire projectile is

shocked and released; if not, then R4 overtakes S I in the final projectile material layer.

All that remains now is to relate the known quantities VAVB,VC, ... , etc. to physical

quantities such as shock velocity, particle velocity, etc. Referring to [34], these relationships

are readily obtained and are presented below.

VA = ust VB = cst -upt

VC1 = upt VDI = csp(l) - upt (124a-e)

VEI - usp() -(v.
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Fori _2,

VCi ... particle velocity at the interface between layers i-I and i

VDi - cpO) - VCi (125a-c)

VEi ... (shock velocity at the interface between layers i-I and i) - vo

It is noted that the quantity csp(i) is recalculated for each material layer based on the

particle and shock velocities obtained for each layer using the impedance mismatch technique

described in Section 3.5. Finally, if we substitute the definitions ofVAVB,VC1,VD1, and

VEI according to equations (124a-e) into equations (71-75) and simplify, we obtain equation

(69), which is the equation obtained in [34] for single material projectiles.

Figure 20 shows the results obtained when this technique is applied to a 3-layer

projectile impacting an aluminum plate at 6 km/sec. The projectile materials, their stacking

sequence, and the geometry of the impact are also given in Figure 20. As can be seen from

Figure 20, the original rarefacimon wave emanating from the target rear surface overtakes the

shock wave in the projectile at a distance of approximately 0.71 cm from the leading edge of

the undisturbed projectile. This implies that at the impact velocity considered, the first two

projectile layers (i.e. the aluminum and the steel) are completely shocked and released as is the

first 0.202 cm of the third projectile layer (i.e. the tungsten).

It is the material through which both the shock wave and the release wave travel that

is shocked and released and which is therefore either melted or vaporized, depending on the

impact velocity. Any material beyond the point at which the rarefaction wave overtakes the

shock wave is assumed, for the purposes of this study, not to be shocked and to remain in a

solid matter state. If the point at which the release wave overtake the shock wave is beyond

the thickness of the target plate or the length of the projectile, then all of the target and/or

projectile material is shocked and released. Thus, according to the assumptions and

definitions presented herein, the remaining 0.306 cm of the tungsten layer in the projectile

corresponding to the impact depicted in Figure 20 is unshocked and unreleased.
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In calculating the amount of target material subject to shock loading and release, it is

assumed that the shocked target material comes from an area of the target equal to the

"presented area of the projectile [35]; the remaining material ejected from the target in the

cation of the target phat hole is asmsed to remain in a solid, albeit undoubtedly

fiagmented, state. This is due to the fact that if shear and viscous forces are neglected, there

are no net fores acting on the projectile and target masses immediately after impact. This in

turn implies that the force exerted by the projectile on the target equals the force exerted by

the target on the projectile. Combining this result with equation (5) and noting that force is

the product of pressure and area, the effective area of the target on which the impact pressure

acts must, to an first-order approximation, equal the presented area of the projectile. This in

turn implies that the shocked target material comes from an area of the target approximately

equal to the presented area of the projectile.

Furthermore, it is also assumed that the depth of the shocked target material extends

completely through the target thickness. Were this not the case, then other target failure

modes, such as plugging, for example, might come into play. This in turn would seriously

compromise the validity of the assumptions made in the development of this debris cloud

model. A direct consequence of this assumption is that the model developed herein is not

valid for "thick* target plates.

Once the projectile and target mass contributions to the debris cloud and the fractions

of these masses that were shocked and released were obtained, the masses of the target and

projectile materials in each of the three states of matter were computed by multiplying each

matter state percentage by the appropriate total shocked and released mass. The mass of the

solid shocked and released matirial (if any) was then added to the mass of the unshocked

material (if any) to obtain the total mass of the solid component of the debris cloud material.

4.2.3 Suzm and Comment

Thus, if we let Lo denote the length of the shocked and released portion of the

projectile (original length Lp), then the mass distribution among the three matter states is
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gv= by:

MSt=MrMtsr+M' MspMp-Mpsr+Msp' (126a b)

MhtipPtttm MspI=PspMpsr (127ab)

Mit-PlMtsr Mip=PipMpsr (128a,b)

Mvt-PvtMtsr Mvp=pvpMpsr (129ab)

Mtsruxdp2tspt/4 Mps=(Lo/Lp)Mp (130ab)

Mt=zD 2tspt/4 Mp--adlp2Lppp/4 (131 a,b)

where: MstMsp, MltIlp and MvtMvp are the total masses of the solid, liquid, and vapor

components of the target and projectile contributions to the debris cloud, respectively,

PstPsp, PiPip, and PvtPvp are the percentages of the solid, liquid, and vapor constituents of

the shocked and released portions of the target, and projectile, respectively; Mtsr, and Mpsr

are the portions of the target and projectile that are shocked and released; " and MtMp

are the mass densities and total original mass contributions of the target and projectile to the

debris cloud, respectively; and, Mst' and Msp' are the masses of the shocked and released

portions of the target and projectile that remain in a solid matter state upon release.

A limitation of this procedure is the assumption that no further projectile and/or target

loading and unloading had occurred beyond the point where the release waves had overtaken

the corresponding shock wave. This is not completely correct since the shock wave does not

simply cease to exist once it is overtaken by a rarefaction wave. Rather, its magnitude

decreases over a finite amount of time and a finite extent of material. Some additional

projectile and target material will be heated and possibly melted until the strength of the shock

wave diminishes to a point below which melt due to plastic deformation no longer occurs.

However, the procedure set forth does allow the calculation of first-order accurate mass

quantities for projectile and target materials in the three states of matter.
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4.3 Debris Cloud Velocte

4.3.1 Intrucwtory Comnents

The equations developed in the subsequent section are presented in their most general

form. They can be applied directly to a singie-material projectile and adapted easily to apply

to the impact of a multi-material projectile. In characterizing the velocities of the debris cloud

created by a hypervelocity impact on a thin plate, there are two possibilities that need to be

considered.

First, all of the projectile material is shocked and released. In this case, the debris

cloud consists of the projectile and target material that is shocked and released and the

additional fragmented target material that is ejected from the target plate during the

perforation process but, according to the assumptions made herein, is not shocked and

released. In the debris cloud model developed herein, all of this material is allowed to move

axially and expand radially. The quantities of interest in this case are therefore the debris

cloud leading edge, center-of-mass, trailing edge, and expansion velocities, that is, vf, vi, vr,

and Vexp respectively.

Second, some of the projectile material remains, according to the assumptions

employed herein, unshocked. While it would not be appropriate to call this unshocked

projectile material a "residual projectile mass", it is reasonable to presume that this material is

less severely stressed than that which is fully shocked and then releaseo. Hence, it is also

reasonable to presume that if there is any unshocked projectile material, then it does not

significantly expand radially as it moves axially. In this case, the debris cloud consists of

shocked and released target and projectile materials and the additional unshocked fragmented

target material. The quantities of interest are the debris cloud leading edge, center-of-mass,

and expansion velocities, that is, vf, vi, and vexp, respectively, and the velocity of the

remaining unshocked projectile material, vpr. Note that due to the presence of the unshocked

projectile mass, there is no debris cloud trailing edge for which to calculate a velocity.
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4.3.2 Debri Cloud Veloct and Spu Calcuatio

Consider the impact of a projectile on a thin target and the debris cloud created by it as

shown in Figure 21. As indicated in the Figure, the velocities of interest are vf, vi, vexpi and

yr. As the initial shock wave created by the impact strikes the rear surface of the target, it

creates a rarefaction wave that travels back into the target and eventually in some form into

the projectile. This action and interaction of the shock wave and the free surface impacts a

velocity ufst to the target rear surface equal to the sum of the particle velocity in the target

material due to the shock wave Upt and the particle velocity due to the rarefaction wave urt

that is,

ufst = Upt + Urt = UPt + ) 4('dV/dP)ieNdP (132)
0

where the P-V curve used in the integration is the isentrope for the target material. Since

urteUpt [25], an alternative form for equation (132) is

ufst = 2upt (133)

In both of the cases described in Section 4.3.1, the velocity of the leading edge of the

debris cloud vf is approximated with ufst (see also [33]):

vf= Ufst = Upt +I 4(-dV/dP)isedP (134)
0

Also common to both cases is that the half-angle measuring the spread of the debris

cloud materials is given by

0 = tanl(vexp/Vi) (135)

What distinguishes the two types of debris clouds mathematically is the manner in

which vi, Vep and vr or vpr are c-mulated. When all of the projectile material is shocked

and released, then:

Vr = Vo - Ufsp; (136)
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r, is obtained from momentum conservation before and after the impact event, that is,

vi,- mpVc,/mc (137)

and, V ia obtained from the application of enrgy conservation before and after the impact

4, event. that is,

mpvo2 /2 - Epr + Etr + Mdcrj2 /2 + mdcvexp2 /2 (138)

where mdc m"p-t is the total debris cloud mass, mp is the projectile amos, mt is the total

target hole-out mass, Epr and Er are the internal projectile and target energies, respectively,

that have gone into heating the projectile and target materials, and ufp=Upp+urp is the

velocity of the rear fre surface of the projectile. As in the case of uft, ufsp retaken to be

equal to the sum of the particle velocity in the projectile material due to the passage of the

shock wave, upp, and the particle velocity due to the passage of the rarefaction wave in the

projectile material, urp, created by the reflection of the shock wave from the projectile rear

free uface.

In the event when not all of the projectile material is shocked and released, then vi,

Vexp, and vpr are obtained through the solution of the folMowing three simultaneous equations:

vexp = vf- vi; (139)

mpvo = mprvpr + mdcvi; (140)

mpvo2 /2 = Epr + Etr +mprvpr 2/2 + mdcyi2/2 + mdcvexp2 /2 (141)

where in this case mdc= mp+mt-mpr and mpr is the mass of the unshocked projectile material.

In this particular case, substituting for vexp and vpr into equation (141) using appropriate

expressions obtained from equations (139) and (140) yields a quadratic equation for vi. This

equation is then solved to yield the following expression for vi:

S- b/a - [(b/a)2 - (c/a)] 112  (142)

where
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a -2 + mdcmF b vf+ (mp/mpr)vo (143ab)

- vi2 + ( Ip/mr- lXmp/mdc)Vo 2 + 2(Epr+Et.)/mdc (143c)

The quantities vW and vpr are then easily obtained from equations (139) and (140).

Ifthe solution of the above system of equations results in a situation where there is isufficient

energy available for debris cloud expansion or motion of the unshocked portion of the

r material, then the leading edge velocity is reduced until some kinetic energy does

become available.

4.3.3 Cmments

It is important to note that equation (136) can occasionally yield rear surface velocities

that may be questionable. For example, for like-into-like impacts, ufp 2upp=2(vo/2)=vo so

that equation (136) yields vr='0. However, this may in fact be an acceptable result of one

recalls the debris clouds in the x-ray photographs of lead-on-lead impacts, for example [24].

In these photographs, the debris cloud appears to remiin attached to the target plate, thereby

giving the impression that the rear end of the cloud does not move, i.e. that vr=O. In the

copper-on-aluminum impacts in [33], the rear end of the copper projectile does in fact move

through the aluminum target plate so that the rear end of the debris cloud does have a rather

dear forward velocity component.

In addition, equation (136) may yield negative values in some cases where a less dense

projectile impacted a more dense target plate. But even in this case, perhaps the negative

velocity is that of the backsplash that would undoubtedly occur and which may be significant

in such as case. Thus, caution should be exercised when using equation (136) to calculate the

velocity of the rear surface of the debris cloud.
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5.O DEBRIS COUD CHARACTERIZATION SCHEME VERIFICATION

5.1 oucoM comments

A FORTRAN program called DEBRIS3 was written to implement the various pro-

cedures described in Sections 3 and 4. The source code is given in Appendix A, with input

and output files in Appendix B and C, respectively. DEBRIS3 is an interactive program that

prompts the user for the following information: 1) number of projectile layers; 2) projectile

material; 3) target material; 4) impact velocity; 5) target thickness; 6) projectile diameter, 7)

lengths of projectile layers; 8) Tillotson EOS option; and, 9) hole diameter option. DEBRIS3

also requires the input file INDATA, which is a material library. INDATA also contains the

choice of the dE=-PdV approximation, the Tillotson EOS parameters ct and 0, and the

Tillotson EOS parameter e which tells the program when to stop a release process in which

the isentrope is asymptotic to the V-axis. The units for the data in the file INDATA are

presented at the end of the sample file in Appendix B.

DEBRIS3 generates the output file IMPOUT, which contains a detailed summary of

the following information: I) projectile and target geometric and material properties; 2)

impact conditions; 3) projectile and target material EOS parameters; 4) projectile and target

material end-state calculation results, including the waste heat generated, the resulting

temperature increase, the percent of solid, liquid, and vaporous material, and the masses of the

solid, liquid, and vaporous components; and, 5) debris cloud velocities vfvj, and vr, and vexp,

as applicable. A sample of the output file IMPOUT generated by DEBRIS3 is given in

Appendix C. A word of caution: while the Tillotson EOS is relatively straightforward to

implement, its use requires a fair amount of familiarity with its peculiarities.
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5.2 SinulgMggialPricle

5.2.10Quaidon with E~xpeanmm Results and I-D, Hvdrocod Predictions

Debris cloud velocity values were calculated using DEBRIS3 and compared agaist

SePherimen-tal results and one-dimensional hydrocode predictions obtained from a previous

study of debris cloud formation and growth using thin copper disks (LID=.3) impacting thin

aluminum plates [33]. As can be seen in Table 5, the predictions of DEBRIS3 for vf, vi, and

vr were in excellent agreement with those of the I -D hydrocode and the expimental results.

Table 5. Comparison of DEBRIS3 with Empirical Results and I-D Hydrocode Predictions

T ,Op o (1) M ) (1) 1 M' I i) (1) ( C[ ) (1) ()

affwwrtq hidm.
1.0 1.0 6.39 1.44 1.41 1.40 031 0.M9 0.39 0.36 0.34 0.34 0.24 0.27

I-5 1.0 6.36 1.44 1.41 1.40 0.33 0.33 0.84 0.36 0.34 0.34 0.24 0.32

2.0 1.0 6.38 1.42 1.41 1.40 0.83 0.79 0.79 0.35 0.34 033 0.27 0.36

2.5 1.0 6.53 1.46 1.41 1.40 0.79 0.76 0.75 0.35 0.34 0.33 0.27 0.31

ebm a Wad V
1.5 1.0 3.45 1.37 1.39 1.39 0.86 0.84 0.84 0.43 0.36 0.36 0.3 0.33

13 1.0 4.835 1.43 1.40 1.39 0.87 0.34 0.84 0.39 0.35 0.35 0.23 0.33

1.5 1.0 6.36 1.44 1.41 1.40 0.33 0.83 0.84 0.36 0.34 0.34 0.24 0.32

10 1.0 6-M. IA 1.41 1.4 .40 0.33 0.79 0.79 0.3-5 0.3 0.34 0.27 0-M
2.9 3.0 5.66 1.44 1.40 1.40 0.82 0.80 0.79 0.34 04 0.34 0. .36

4.4 10.0 5.12 1.40 1.40 1.39 0.83 0.80 0.79 0.36 0.35 0.35 0.22 0.37

(1) Experimental Results [33] (2) I-D Hydrocode Predictions [33] (3) DEBRIS3 Predictions

Over all the cases considered, the average difference between the predictions of

DEBRIS3 for vf, vi, and vr and the corresponding experimental results was approximately 4%

with a standard deviation of approximately 3%. However, the predictions of DEBRIS3 for

vexp exceeded the experimental results by an average of approximately 40% with a standard

deviation of approximately 15%. This discrepancy may have been due to the fact that the

expansion velocity measured in [33] was that of the heavier copper component of the debris

cloud while the expansion velocity calculated by DEBRIS3 was based on both debris cloud

materials.
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5.2.2 Qompari= with CTH and Lehalt Assessmnent Scheme Predictions%

Figure 22 presents a comparison of the predictions of DEBRIS3, the hydrocode CTIH

and the semi-empirical code FATEPEN2 for debris cloud leading edge velocity vf for steel

cylinders (LiD-1) normally impacting thin aluminum target plates (T/D=0•.125). As is evident

in Figure 22, the predictions of DEBRIS3 compare favorably with those of FATEPEN2 in the

velocity regime for which FATEPEN2 was designed to be used (i.e. less than approximately 5

to 6 km/sec). A quick calculation reveals that the difference between the DEBRIS3

predictions of leading edge velocity and those of FATEPEN2 was approximately 26% of the

DEBRIS3 values with a standard deviation of approximately 4% for the impact velocities

considered. One reason for this difference could be the fact that the mass of the impacting

projectile considered (approximately 1555 grains _= 100 gins) exceeded the maximum value of

projectile masses used to develop the FATEPEN2 equations.

The CTH values plotted in Figure 22 are average values of the velocities of three

Lagrangian station points along the impact centerline within the aluminum target plate. These

average values differed from the corresponding minimum and maximum values by

approximately 0.5 km/sec at an impact speed of 2 kin/sec and 3.0 km/sec at an impact speed

of 14 kin/sec. Inspection of Figure 22 also reveals that there is excellent agreement between

the predictions of DEBRIS3 and CTH for debris cloud leading edge velocity. The average

difference between the DEBRIS3 and CTH values was approximately 4% of the DEBRIS3

values with a standard deviation of approximately 3%.

Figure 23 presents a comparison of the predictions of DEBRIS3, CTH, FATEPEN2,

PEN4, and KAPPII for debris cloud half-angle for steel cylinders (LID=1.0) normally

impacting thin aluminum target plates (T/D=0. 125). In Figure 23, the average difference

between the predictions of KAPP-11 and DEBRIS3 was approximately 18% of the DEBRIS3

value with a standard deviation of approximately 10%; the average difference between PEN4

and DEBRIS3 was approximately 6% with a standard deviation of nearly 7%. Based on
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then rasults, it may be argued that the predictions of DEBRIS3 agr fairly well with those of

KAPP-Il and PEN4. However, comparing the differences between DEBRIS3 and

FATEPEN2 was somewhat more difficult because FATEPEN2 distinguishes between target

debris spread and projectile debris spread while DEBRIS3 does not. In FATEPEN2, the

target debris hlaf-angle is fixed at 250 while the projectile debris half-angle is based on

material propertie impact conditions, etc.

it is interesting to note that unlike the smooth curve predictions of KAPP-U,

FATEPEN2, and PEN4, the curve representing the growth of the debris cloud spread

generated by DEBRIS3 contains numerous kinks. In particular, the impact velocities

CoreAponding to the vertical lines in Figure 23 also correspond to impact velocities at which

significant changes occur in the way the initial kinetic energy of the projectile is distributed to

various competing mechanical and thermal processes during the impact event. These features

of the curve predicted by DEBRIS3 are discussed in the following paragraph.

For the impact considered in Figure 23, between 2 and 5 km/sec, increasing the impact

velocity resulted in a steady increase in debris cloud spread. However, at 5 km/sec, the target

material began to melt. As a result, some of the additional kinetic energy of the initial impact

provided as impact velocity increased beyond 5 km/sec was used up by the target material

state change and was not available for debris cloud expansion. Thus, the rate of debris cloud

expansion slowed, and the slope of the curve decreased as impact velocity increased beyond 5

km/sec. Between 8 and 9 km/sec, the projectile material began to melt and the target material

began to vaporize. This further decreased the rate of debris cloud expansion. However, once

the projectile was completely melted, the rate of debris cloud expansion increased. Near 12

km/sec, the projectile material began to experience vaporization. The rate of debris cloud

expansion slowed down only slightly because by now the debris cloud consisted of a

significant amount of hot vaporous material. By 15 km/sec, the debris cloud was nearly all

vapor causing its rate of expansion to increase dramatically.
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5.3 Muli-Mateial oigectiles

5.3.1 Intro r ommts

The validity of the multi-material modeling capability of DEBRIS3 was assessed by

comparing the predictions of DEBRIS3 against experimental and numerical data. The

expwimental data and the results of one series of hydrocode simulations were obtained from a

std that analyzed the effectiveness of layered projectiles against re-entry vehicle-type

targets. The results of a second series of hydrocode runs were obtained using the CTH

hydrocode specifically for the present investigation. The results of this validation exercise are

presented in the next three sections.

5.3.2 Comadson with ENrimmtal Results

Three high speed impact tests were performed at 4 km/sec using three different equal-

weight projectiles [36]. The first was a solid 7.5 gm TAIOW (i.e. a tantalum alloy with 10%

tungsten) sphere, while the second and third projectiles were 7.5 gm layered spheres with a

solid TAIOW core surrounded by a steel shell. The outer shell of the second projectile was

1018 steel (i.e. mild strength steel) while that of the third projectile was 4340 steel (i.e. a high

strength steel).

In simulating these three impact tests with DEBRIS3, the layered spheres were

modeled as cylindrical projectiles with three layers. The middle layer corresponded to the

spherical core while the first and third layers represented the outer shell material. The

thicknesses of the first and third layer were set equal to the outer shell thickness. The

thickness of the inner layer and the diameter of the cylindrical projectile were calculated by

setting the inner layer thickness equal to the cylindrical projectile diameter and then solving

for the diameter by equating the mass of the cylindrical projectile to the mass of the orig-ial

layered sphere.
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In addition to adapting the geometry of the original projectiles used in the test series to

a projectile geometry that was compatible with DEBRIS3, some compromises were also made

regarding the projectile and target materials. In the original test series, the target was a 2-D

flat plate representation of a half-scale re-entry vehicle, i.e. a layer of silica phenolic bonded to

a thin layer of aluminum. Since the current version of DEBRIS3 does not allow for multi-

material targets, the targets used in the DEBRIS3 impact simulations did not have the outer

layer of silica phenolic. In addition, while a witness block was placed behind the initial multi-

layer target plate in the experimental tests to record the damage of tht perforating projectile

and target debris, DEBRIS3 was not developed to have a predictive capability for damage to

subsequent witness blocks or plates. Finally, whereas one of the original projectile materials

was a tantalum alloy with 10% tungsten, the corresponding material in the DEBRIS3 impact

simulations was pure tantalum.

As expected, the simplifications described in the previous two paragraphs precluded

any direct comparison of the predictions of DEBRIS3 and the experimental results. However,

it was possible to make qualitative comparisons of the DEBRIS3 predictions and the actual

test results because the simplifications maintained some similarity between the original test

materials and configurations and the materials and geometries of the DEBRIS3 impact

simulations. These qualitative comparisons became possible after the DEBRIS3 predictions

were analyzed to infer the relative severity of the damage levels that could have been expected

on subsequent witness plates had they been placed behind the initial target plate.

First, DEBRIS3 predicted that a significant portion o'h e target material would be

melted when impacted by the solid tantalum sphere. Alternatively, when impacted by the

layered projectiles, DEBRIS3 predicted that the target material would be shocked and

released but would return to a solid state of matter. This indicates that the target material

would probably be fragmented but not melted. Second, DEBRIS3 p.-Aicted that the kinetic

energy of the remaining unshocked projectile material would be greatest for the layered
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projectile with a tantalum core and a high-strength steel shell and would be least for the solid

tantalum projectile. Taken together, these two features indicate that the cylindrical projectiles

simulating the layered sphere projectiles would probably inflict more severe damage on a

witness plate behind the target than would the cylindrical projectile simulating the solid

TAIOW projectile. This agrees with the actual test results, which state that among the three

impact tests, the crater depth and volume in the witness block behind the target impacted by

the projectile with a TAIOW core and a 4340 steel shell were greatest and those in the block

behind the target impacted by the solid TAIOW projectile were least.

5.3.3 Comparison with Hydrocode Predictions - First Series

The first series of numerical runs consisted of two sets of three high speed impacts at

I I km/sec using the SOQL hydrocode [36]. The projectiles used were similar in construction

to those in the previously discussed experimental tests (i.e. one solid and two layered spheres

in each test set). The major distinguishing feature between the two sets of impact simulations

in this series is the mass of the projectiles: 45 gm projectiles were considered in the first set,

while 5 gm projectiles were used in the second set. In both sets of simulations, the solid

sphere was made out of tungsten as was the core in the layered spheres; the shells of the

layered spheres were made out of different strength steels. In modeling the SOQL impact

simulations with DEBRIS3, simplifications in the projectile and target geometries were made

similar to those in the previous section. As a result, the following comparisons are again only

qualitative in nature.

As in the DEBRIS3 simulations of the experimental tests, the DEBRIS3 simulations of

the SOQL runs indicated that the solid projectiles would melt some of the target plate material

whereas the layered projectiles would not. In addition, the kinetic energies of the unshocked

projectile materials from the layered projectiles greatly exceeded those of the unshocked

projectile materials from the solid projectiles. These two features again indicate that the
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layered projectiles would inflict more severe damage on a witness plate behind the target than

would an equal-weight solid projectile.

Interestingly enough, while the general trends observed in the DEBRIS3 impact

simulations agreed with the hypothesis that motivated the layered projectile investigation, they

disagree with the actual numerical results obtained as part of that investigation. The

corresponding SOIL runs predicted that the witness block damage due to the impacts of the

solid projectiles would be approximately the same as the damage caused by the layered

projectiles. Apparently, either the impact and/or geometric parameters used in the SOIL runs

masked subtle differences in damage levels resulting from the solid and layered projoctile

impacts and prevented them from being discernible, or the DEBRIS3 modeling of the

projectile and target geometries over-emphasized some impact phenomenology that produced

some differences in response that would otherwise have been negligible.

In any event, it is apparent that additional testing of multi-material projectile that are

compatible with the modeling capabilities of DEBRIS3 are required to fully validate the

predictive capabilities of DEBRIS3. As an intermediate step, several CTH runs were

performed using projectile and target geometries that were ideally suited for and matched to

the capabilities of DEBRIS3. The results of these runs and how they compared with the

predictions of DEBRIS3 are discussed in the next section.

5.3.4 Compaison with Hydrocode Predictions - Second Series

In the second series of hydrocode runs, four high speed impact simulations were

performed at 10 km/sec using CTH with multi-material cylindrical projectiles. The projectile

diameter and target plate thickness were kept constant at 2.54 cm and 0.3175 cm,

respectively. In the first two runs, the layers were relatively "thin" (i.e. LID=0. I each), while

in the second two runs, the projectile layers were relatively "thick" (i.e. L/D=1.0 each). In the

first and third runs, an aluminum target plate was impacted by a projectile with an aluminum

leading layer, a 4340 steel middle layer, and a tungsten rear layer. In the second and fourth
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rnis, the order of the projectile materials was reversed. A detailed descript:,n of the impact

and geometric parameters are given in Table 6; the results of the DEBRIS3 impact simulations

and the corresponding CTH results are given in Table 7. In Tables 6 and 7, a 'g' in the first

column refers to the leading layer of the projectile while a '3' refers to the rear-most projectile

layer.

Table 6. Geometric and Impact Parameters for DEBRIS3 and CTH Comparison Runs

Run No.

(1) (2) (3) (4)

V (km/sec) 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0

D (cm) 2.54 254 2.54 2.54

T (cm) 3.175 3.175 3.175 3.175

Target Material Aluminum Aluminum Aluminum Aluminum

Layer I Material Aluminum Tungsten Aluminum Tungsten

Layer 2 Material 4340 Steel 4340 Steel 4340 Steel 4340 Steel

Layer 3 Material Tungsten Aluminum Tungsten Aluminum

L1 (cm) 0.254 0.254 2.54 2.54

L2 (cm) 0.254 0.254 2.54 2.54

L3 (cn) 0.254 0.254 2.54 2.54

LID 0.3 0.3 3.0 3.0

Proj. Mass (gins) 38.24 38.24 382.40 382.40

The predictions of CTH and DEBRIS3 regarding the state of the target and projectile

layer materials were compared quantitatively and qualitatively. To facilitate quantitative

comparisons of material end-states, average densities were computed for each material layer

using the DEBRIS3 and CTH results. The DEBRIS3 values were obtained by multiplying the

mass of shocked and released material by its final density, adding to it the product of the

density of the unshocked material and its mass, and then dividing by the total mass of the

material layer under consideration. The CTH values are simply average values through the

particular layer thickness and were obtained from density history plots along the centerline.
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A feature common to all four impact simulations and evident in Table 7 is that the

average target material densities predicted by DEBRIS3 were significantly higher than those

predicted by CTH. However, the reason for this is that they include the solid component of

target material not considered to be shocked and released by the impact (i.e. the remainder of

the ejected target material not swept out by the projectile). The contributions of the solid

material component to the average density of the target material are significant considering

that they constitute approximately 90% of the target material in the debris cloud created by

the impact. If the target hole diameter had been set equal to the projectile diameter (which is

not an unreasonable assumption for the impact velocity and geometries considered), then there

would not have been any unshocked target material and it is reasonable to presume that the

average densities of the target material would have been much closer to the CTH values.

Table 7. Comparison of DEBRIS3 and CTH Impact Response Predictions

Run No.

(1) (2) (3) (4)

DEBRIS3 CM DEBRIS3 CM DEBRIS3 CTH DEBRIS3 CTH

Vf 10.65 14.27 17.36 14.20 10.65 11.08 16.26 14.28
(ýkm/wc)I

0 (deg) 36 32 34 27 48 37 21 22

p.5 , 2.56 0.21 2.36 -0.0 2.63 1.33 2.52 -0.0

Wý3)

P2 7.04 0.17 7.25 5.50 7.83 8.53 7.83 6.94

(llm3)

P3 18.42 0.97 2.48 1.41 19.17 17.19 2.71 3.39
(gn/a3)

The differences between the DEBRIS" predictions of debris cloud leading edge

velocity and the corresponding CTH values in Runs No. 1-4 are 25.4%, 22.3%, 3.9%, and

13.9%, respectively, of the CTH values. The somewhat large differences in Runs No. 1 & 2

may be explained by the following considerations. In the characterization scheme employed
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by DEBRIS3, the target shock loading and release analysis used to obtain the debris cloud

leading edge velocity is truly one-dimensional. That is, it is performed using only the leading

prjectile layer and the target material; anything behind the first projectile material layer is

ignored. In the case of thick projectile layers, the use of one-dimensional equations is

appropriate because the rear layers of the projectile are sufficiently far from the impact site so

as not to affect the magnitude of the velocity of the target rear free surface. However, in the

cae of the thin projectile layers, the second and third projectile layers are close enough to the

projectile-target interface to influence the shock and release process in the target material and

the resulting velocity of the target rear free surface. CTr, being a 3-D hydrocode, is

apparently sensitive to these effects while DEBRIS3, being a first principles code, is not. As a

result, the CTH and the DEBRIS3 predictions differ somewhat more in Runs No. I and 2 and

are more in agreement in Runs No. 3 and 4.

The differences between the DEBRIS3 predictions of debris cloud leading edge

velocity and the corresponding CTH values in Runs No. 1-4 are 11%, 26%, 23%, and 5%,

respectively, of the DEBRIS3 values. The CTH predictions of debris cloud half-angle were

obtained indirectly from debris cloud output plots. In some cases, the precise angles were

difficult to determine from the CTH plots because not all of the debris cloud material was

retained by CTH and subsequently plotted. If there is a very small fraction of a material in a

cell in which more than one material is present, then it is possible for that small fraction of

material to generate negative internal anergies in that cell. CTH allows the user to set a flag

that forces CTH to drop the cell from subsequent calculations in such cases. If this is not

done, then in such cases the time-step becomes so small that the impact simulation will be

forced to terminate prematurely. Apparently, in Runs No. 2 and 3, CTH dropped a fair

amount of cells as the calculations proceeded which in turn produced rather sparse debris

clouds. While the agreement between the DEBRIS3 predictions and the CTH values was in

general fairly reasonable, this may explain in part why in Runs No. 2 and 3 the DEBRIS3
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Pedicios of the debris cloud half-angle values were significantly higher than the CTIJ

values.

For projectiles with thin layers, although Table 7 indicates that there were significant

de e between the material densities predicted by DEBRIS3 and those obtained with

CTH closer examination of the DEBRIS3 and CTH predictions of material state did in fact

reveal a qualitative agreement in the results. For example, the extremely low material

densities for Run No. 1 predicted by CTH indicate that the material from the three projectile

Layers in both cases are in highly expanded states. However, the density of the rear-most

portion of the third material layer in Run No. 1 (approximately the last 33%) was nearly 3.5

times that of the forward portion of that layer, indicating that the rear third of the final

projectile layer was significantly more dense than the rest of the projectile material.

n enough, for Run No. 1, DEBRIS3 predicted that the first two material layers

would be in a liquid state, while the last 25% of the third layer would not be fMlly shocked.

Thus, while the actual density values may have been different (which was not totally

unexpected given the relatively simple nature of the physics employed by DEBRIS3), there

was some agreement between CTH and DEBRIS3 with regard to the state of the projectile

material following the initial impact.

With regard to the target material, CTH predicted that the target material would be in

a highly expanded state in Run No. I and probably vaporized in Run No. 2; DEBRIS3

predicted that the target material would be completely melted in Run No. I while in Run No.

2 it would be partially vaporized as well. Thus, there was again some general agreement

between CTH and DEBRIS3 regarding the state of the target material following a

hypervelocity impact of a projectile whit thin material layers.

For projectiles with thick material layers, projectile material characterizations

predictd by DEBRIS3 were again found to agree in a general sense with the post-impact

material states predicted by CTH (Table 7). For example, DEBRIS3 predicted that in both
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Run No. 3 and Run No. 4 that the second and third projectile layers would remain unsbocked

while part of the first layer would be shocked and released. The CTH results for Runs No. 3

& 4 clearly showed the third material layers to be relatively undisturbed and the second

material layers to be only slightly deformed. These characteristics are also evident in Table 3

where the density values predicted by CTH for the second and third projectile material layers

were near ambient values; the densities predicted by DEBRIS3 for the second and third layers

were naturally exactly equal to the respective ambient values due to the assumptions within

the DEBRIS3 model.

With regard to the first material layer, DEBRIS3 predicted that in Run No. 3 the entire

shocked and released portion would be all liquid, whereas the shocked and released portion in

Run No. 4 would be a mixture of liquid and solid material. The CTH results for both cases

showed that the density of the leading edge of the first layer was approximately 30% of the

ambient value, while the density of the rear portion of the leading layer approached the

ambient value of the second layer material, indicating a significantly more compressed state

than that of the leading edge.

Some interesting features are also evident in the CTH and DEBRIS3 predictions of the

state of the target material. In Run No. 3, the average target material density as predicted by

CTH is approximately 12% of ambient. This indicates a significant liquid, if not vaporous,

component of the target material in the debris cloud. For Run No. 3, DEBRIS3 predicted that

100%,/ of the shocked and released target material would be liquid and that the density of the

shocked and released target material would be approximately 75% of ambient. The near-zero

value of the target material density as predicted by CTH in Run No. 4 indicates a material

state near complete vaporization for the ejected target material while DEBRIS3 predicted that

approximately 24% of the shocked and released target material would be in a vapor state and

that 76% would be liquid. The density of the shocked and released target material predicted

by DEBRIS3 was 40% of the ambient value indicating a highly expanded material state.
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6.0 ADDITIONAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

6.1 End State Calculations

Figures 24-27 compare the results of the release process for aluminum-on-aluminum

inVpacts at three different energy levels using Me-nineisen, Tillotson, Tillotson/SJC, and

Tillotson/MPF equations-of-state. Figure 28 shows the differences in final specific volume

obtained using the Mie-GTneisen Tdlotson, and Tillotson/SJC equations-of-state.

In Figure 24, the release process as described by the Mie-Gruneisen EOS and the

Tillotson EOS are nearly identical. This is to be expected for relatively low energy impact

(i.e. those impacts in which the materials return to a solid matter state after release). Figure

25 shows the dramatic difference between using the Mie-Gruneisen EOS and the Tillotson

EOS for very high energy impacts (i.e. those impacts in which the materials vaporize). The

Mie-Gruneisen EOS cannot account for the expansion of the gaseous state and terminates the

release process at a much lower specific volume than the Tillotson EOS.

Figure 26 highlights one of the difficulties in using the Tillotson EOS in its original

formulation. This difficulty occurs under impact conditions that are not violent enough to

vaporize the material, yet are strong enough to cause the material to melt and be in an energy

state that is near incipient vaporization. Under these conditions, the jump in the release

isentrope at V=Vs generated by the original Tillotson EOS and the implementation of the

Mixed Phase Formulation both result in a final volume that is artificially high. As stated previ-

ously, the final volume was considered to be artificially high because the jump at V=Vs forced

the release isentrope to follow a path as if complete vaporization of the material had occurred.

Some vaporization will indeed occur if the internal energy at V=Vs is greater than that

required to initiate vaporization of the material. However, there is no need for the release

isentrope to follow the path of complete vaporization unless the internal energy is greater than

that required for complete vaporization.

Implementation of the jump correction given by equation (28) in this impact energy
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regime caused the release processes to terminate at specific volume values that were much

more reasonable. It is noted that this correction had no effect when the impact energy was

relatively low or very high. Figure 27 shows the result of implementing the jump correction

given by equation (28) for a 10 km/sec aluminum-on-aluminum impact. In a such a scenario,

a fair amount of melting and expansion would be expected to occur. The ildlotson EOS

release isentrope shown in Figure 27 after implementing the correction is more reasonable

because it terminates at a specific volume that is greater than that predicted by the Mie-

Gnzneisen EOS which cannot account for greatly expanded states, yet is substantially less than

that which would be obtained following the path of complete vaporization

Figure 28 illustrates the differences in the final specific volumes obtained in aluminum-

on-aluminum impacts using the T'dlotson, Tillotson/SJC, and Tilotson/WMPF EOS

formulations and contrasts these with the results obtained using the Mie-Gnmeisen EOS. For

impact velocities below approximately 9 kmIsec, the results were, as expected, nearly

identical. For impact velocities above approximately 24 km/sec, the final values predicted by

the Tillotson EOS and the two alternative formulations of the Tillotson EOS overlap and

significantly exceeded those predicted by the Mie-Gruneisen EOS due to the gaseous expan-

sion of the released material at those impact velocities.

The odd behavior in the final values of specific volume due to the jump in the

unmodified Tillotson EOS began for aluminum-on-aluminum impacts at an impact velocity of

approximately 9 km/sec. However, the Tillotson/SJC formulation produced a smooth

transition as the material changes from a solid state (below approximately 6 km/sec) to a

liquid state (between approximately 6 and 11 km/sec) to a gaseous state (above approximately

11 km/sec). The specific volumes calculated by the Tillotson/MPF formulation closely

followed those of the Mie-Gruneisen EOS until an impact velocity of approximately 18

kmi/sec beyond which they began to diverge rapidly. Apparently, the Tillotson/SJC

formulation predicted a more expanded material end-state than did the Tillotson/MPF
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f6mulation for impact velocities between 10 and 24 km/sec.

6.2 Debris Cloud Material Claacterization

Figures 29-32 compare the effects of using the Mie-Gruneisen, Tillotson/SJC, and the

Ti'lotson/MPF formulations, respectively, to calculate the percentages of the three matter

states in debris clouds created by aluminum-on-aluminum impacts. While the results

presented and discussed apply only to aluminum-on-aluminum impacts, the equations

developed herein may be used to estimate the state of the material within a debris cloud

created by the high speed impact of virtually any two materials for which the required material

properties are available.

As can be seen in Figure 29, the Mie-Gnzneisen equation-of-state predicted only a

small amount of vaporized material at an impact velocity of 25 km/sec. However, Figures 30

through 32 reveal that the original formulation and both modified versions of the Tillotson

equation-of-state predicted that aluminum was completely vaporized at an impact velocity

between 20 and 25 km/sec. This difference is due to the fact that the Mie-GOnneisen

equation-of-state did not account for the expansion of the material it neared vaporization and

completed the release process with the material in a much lower energy state than did either of

the two modified versions of the Tillotson equation-of-state.

Comparing Figures 30-32 reveals that the Tillotson, Tillotson/SJC, and the

Tillotson/MPF formulations agreed in the percentages of the various states of matter at

speeds below approx. 11 km/sec and above approximately 24 kmi/sec. Within the 11-24

km/sec impact velocity regime, the original formulation of the Tillotson EOS predicted a

steady growth in the amount of vaporized material. Within the suame impact velocity regime,

the Tillotson/MPF formulation predicted vaporization to develop more rapidly than did the

Tillotson/SJC formulation which predicted a more gradual transition to vaporized material.

This appears to contradict the results shown in Figure 28 in which the Tilotson/MPF

formulation initially predicted a more dense debris cloud than did the Tillotson/SJC
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formulation. In fact, the question is raised as to how a more expanded material state can have

lIess vapor than a less expanded state, especially since both Tillotson EOS formulations

predicted approximately the same radial expansion of the debris cloud material!

The resolution of this apparent dilemma lies in the values of the leading and trailing

edge velocities as predicted by the two alternative versions of the Tillotson EOS. In the 12 to

24 km/sec impact velocity regime, the Tillotson/SJC formulation predicted values of vr and vf

that were smaller and larger, respectively, than the corresponding values predicted by the

Tillotson/MPF formulation. Hence, in this impact velocity regime, the TiilotsoL/SJC

formulation predicted the debris cloud to have a larger axial dimension than did the

T'dlotson/MPF EOS while the radial dimension in both cases was approximately the same.

This naturally resulted in larger debris cloud volumes with the Tillotson/SJC formulation than

with the TIdlotson/MPF formulation, even though the vapor content predicted by the

Tdlotson/SJC formulation was less than that predicted by the TiilotsonWMPF formulation.

6.3 Distribution of Solid, Liquid- and Gaseous Proiectile and Taret Materials

In Figure 33, the total projectile mass remained constant because the projectile length

and diameter were fixed in all of the impact scenarios considered. The solid dark region

represents the mass of the projectile that was unshocked and therefore was not subjected to

melting and/or vaporization. This quantity increased with impact velocity because the speed

of the rarefaction wave in the projectile increased at a faster rate than did the speed of the

shock wave in the projectile. As the impact velocity increased, the rarefaction wave caught up

with the shock wave within a shorter period of time. This in turn increased the amount of the

projectile material that was not subject to melting and/or vaporization. The remaining shaded

areas in Figure 33 show the amounts of the shocked and released projectile material in each of

the three matter states as the impact velocity increased from 4 to 25 km/sec.

Figure 34 shows that the amount of target material in the debris cloud increased as

impact velocity increased due to the growth in target hole size as impact velocity increased.
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For the projectile and target geometries considered, all of the target material was shocked and

released. Hence, there is no solid dark area, only the three lighter-shaded areas which show

the amounts of shocked and released material in each of the three states of matter.

6.4 Debris Cloud Velocities

Figures 35 and 36 compare the differences in calculated debris cloud velocities for thin

disk and long rod impacts, respectively. In the event of the disk impact, the quantities plotted

were leading edge, trailing edge, center-of-mass, and expansion velocities relative to the initial

impact velocity. In the case of the rod impact, the quantities plotted were leading edge,

center-of-mass, expansion, and unshocked projectile mass velocities also relative to the initial

impact velocity.

In the thin disk impact (Figure 35), the length of the disk was equal to the thickness of

the target plate. In this case, all four normalized velocity components remained relatively

constant, with minor increases and decreases, respectively, in the normalized leading edge and

trailing edge velocities, respectively. This implies that the changes in the various components

of the debris cloud velocity field in the event of a straight-on thin disk impact are directly

proportional to changes in the initial impact velocity. Taken together, the slight increase in

the leading edge velocity and the slight decrease in the trailing edge velocity (both relative to

the impact velocity) indicate that the elongation of the debris cloud becomes more and more

pronounced as the impact velocity is increased.

In the long rod impact, (Figure 36), the length of the rod was equal to four times the

thickness of the target plate. In this case, all four normalized velocity components changed

dramatically as the impact velocity was increased. As discussed in Section 5.2.2 for the same

target/projectile combination, many of the changes evident in Figure 34 coincided with impact

velocities at which changes occurred in the way in which the kinetic energy of the impacting

projectile was distributed among the various competing mechanical and thermal processes

during the impact event. Closer examination of Figure 36 reveals some additional features of

interest. These are discussed in the following paragraph.
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First, there is a significant decrease in the normalized velocity of the unshoqked

projectile material while the normalized leading edge velocity increases significantly as the

impact velocity is increases beyond 5 km/sec. Taken together, this implies that the leading

edge of the debris cloud, which contains the more molten and vaporous material, becomes

iseparated from the trailing unshocked projectile material as the impact velocity is

increased into the hydrodynamic regime. The accompanying rise in the normalized expansion

velocity indicates that this leading non-solid material is also being spread out to a greater and

greater extent as the impact velocity increases. Second, the normalized center-of-mass

velocity remained relatively constant, with a value approximately equal to that in Figure 35

(i.e. in the case of a thin disk projectile). This was expected since the center-of-mass velocity

is based on a conservation of momentum calculation which is relatively insensitive to changes

in energy distribution among the competing processes du--ng the impact event.
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7.0 SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

7.1 Samma
A robust lethality assessment methodology must include the effects of discrete particle

impacts as well as the response of the target to impulsive debris cloud loadings. A first-order

accurate scheme has been implemented to determine the amount of material in each of the

three states of matter in a debris cloud created by a hypervelocity impact on a thin target. A

modified version of the T'ilotson EOS was used to calculate the residual energy in the projec-

tile and target materials upon release from their respective shocked states. Elementary

thermodynamic principles were use to determine the percentages of shocked and released

proectile and target materials that were melted and/or vaporized durin6 the release process.

Using assumed projectile and target geometries, these percentages were then used to calculate

the mass of the projectile and target materials in solid, liquid, and gaseous form. Debris cloud

velocities were calculated using the principles of momentum and energy conservation; the

spread of the debris cloud material was then readily obtained.

The predictions of the debris cloud model were compared against experimental data,

the predictions of three different empirically-based codes, and against the predictions of I-D

and 3-D hydrocodes. In general, the predictions of the characterization scheme developed

herein compared favorably with the experimental results, the lethality assessment schemes'

predictions, and the predictions of the hydrocodes. While some of the details in the debris

cloud model differed from empirical evidence, it is noted that the debris cloud model

presented herein was developed solely through the application of fundamental physical

principles without any empirical 'adjustment' factors. In this light, the agreement between the

elementary theory predictions and the experimental results is highly encouraging.

7.2 R•ecommnain

Based on the work completed thus far, the following recommendations are offered for
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continuing the development of a lethality assessment model that would be applicabke in impact

scenarios where material melt and/or vaporization can be expected to occur.

The next step in the first-order con of the debris clouds created in a

hypervelocity impact would be to determine the nature of the debris cloud solid fragment

population. This includes calculating the number of projectile and target material fra- -t s,

as well as their sizes, speeds, and trajectories. In addition to the fragmentation modei,

FATEPEN, PEN-4, and KAPP-I, the fragmentation models developed by Grady, et al. [37-

39] can be used to predict the number of fragments that would result from a KEW impact.

The predictions of the various fragmentation models can be compared against one another and

against available experimental data to determine which fragmentation model is best suited for

use in a lethality assessment methodology. Hypervelocity impact test results for a variety of

target systems are available from a number of sources, including NASA [40], NSWC [41],

NRL [42], BRL [43], and others [44-50].

After a satisfactory first-order accurate procedure that characterizes debris cloud

composition is completed, the accuracy of the procedure needs to be improved. This includes

modiffing the methods presented herein to include a more appropriate hole diameter predictor

equation, the impact of non-monolithic projectiles that are more representative of actual KEW

geometries, and the impact of yawed and/or obliquely incident projectiles. Additional

modifications to improve the accuracy of the debris cloud calculations are as follows.

First, the method of calculating the percentages of projectile and target material in the

three states of matter should also be replaced with a more rigorous thermodynamic procedure.

One method (see, e.g. [24]) would require calculating the entropy of the shocked state, that is,

the entropy imparted to the material by shocking it to a given pressure. The material will

retain that entropy during isentropic release to the final release pressure and specific volume.

The calculation is completed by identifying the material state with that entropy at the final

release pressure by consulting classical thermodynamic tables (see, e.g. [51,52]).

Second, a shock wave attenuation procedure [34,53,54] should be implemented to
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obtain more accurate mass values for the material that is melted and/or vaporized ip a high

speed KEW wipact. Such a procedure will result in a residual energy profile along the length

of the projectile and through the thickness of the target. Energy levels at various positions

can then be compared to energy levels necessary to begin material melt or vaporization. In

addition, the assumption that the impact pressure acts on an area equal to the area of the hole

created in the target plate needs to be reconsidered.

Third, in its present formulation, it is entirely possible that the value of the parameter

Eo in the Tdlotson EOS can be different for different impact velocities even when the

projectile and target materials are held constant. Since Eo is part of an EOS and an EOS is a

material property, the value of Eo should be constant and should not depend on impact

conditions. If Eo were to change with a change in impact conditions, this would imply the

existence of an EOS surface that also changes with impact conditions, which is not possible

[55J. Thus, it is imperative to address the manner in which the value of Eo is chosen in the

application of the Tillotson EOS.

Subsequent to the development of a satisfactory debris cloud characterization scheme,

an impulsive loading algorithm for the target should be developed to account for the effects of

the non-solid debris cloud constituents as well as the solid non-perforating debris cloud frag-

ments. This effort requires as input the masses and velocities of the non-solid debris cloud

materials, the area of the inner wall over which the impulsive loading is applied, and the

geometric and material properties of the inner wall, including the spacing between the outer

and inner walls and the orientation of the inner wall with respect to that of the outer wall.

Issues to be addressed include whether the impacts of the target and projectile debris cloud

materials need to be considered separately or can be considered simultaneously, whether the

effects of the molten and vaporous debris cloud components need to be considered separately

or can be combined, and how to account for the decreasing time of the load application and

the increasing area over which it is applied as the initial impact velocity increases.

The impulsive loading algorithm can be validated at velocities attainable using existing
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hypervelocity launchers by comparing the predictions of the algorithm with available impact

test data. The algorithm can be modified if necessary until a satisfactory level of accuracy is

reached. It can then be combined with the debris cloud characterization scheme and a suitable

fagmentation model to yield an improved, robust lethality assessment method for high speed

KEW impacts.
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SD3NUG
PROGRAM DEBRIS3

C ..... THIS PROGRAM PERFORMS THE FOLLOWING TASKS:

¢ .... 1. IT CALCULATES THE RELEASE OF TARGET AND PROJECTILE
C ..... MATERIALS FROM SHOCKED CONDITIONS DUE TO A HYPERV•LOCITY IMPACT
C ..... OF A MULTI-MATERIAL PROJECTILE ON A FLAT THIN TARGET PLATE
C ..... USING THE TILLOTSON EQUATION OF STATE TO CALCULATE THE RELEASE
C ..... ISZNTROPE;
C-.....
*.. ... 2. IT CALCULATES THIE RESIDUAL MATERIAL TEMPERATURES FOR
* .... THE TARGET AND PROJECTILE MATERIALS;
C. ...
C ..... 3. IT ESTIMATES THE PERCENTAGES OF THE TARGET AND PRO-
C ..... JECTILE MATERIALS IN EACH OF THE THREE MATTER STATES BASED ON
C ..... THE WASTE HEAT GENERATED BY THE RELEASE PROCESS;
Co ...
C ... 4. IT CALCULATES THE AMOUNT OF SOLID, LIQUID, AND GAS-
C ..... EOUs MASS IN THE PROJECTILE AND TARGET MATERIAL CONTRIBUTIONS
C ..... TO THE DEBRIS CLOUD CREATED IN A HYPERVELOCITY IMPACT; AND,
C. ....
C ..... 5* IT CALCULATES THE DEBRIS CLOUD VELOCITIES AND THE
C..... SPREAD OF THE DEBRIS CLOUD MATERIAL.
C. ..
C ..... THE TILLOTSON EQUATION OF STATE USED BY THIS PROGRAM INCLUDES
C ..... THE MIXED PHASE EQUATIONS, THE CHECK AT VsVS, A CHOICE OF TWO
C ..... ADJUSTMENTS TO THE EQUATION OF STATE TO ELIMINATE THE DISCON-
C ..... TINUITY AT V-VS, A CHOICE OF WHICH HOLE DIAMETER EQUATION TO
C ..... USE, AND A CHOICE OF WHICH dE--PdV APPROXIMATION TO USE.
C

IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z)
DOUBLE PRECISION IMEP, IVEP, IMET, IV3T,KSP,KST,KP,KT,LO,LP,LPTOT,

SNUP, NUT,MPROJ, MTARG, MUSTM, MTSR
DOUBLE PRECISION COPA(10),RPA(10),KPA(10),EPA(10),ALPHPA(10),

$CPSPA(10),CPLPA(10),TMPA(10),TVPA(1O),GPIA(10),HFPA(10),HVPA(10),
$BHNPA(10),ALFPA(10)},LPA(10),BETPA(1 0},EPSPA(IO),SYPA(IO),SUPA(10),
$NUPA(O)},MUSPM(10),MPSR(10),FSRP(IO) ,EXP(1O),PMS(10) ,PML(IO),
$PMV(10),MPLYR(I0),UFSP1(10),UFSP2(10),PMSSR(I0),PMSSNR(10),
$UPPA( 10),UPSA(IO) ,CSP(1O) ,VE(10) ,VD(10) ,VC(10),TDSUM(10) ,XE(10),
$TE(10),TD(10)

C
INTEGER ROPT,ROPTPA(10) ,ROPTT,HCOPT
CHARACTER*l PGMSTP
CHARACTER*2 PIDA(10) ,TID,PIDCHK,TIDCHK
CHARACTER*10 PMATA( 10),TMAT
COHMON/TDATA/A,B,AA,BB,ALF, BET,EO,EOM,bOI,ROPT,JCOPT
OPEN(1,FILE-'INDATA')
OPEN(2,FILE-'IMPOUT')

C
C ..... READ PROJECTILE AND TARGET MATERIAL PROPERTIES. THE PARAMETERS
C ..... MUST BE IN THE FOLLOWING UNITS:
C. ...
C ..... PID,TID ....... PROJECTILE AND TARGET MATERIAL ID CODES
C ..... PMAT,TMAT ..... PROJECTILE AND TARGET MATERIALS
Co..... COP,COT ....... ADIABATIC BULK SOUND SPEED, KM/S
C ..... RP,RT ......... AMBIENT MATERIAL DENSITY, GM/CU.CM.
Co..... KP,KT ......... SLOPE OF US-UP LINE, DIMENSIONLESS
C ..... EP,ET .......... ELASTIC MODULUS, LBS/SQ.IN.
C ..... NUPNUT ....... POISSON'S RATIO, DIMENSIONLESS
C ..... GPGT ......... AMBIENT GRUNEISEN COEFF., DIMENSIONLESS
C ..... ALFAP,ALFAT ... LINEAR COEFF OF TERMAL EXP, 1/DEG-C
C ..... CPSP,CPST ..... SPECIFIC HEAT (SOLID), CAL/GM-DEG-C
C ..... CPLP,CPLT ..... SPECIFIC HEAT (LIQUID), CAL/GM/DEG-C
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C ..... TMPTMT ....... MELT TEMPERATURE, DEG-C
C.**.. TVPTYT ....... VAPORIZATION TEPRTRDEG-C
C*.... HFP,HFT ....... LATENT HEAT OF FUSION, ChL/GM
C..... HVP,HVT .o....o. LATENT HEAT OF VAPORIZATION, CAL/GM
C6.... SIDAP,2HNT o..oo. BRINELL HARDNESS NUMBER, KG/SQ.MM

*C..*.. ALFP,ALFT ..... o TILLOTION 308 CONSTANTS
C.O... BETP,3ETT ..... TILLOTSON EOS CONSTANTS
C.... . EPSP,XPST o.... TILLOTSON 305 CONSTANTS
C. .... SYP,SYT ... . TENSILE YIELD STRENGTH, MPA
Co.... SUP,SUT o.o.. ULTIMATE TENSILE STRENGTH, MPA

*C..... LP o.o ...... o PROJECTILE LAYER LENGTH, IN
C.....0 DP oo.ooo...... PROJECTILE DIAMETER, IN
C.. ... TS o.........e TARGET PLATE THICKNES, IN
C.0 ... ROPTP, ROPTT ... TILLOTSON EOS RELEASE OPTION
C..0.. ROPT-1 o... BACKWARD PRESSURE APPROXIMATION
C ..... ROPT-2 ... o AVERAGE PRESSURE APPROXIMATION
coo.... ROPT-3 .... CURRENT PRESSURE APPROXIMATION
C..... HOOP?.o......... HOLE DIAMETER EQUATION OPTION
C0.... HOOPTm1 ... KAPPII/HSSO1
C..... HCOPT-2 o.. KAPPII/H5502
C ..... HCOPT-3 o.. KAPPII/HSAOl
Co.... HCOPT-4 o.. PEN4/V10
C. ....0 HCOPT-5 .. o HOLE DIA - PROJ DIA
C

WRITE 1)
1 FORMAT ('ENTER NUMBER OF PROJEC. -.LE MATERIAL LAYERS (12) AND HIT R
$E1TURN')
READ(*,6) NPMAT

6 FORNAT(12)
* ~DO 79 Iinl,NPMAT

WRITE (*,3) 1
3 FORMAT ( -ENTER PROJ MATL ID CODE FOR LAYER NO. ,12,' (A2) AND HIT
$ RETURN'-)

* READ(*,5) PIDA(I)
5 FORNAT(A2)

79 CONTINUE
WRITE (*, 7)

7 FORMAT (' ENTER TARGET MATERIAL ID CODE (A2) AND HIT RETURN')
READ(*,9) TID

9 FORMAT (A2)
C

DO 88 Iinl,NPMAT
REWIND 1
READ (1, 4)

4 FORMAT(/////)
99 READ(1,8) PIDCHK
8 FORMAT (A2)

IF (PIDA(I).EQoPIDCHK) THEN
RZAD(1,10) PNATA(I),COPA(I),KPA(I),RPA(I),GPIA(I),BHNPA(I)

10 FORMAT(A1O,5F10.S)
READ(1,100) EPA(I),NUPA(I),ALPHPA(I),CPSPA(I),CPLPA(I)o,

$ EPSPA(I)
100 FORMAT(2(E1Oo3,F10.5),2(FlO.5))

RRAD(1,102) TMPA(I),TVPA(I),HFPA(I),HVPA(I),ALFPA(I),BETPA(I)
102 FORMAT(6F10.5)

RXAD(1,204) SYPA(I),SUPA(I),ROPTPA(I)
104 FORMAT(2F20.5,11)

ENDIF
IF (PIDA(I).NE.PIDCHK) THEN
IF (PIDCHK.EQo'XX') THEN
WRITE (*, 17) I

17 FORMAT ( PROJ MATL FOR LAYER NO. 1,12,' NOT FOUND IN MATERIAL LISH
$ARY.-,/,' PLEASE CHECK PROJ NATL ID CODES AND BEGIN AGAIN.')
STOP



IF (PXDOK. ME.'' XTHI
REAJD (1,2)

2 vOMaT(//I/)
am 099

=MIT

a8 CONTINUE

RNWIND 1
3RZD (1,4)

999 RZAD(1,S) TIOCEK
17 (TID.BQ.TIDCUK) THEN
READ(1,1O) TmhT,COT,KT,RT,GTI,BHNT
RIMD(1, 100) 3T,NUT,ILPBAT,CPST,CPLT,ZPST-
RMA(1,102) TIIT,TVT,HVT,NVT,ALVT,3ET
READ (1, 204) SYT,SBUT, ROPTT
ENDI?
17 (TID.NE.TIDCHK) THIN
17 (TIDCHK.EQ.'XX') THIN
WRITE (*117)

117 VORMAT( TARGET MATERIAL NOT FOUND IN MATERIAL LIBRARY. ',/
*' PLEASE CHECK TARGET MATERIAL ID CODE AND BEGIN AGAIN. S)

STOP
ENDI?
IF (TIDCHL.NE.*XX') THIN
READ (1,.2)
COTO 999

C
C...... READ IMPACT VELOCITY IN KM/S
C

WRXTI(*,29)
29 PORNAT(- INPUT IMPACT VELOCITY IN KM/SEC (F5.2) AND HIT RETURN')

READ (*, 30) V
30 IORMAT(75.2)

C
C...... READ TARGET THICKNESS AND PROJECTILE DIAMETER
C

WIURZT(*,13)
13 VORMAT(' ENTER TS AND DP VALUES IN INCHES (F1O.5,/,1'1O.5) AND HIT

$RETURN' ;
RIAD(*,11) TS,DP

11 FORNAT(710.5,/,F1O.5)
C
C ..... REBAD PROJECTILE LAYER THICKNESSES
C

DO 66 I-1,NPNAT
WRITE(*,44) I

44 FORMAT(- INTER LP VALUES IN INCHES (F10.5) FOR LAYER NO. ',12,
$' AND HIT RETURN')
READ(*,33) LPA(I)

33 FORNAT(?10.5)
66 CONTINUE

C
C..... READ TARGET HOLE DIAMETER EQUATION OPTION
C

WRXTE(*,16)
16 FORMAT (' INPUT HOLE DIAMETER EQUATION OPTION (ii) AND HIT RETURN',

$/,SX,-HCOPT-1 ... KAPPII/HSSO1',/,5X,'HCOPT-2 . KAPPII/H5502',/,'
$5Z,'HOOPTu3 ... KAPPII/HSA01',/,5X,'HCOPT-4 ... PN4/VlO'o/iv5X,
$'HOOPTw5 ... DH-DP')
READ(*,18) HOOPT
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is FOWIAT(I1)
C
C ..... READ TILLOTSON 305 DISCONTINUITY ADJUSTMENT OPTION
C

) 21 FORMAT(- INPUT 308 DISCONTINUITY ADJUSTMNTN OPTION (11) AND HIT RE
$TURN',/, SI.'JCOPT-1 ... SCHOIIDER JUMP CORRECTION , /,5X, 'JCOPT-2
S.. * XXUD-PHASE FORMULATION-)
R3AD(*,23) JOOPT

23 VORMAT(I1)
* C

C ..... SOME PRELIMINARY CALCULATIONS ...
C

PI-4.O*ATAN(1.O)
RPAVIG0. 0
LPTOTUO.O
MPROJO * 0
DO 242 Iinl,NPMAT
RPAVO-RPAVG+LPA (I) *RPA (I)
LPTOT-LPTOT+LPA (I)
MPROJ-MPROJ+LPA (1) *RPA (I)

242 CONTINUE
RPAVG-RPAVG/LPTOT
MPROJ-PI*MPROJ*(DP/2.O)*(DP/2.0)*(2.54*2.54*2.54)

C
REWIND 2
WRITE(2,40) MPROJ,TMAT,V

40 FORMAT (-*HYPERVELOCITY IMPACT OF A ',FS.3, - GM MULTI-MATERIAL PROJE
$CTILE ON A',/,AlO,' TARGET AT A ',F5.2,' KM/SEC IMPACT VELOCITY-)

C
WRITE(2,50) TMAT,COT,KT,RT,TS*2.S4,DP*2.54

SO FORMAT(/,'TARGET MATERIAL PROPERTIES ...',//,3X, 'MAT - ,l/3'
SICO = 0,71.3,' KM/S',/,31,'K w ',F7.3,/,3X,'RH0 - '.77.3,

* 5' GM/CU.CM.',/,3X,'TS 0 1,F7.3,' CM',//,'PROJECTILE MATERIAL PROP
$ERTIXS (DP - 1,F7.3,' CM)..'
DO 53 Iml,NPMAT
WRITE(2,Sl) I,PMATA(I),COPA(I),KPA(l),RPA(I),LPA(I)*2.54

51 FORMAT(/,3X,'MAT ',12,' - ',AIO,/,3X,'CO w f,F7.3,' KM/S',/,
$3X,*K - 1,F7.3,/,3X,'RHO - '17.3,' GM/CU.CM.',/,3X,
$'LP 9 ,77.3,' CM')

53 CONTINUE
C
C.......CALCULATE TARGET MATERIAL AND 1ST PROJECTILE LAYER MATERIAL
C ....... PARTICLE AND SHOCK WAVE VELOCITIES AND INTERFACE HUGON lOT IMPACT
C ....... PRESSURE.* THIS INFORMATION IS REQUIRED TO DETERMINE THE DEPTH
C ....... TO WFIXCH THE TARGET MATERIAL IS SHOCKED AND TO RELEASE THE
C ..... TARGET MATERIAL FROM ITS SHOCKED STATE.
C

IF (TMAT.EQ.PMATA(l)) GOTO 35
A-KPA (1)-KT* (RT/RPA (1) )
8-2. 0*KPA (1) *V4.COPA (1) +COT* (RT/RPA (1))
C-COPA(1) *V+KPA(1) *¶J*V
DinB*B-4. O*A*C
UTP-(B-SQRT(D) )/(2.0*A)
GOTO 38

35 UTP-V/2.O
38 UPPA(l)-V-UTP

UTS=COT+KT*UTP
UPSA (1) COPA (1) +KPA (1) *UPPAC(1)
PT-RT*UTS*UTP

C
C ..... CALCULATE SHOCK WAVE AND PARTICLE VELOCITIES IN SUBSEQUENT
C .....* PROJECTILE LAYER MATERIALS
C
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DO 55 1I-2,NPIIAT
CALL UPPOAL(3tPA(I-1),RPA(I),KPA(I-1),KPA(I),oOPA(I-1).COPA(r).

$ UPPA(I-1),UPPA(I))
UmS( I) OopA (I) +xpA(I)'UPPA (I)

55 COUTINUU
EDID!

C
C. ..... CALCULATE LOCATION in PROJECTILE WHEZRE ORIGINAL TARGET
C ..... RAREFACTION WAVE OVERTAKES PROJECTILE SHOCK WAVE
C

CALL MSINT (NPMAT,UTS, UTP,UPSA, UPPA, LPA, DP, TS,V, LO)
C
C ..... TARGET MATERIAL RELEASE CALCULATION PHASE
C

ISRITE(2, 599)
599 FORMAT (/, '***'* TARGET MATERIAL RELEASE CALCULATION **)

C
VTO-1.O/RT
VTI1RT*UJTS/ (UTS-UTP)

PHpFT*1 *0309
332-.0. lPE'(VTO-VTi) /1000.0
PIINBWPH/1Oi. 33+09

C
113123(2,60) UTP,UTS,IPTPHNS,EHT,VTO,VT1

60 FORMAT U(I ' INITIAL CONDITIONS FOR TARGET MATERIAL U, I/11 PARTIC
$LE VELOCITY ........... UP - '1,8.3,' XK/S',,/,3X,'SHOCK WAVE SPEED
$ *.......... . us 0 ,78.3,' IM/S',/,3X,'HUGONIOT IMPACT PRESSURE
$... PH - '7.163,' G PA - 1, 6. 3,' MBHAR'I, / #3X,'HUGONIOT IMPACT MOM1
$Y ...... EH - '.,310. 4,1 JOULZS/KG -,/,3X, 0SPECIFIC VOLUME AT REST.
$.... VO - 1,710.3,0 CU.CK./GM',/,3X',SPECIFIC VOLUME AT IMPACT..
S VI - 1,710.3,0 CU.OM./GM')

C
*C.....* CALCULATE AMBIENT GRUNEISEN COEFFICIENT AND GAMMA/SP .VOL. RATIO
*C.....* FOR TARGET MATERIAL
C

BTERT*68947 .0
BETAT-3. O*ALPHAT
IT (HUT.LT.0.5) THEN
KST-ET/3 .0/(1.0-2. O*NUT)
COTC-DSQRT( (KST/10.0)/(RT*i000.0) )/1000.0
END!?
IF (NUT.EQ.0.5) THEN
KS2--i *0
OOTCin-1.0
ENDIF
IF (NUT.LT.O. 5) 0T2-2.3885E-O$*KST*3ETAT/CPST/RT
IF (HUT.EQ.0.5) 02-OTI

C
WRI23(2,75) ET/1O.0,NUT,KST/10.0,ALPHAT,CPST,CPLT

75 FORMAT (/, -PARAMETERS REQUIRED FOR CALCULATING TARGET MATERIAL RELE
$ASE FROM SHOCKED',/,.'STATE USING THE TILLOTSON EQUATION OF STAT~t'
$,/,3X,-TARG MATL ELASTIC MODULUS ............. 3 06,210.4,
$' N/SQ.M.*,/,3X,'TARG MATL POISSON RATIO ............ NU i'

$710.3,/,3X,'TARG MRTL SULK MODULUS ................ K -',210.4,
$' N/SQ.M.',/,3X,'TARG MhTL LIN. COZEY. OF THERM. 311. ... ALFA ,
$310.4,' /DEO-C',/,3X,'TARG MATL SP HEAT (SOLID)................CPS
$ m'.110.3,' CAL/GM/DEG-C',/,3X,.TARG MATL SP HEAT (LIQUID)........
5..... CPL -'.110.3,' CAL/GM/DEG-C')
WR123(2,80) GT,GTI,SYT,SUT,3HNTNTT,TVT,HIFT,HVT

SO YORMAT(3X,-TARG MKTL AMD M-GRUN C0ZY (CALINP) ... GANO -'1,10.3,
$',',FG.3,/,3X,'TARG MATL YIELD STRENGTH ............. 5 SY n',

$710.3,- MPA'./,3X,'TARG MATL ULT STRENGTH...................SU -9
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9103'MPA-,/,3X,TARG MAIM. ERN nDns no .. ........... amN
S-,F1O.3,/,3X,-TAAG MATZ, MELT TE RATURE ....... TM m Flo.
$2,-* DhS-C ,/,31. 'TAMG MAT!. VAPOR TEMPRATR .. IN ' oV
SF10.2.' DUS-C-,/,3X,-TARG NMT! HEAT 0F FUSION-:::: ...... Em
$09,710.2,' CAkL/GN-,/,3X,'TArG MAT!. HEAT OF VAPORIZATION ........ H
$v W9,710.2,' CAL/Oar)

C
S351.CP*T'4 186.
SKLT-PLT'4 186.
uFTlm1vT*4186.
WiTUVT*41S6.

IVUT-IMET+U1T+ (TVT-TMT) * ELT

WIRITE (2,76) IN3TIVT
76 Y0U1T(3X,-TARG Xham INICPIENT MELT ENERGY ..... U. I ',

$310.4, ' JOULMS/XG1, /, 3Z, -TARO HAT!. INCIPIENT VAPOR ENERGY ....
$IVI m',310.4,1 JOULEZS/KO')

C
WRITE (*,230)

230 FORMAT (I lX,'Z EN 2 0 MULTIPLIER VALUE FOR TARGET MATERIAL (F4.2)
$AND SIT RETURN')
REA (*,240) Z0K

240 COEMAT(74.2)
C

ALF-ALIT

Ca" TCOUST(VTOcOOTPKT,GTUTXT,1'vT,HFTUHVT, IVET)
CALL TRE~li (VTO, VTl, PH, EXT. UT?.URT, UFST1, UIST2, IVET, NVT, C0T, XT,

$ R1ST)
CALL ?INC (MST, $HITTNT, TVT, HFT, HVT,EMM, IMET, IVET, PS,.PL, PVTRT)

WRITS(2. 87) UFSTl,W.FIT2
87 VOWEAT(/,'FR3 BURP VEL (UP+UR) ......... F7.3,' KM/sEC',/U'FREE S
$URF VXL (2.0*UP) ....... '1,7.3,- IK/SEC')

C
CALL TIICALC (V, PS, PL, PV,R"AVG,RW, TRT, TNT, TVT, TS, LPTOT, DP,3SHUT,

$TSOLT, MS, THL, TV,MXTARG, HCOPT, SYTSUT, UTS, UPSA (1) ,UTP, UPPA (1) ,
$MUSTMMTSR)

C
C...... PROJECTILE MATERIALS RELEASE CALCULATIONS PHASE
C

CHKLO * 0
DO 9999 I1.,NPMAT

C
WRITE(2,89) 1

89 FMA(I' PROJECTILE MATERIAL RELEASE CALCULATIONS, LAYER NO

C
C...... READ MATERIAL PARAMETERS FOR CURRENT PROJECTILE LAYER MATERIAL
C

COPUcopa (I)
RP-RPA( I)
EPEKPA (I)
EPUEPA( I)
ALPHAP-ALPHPA (I)
CPSPUcPSpA (I)

0 ~CPLP-CPLPA( I)
TMPTMPA( I)

GPI-GPIA( I)
HFPHvFPA (I)
HYP-HYPA (I)
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SUIP84PA( I)
N.Ip=XUPA( I

EPS-rUMA( I)

ClWTMICtL+PA( I)*25

C
C...... CALCULATE SHOCKED STATE QUANTITIES FOR PROJECTILE LAYER MATERIA
C

ppm3tp*ups*upp
PH-PP'1 *03+09
PMOm-Pu/ 101.33+09
yO-i .0/UP
VP1-RP*UPS/ (UPS-UPP)
wPi-i. /wi1
UlP-0. *PE* (VPO-VP1) /1000. 0

C
M13T3(2, 93) I,UPPUPS,PP,P13.EHP,VPO,VIPi

93 VOWIAT( I, INITIAL CONDITIONS FOR PROJ3CTILE LATER NO. -,12,- MATER
$PAZ ... 1,/, 3Z,1,PARTICL3 VELOCITY ........... UP - ',FS.3,1 EN/s',/
$*31,'5NlOCK WAVE BP33D ......... s... Us a 0,78.3,' KN/5',/,3X,'SDOCK
$ pagnsm .. * ......... o P -i 1,78.3,' CPA -'F6.3, ' M3AR', /,3X,
$ ailOCK ENEROT ......... *** 33 0 '..3W- ,10.4,' JOCLES/KG',/,3X,
$ SIECIFIC VOLUME (AT REST) ... VO - ', 10. 3,'1 CU.01. /ON', /, 3X,
$'SPUCIFIC VOLU1U (SN0UD) ... VI - ',Y10.3,' CU.OA./GM')

C
C ..... CALCULAT ANDIZNT GRUNEISEN COEFFICIENT AND GANMA/SP.VOL. RATIO
C ..... FOR PrAN7CTILE MATERIAL.
C

EP-EP'8947.*0
382TA1-3.0* ALPUAP
IF (Nup.mT.0.) TEEN
KSPN-IP/3.0/ (1.0-2. ONWP)
COPCmDSQRtT( (UP/10.0)/(RP*1000.o) )/i000.O
ENDIF
IF (Nup.3Q.0.5) TEE
zoP--1.0
Copco--.0
lWIbF
17 (MUP.LT.O. 5) GP-2.3S5E-0S*KSP*3ETAP/CPSP/RP
IF (UUP.2Q.0.5) OP-GPI

C
113123(2,105) I,EP/10.0,NUP,KSP/iO.0,ALPBAP,CPSPCPLP

105 FOEMAT (,' PARMUTERS REQUIRED FOR CALCULATING RELEASE OF PROJ LAYE
$3 g0. 9,12,- MATERIAL FROM',/,.'SHOCKED STATE USING THE TILLOTSON 9
$QUATION OF STATE:',/,3X,'NATLEZLABTIC MODULUS ......... -
$-,210.4,' N/SQ.M.',/,3X.'HATL POISSON RATIO ........... MU -
$-,V10.3,/,3X,'MATL BULK MODULUS .............. K -'=,310. 4,
$' /SQ.M.',/,3X,MAhTL LIN. CO3Y. OF THERM. Eli. ... ALFA -',310.4,
$/DEG-C'./,3X,'MATL SP HEAT (SOLID) ............. CPS -',F1O.3,
$'CAL/GM/DBG-C',/,3X,'MATL SP HEAT (LIQUID) ............ CPL '

$110.3,' CAL/GM/DIG-C')
113123(2,110) Gi,GPI, SYP,SUP,3HNPTXP,TVP,HFP,HVP

110 POMIT(3X,'NATL ANR M-GRUN COEY (CALIZP) ... GANO -'.710.3,',',
$VS.3,/,3X,'MATL YIELD STRENOTE .............. BY =9,710.3,- hPA'
$,/,3X,MATIL OLT STRENGT ............... SU -',FiO.3,' MPA',/,
$3X,-NATL 333 HDNS NO ................. SHN -',F1O.3,/,3X,'MATL ME
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$IT IPRATU3E .......... TIE i',T10.2,' DBG-C',/,3X,.MATL VAPO
$R Ae IEATUR3 ....... TV in1,71O.2,1 DEG-C',/,3X,'IATLHBEATO0

$1 U8IU .......... Hr .10. 2,' CAL/GIE /3X, MATL HEAT 0F
$ VAPORIZATION ........ KV in,V10.2,' CAL/GM')

c
SNSPinCPfP*4l86.
SULPOMPLP*41S6.
*HFP=KP*4 155.
UVPBV'4 186.
xIP-TwEPSNP

* EV~IlX- 11MX37+ r(TYP-TIEP) 'ULl
C

WRITE (2,77) IMXP,IVEP
77 FORMEAT (3X, -MRTL IXICPIENT JMET 316330.........1163 -. 310.4, JOU

$LZS/KG-,/,31,-MATL INCIPIENT VAPOR 33330?....... IVZ in',310.4,' J
$OULXS/KG1)

WRITE ('.231) I
231 FORMAT (/,.IX, -ENTE 30 MULTIPLIER VALUE F0R PROJECTILE LAYER NO.

$12,.' MATERIAL (F4.2)'IX,1I 'AND HIT RITURN'
YEAM ('.241) ROK

241 VORMAT(74.2)
C

ALF-ALYPT

CALL TOMSI (VPO. COP,KPGP. TEP.TVP. HIP, HVP. IVEP)
CAL TRELS1(VPOVPI,PU.EXP(I) ,UPP,URP,UPBP1I(I),UI'8P2(I) ,IVEP,

$ NVP.COP,Kp.Epsp)
CALL TINC(SHSP, SHLP,THP, TVP, hPP, HVP,EXP (1), IMEP, IVP, PS, PL, PV,

$ TRP)
CALL PIEOALC(I,UPSUTS,UPP,UTPRP,PS,PL,PV,TS,LP,DP,PNS(I),

$ PNSSR(I).PNL(I)#,PKV(I),MPLYR(I),NUSPN(I),NPSR(I),
* $ 7831(I) .PGIST,ISTOPLO,CHKL)

PK6883(I) -0.0

IF (PGNSTP.BQ.-Y') GOTO 498
C

9999 CONTINUE
C

498 WRITE (2,499)
499 7ORMAT(//, 'MASS DISTRIBUTION SUMMIARY ... '1)

DO 501 Iinl,NPMAT
I? (PGIESTP.3Q. 'Y '.AND. I.GT. ISTOP) THEN
PUS (I)-PI* (DP/2. 0) *(DP/2. 0) *(LPA(I) *2.54) *RPA(I)
PMlL ()-C *

PV( I) -O.*
NUBSlE(I) -PES (I)
P16883(I) -0.0
P1638163(1)-C. 0
Mp8R( 1)-C *
P7lP (I) -0.0
ENDIF
WRITE (2,500) 1,PIES(I),MUSPIE(l),PMSSNR(I),PMSSR(I),PML(I),PMV(I)

SO50 VORNAT(3X,'PROJECTIL LAYER NO. -,12,' ... SOLID .... 9,F7.2,
$- 0M8',/,32X,'UN8H .... '..77.2,' GIES',/,32X,'SNR ..... ..'.F7.2,
$- GIE8'./,32X,'8&R ..... '..77.2,' GIES',/p31X, 'LIQUID ... ',F7.2,
$' GMS',/*31X*@VAPOR .... '.77.2,' OHS-)

501 CONTINUE
TMMPRAGMKTARG-NTSR
WRITE (2,502) TSOLT,TKMRAG,T)ES,THL,TNV

502 7ORNAT(3X,'TARGET MATERIAL .............. SOLID .... '.77.2,' GHS',/,
$321,'VRFM .... '..77.2,- GNS',/,32X,'SrxR ..... '..77.2,' GNS',/,31X,
$'LIQUID ... ',77.2,- GNS',/,31X, 'VAPOR .... '..77.2,' GIES')
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C
C.... CONPUTE DEDRIS CIOAD VELOCITIES

CALL DCVEL(UFST *UFSP1, V. TARG,MPROJ,MPLYR,NITSR, PRI~, USTK,
* MUS=PK. PHIsNR.3xT, IX, FsPP,NPMAT)

C
CLOSE (1)
CLONE (2)
CLOSE (3)
STOP

SUBROUTINE TCOKST(VO,CO,K,GTN,TV,HF,HV,ES)
INPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,0-S)
Dou3lis PRECISION K
INTEGE ROPT
CWIOK/TDATA/A. S,AA,13, ALlP, 5323,30, N301, ROPT, JOOPT

C
C ..... THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES Till VALUES OF THE CONSTANTS
C ..... REQUIRED BY THEl TILLOTSON EQUATION OF STATE (swRi FINAL
C ..... RE4ORT 101 PROJ. NO. 06-4438).

Ahin(1000.0/VO)*(CO*1000.0)*(CO*1000.O)
B~wAA* (2. 0*Xl. 0-0. 5*G)
A-0.*5
8=0-0.*5
Ri-TN/TV
R2-HF/WI
EO1u31P(-0. 199) *(K**6. 5939) *(R2*'0. 5720)/ (G**O.7680)

$ /(R1**0.0210)
EOIEzOI* (235V)

C
WRITE (2,10) AA,33,A,3 1 ALF,BET,B01,EOK,20

10 FOUMT (/,'AlHDITIONAL PARAMETERS REQUIRED FOR CALCULATING MATERIAL
srELamE FMOM', /,'- SHOCKED STATE Using THE TILLOTSON EQUATION OF STA
$TV#',/,3X,'AA - ',211.4,' N/$Q.M.*,/,3X,'33 - *,E11.4,' N/SQ.M.'

$,/,3~l 9,F7.4,/,3X,'3 - ',F7.4,/,3X,'ALF - ',F7.4,/,3X,
$153T - ',F7.4,/,3X,'2OI - ',311.4,' JOULBS/KG',/,3X,'30M - ',F7.4,
$,/,3X,9Eo - 1,211.4,1 JOUlEtS/KG')

C
RETURN
END

C
SU3HOMINE TREL81(VO,V1,PHO,EX,UP,UR,UFSI,UFS2, IVE,HV,CO,K,EPS)
IMPICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-S)
DOUBLE PRECISION Q(401),MU(401),V(401),E(401),P(401),R(401)
DOUBLE PRECISION RP(401),U(401),S(401),PH(401),IVE,K
INTEGER OPT
CO0I0I/TDAI'A/A,3, AA,33, ALF, 33?, 0,30K, 01, ROPT, JCOPT

C
*C..... THIS SUBROTINE, TOGETHER WITH THE SUBROUTINE PCALC, CALCULATE
*...... THE RELEASE OF THE PROJECTILE AND TARGET MRTERIALS USING THE
C ..... TILLOTSON EQUATION OF STATE. IT IS ASSUMED THAT FOR MOST METALS
*C..... THE SPECIFIC VOLUME VS IS APPROX. 13.1% GREATER THAN THE AMBIENT
C ..... SPECIFIC VOLUME Vo.
C

aSP- IVE+HV
VS-i *131*VO

WRITE (2,5) IVE,HV,ESP,VS,EPS
S POUEAT(3X,IES - ',Zl1.4,' JOUL3S/KG',/,3X,'HV - ',311.4,
$# JOULSS/irG',/,3X, 'ISP - -,311.4,' JOULES/KG',/,3X,'VS - 1
$F7.4,' CU.CN./GN',/,3X,'EPS - ',F7.4)
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c

V(1) -Vi

B (1) -0. 5*P(1) *(VO-V1)/1000. 0
DULV- (VO-V1) /50. 0

R(l) -O* (VO/ 1000.0) * (V0/1000. 0)

c RP(1)-B*R(1)

C .... NOTI MU(1),Q(1),R(1),RP(1) ARE INITIALIZED BUT NOT USED

MU2-0.0

D31141=.0

11-0
DO 10 1-2,401
V(I)-V(I-1)+DELV

PH(I)-PH( I) *1.0306
KU(I)-VO/V(I)-l.0

$ *0*(VO/1000.o)*(VO/1000.0)
C

IF (V(I).LT.VO) THEN
Q(I)-AA*MU(I)+BB*MU(I)*MU(I)
RJI(l)-A*E(1..1)*(V(I)/1000.0)*(V(I)/1000.0)

$ +B*2O*(VO/1000.0)*(VO/1000.0)
CALL PCALC(3(I-1),P(I-1),V(I),Q(I),R(I),RP(I),VO,DELV,P(I))
snip?

C
* IF (JCOPT.EQ.1.AND.V(I).GE.VO) THEN

C
C...... IMPLESMEATION OF SCHONBERG JUMP CORRECTION (WL-TR-93-7028)
C ..... TOGETHE WITH MIXED PHASE FORMULATION
C

IF (V(I).LT.VS) THEN
C

IF (E(I-1).LT.IVE) THEN
Q(I)-AA*MU(I)+BB*MU(I)*MU(I)

$ +B*EO*(VO/1000.o)*(VO/1000.0)
CALL PCALC(E(I-1),P(I-1),V(I),Q(I),R(l),RP(l),VO,DELV,P(l))
RND IF

IF (E(I-1).GE.IVZ.AND.E(I-1).LT.ESP) THEN
Q(I).AA*MU(I)+BB*MU(I)*MU(I)
RP(I)-A*E(1-1)*(V(I)/1000.0)*(V(I)/1000.0)

$ +B*EO* (VO/1000. 0) *(VO/1000. 0)
CALL PCALC(E(I-1),P(I-1),V(I),Q(I),R(I),RP(I),VO,DELV,PC)
C*V(I)/VO-1.0
U(I)-DEXP(-ALF*C*C)

* S(i)-AA'MU(I)*DBXP(-BET*C)

Q(I)U(I)*SI

RP(l)-A*E(1-1) *(V(I) /1000.0) *(V(I) /1000.0)
$ +B*EO* (VO/1000. 0)* (vo/1000. 0)
CALL PCALC(E(I-1).,P(I-1),V(I),Q(I),R(I),RP(I),VO,DELV,PE)
B-3/U(I)
Ti-PI (3(I-1)-IVW)
T2-PC' (ZSP-2(1-1))
DUN-ESP-IVE
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t()in(T1+T2)/D3R

IF (2(I-1).G1.ISP) TH=N
O.V( I)/VO-1 .0
U(I)aD3X"(-M.?*C*C)
5(!)OAA*KU(I) *D3XP(-33T*C)
3in3*U(I)
0(i)mU(I)*8(I)

3P(~uA0(* )(V(I) /1000. 0) (V(I) /1000. 0)
* +*3*0*(VO/1000.0)*(vO/1000.0)
CML PCALC(3(!-1),P(I-1),V(I),Q(I),R(I),UP(I),VOD3LV,P(l))
3-3/U(!)

D3LVO-VS-V (I)
IF (D3LVS.LT.DULV) THIN
OmV(I)/VO-1.0
U(Z)mD3IP(-M.1*C*C)
g(!)mAR*MU(!)*DBXP(-33T*C)

$ +3*20*(VO/1000.0)*(VO/1000.0)
CALL PCALC(3(!-1),?(I-1).V(!),Q(I),R(I),RP(!),V0,D3LV,PIQ2VS)
3-3/U (I)
D3LP-PIQ2VS-P (I)
ERD!?

17 (V(I).G3.VS) THIN
Ou'V(!)/VO-1.0
U(!)mD3XP(-M.?*C*C)
S(Z)-AA*XU(!)*D3XP(-BRT*C)
3-3*U (I)

$ +B*20*(VO/1000.0)*(VO/1000.o)
CALL PCALC(I(I-1),P(I-1),V(I),Q(X),R(I),RP(I),VO,D3LV,P3Q2)
3m3/u(r)
P (2)-PBQ2-DILP

END!?

IF (JCOPT.IQ.2.AND.V(I).GZ.VO) THIN
C
C...... ZMALNINATION 0? PURR NIXZD PEIASZ FORMULATOI

IF (3(I-1).LT.!V3) THUR
Q( I)-AA'MU ( !) +5*NU (I) *1(1(I)

+ 4*30* (VO/ 1000. 0) * (VO/ 1000. 0)
ChuL PcALC(I(I-1),P(!-1),V(!),Q(!),R(I),RP(I),VO,D3LV,P(I))
3RD!?

QP(l)-A*XMU 1*((I)/33*MU(!)*M (I) /0.0

$ .e3*30*(V0/1000.0)*(VO/1000.0)
CALL PCALC(3(I-1),P(!-1),V(!),Q(I),R(I),RP(I),VO,DELV,PC)

U(t)inD3IP(-AL?*C*C)
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8(1)u'A&*MU(I)CD3XP(-3IT*C)

RP(I)-A'21(-1)'(V(I)/1000.O)*(V(I)/1000.O)
* +3*BO*(VO/1000.0)*(VO/1000.O)

CALL PCALC(3(I-1),P(I-1),V(I),Q(I),R(I),RP(Z),VO,DKLV,PE)

T2-PC*(ISP-X1(-1))
DIN-Isp- IvI
P (1) -(Tl+T2) /D3N

C 21

17 (9(1-1).GI.3SP) THIN
CinV(I)/VO-1.0
D( I)inD3P(-ALI'*C*C)
B(l)-AA*NU(I)*DZXP(-B3T*C)
B-B*U(I)

$ +3*zO*(VO/10o0.0)*(VO/100.0.)
CALL PCALC(I(Z-1),P(I-1),V(I),Q(I),R(I),RP(I),VO,DZLV,P(I))
3-3/D(I)
ZKDID'

C
UNDID

C
C...... CALCULATE ENERGIES BASED ON PRELEASZ APPROXIMATION OPTION
C

IF (ROPT.EQ.1) THIN
I(I)inI(I-1)-P(I-1)*DELV/1000.0
UNDID'
11 (ROPT.ZQ.2) THEN
I(I)-3(I-1)-0.5*(P(1-1)+P(I) )*DELV/1000.0

17 (ROPT.EQ.3) THIN
I(l)-I(1-1)-P(I)*DZLV/1000.0
MNDID'

C

IF (DP.GE.0.O) THEN
WRITE (2, 11) 1

11 FORMAT('*** AN ERROR HAS OCCURRED IN RELEASE PROCESS AT THE -,13,
$'-TII ITERATION'C)
STOP
UNDID'
DU3-DSQRT(-DP' (DELV/ 1000.0))
UR-UR+DUR/ 1000.*0
I1-I1+1
IF (P(I).GZ.0.0) THEN
ID' (ROPT.EQ.1) DE-DZ+P(I-1)*DELV/1000.0
IF' (ROPT.EQ.2) DE.DE+0.5*(P(I)+P(I-1))*DELV/1000.0
IF (ROPT.EQ.3) DE-DE+P(I)*DELV/1000.0
ADP-DABS (DP)
DPR-ADP/ (P(1-1)+DELP)
IF' (DPR.LT.EPS) GOTO 15
UNDID'
I1' (P(I).LT.0.0) 0020 15

10 CONTINUE
C

15 31-3 (1) -DR
VV-V (II)
DFS1DUP+UR
UD'52-2.0*UP
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c
MWRXT(2,20) VF,2(1),DE,EX

20 VONNAT (/' END-STATE CALCULATION RESULTS USING THE TILLOTSON kOS
$.',/,'MRT3RIIL FIX OF VOL (VV) ..... .. 11O.3,' CU.CN./Gmo,/,
$'AEzrIa" SimOC ENERGY .... . ,E1O.4,' JOJLES/KG',/,'NATtRIAL Z
$X3RY RECOVERED .... .,210.4,' JOULES/KG' .1.WASTE HEAT GENERATED
$ ......... 2#310.4,-* JOULES/KO')

C
RETURN
END

C
SUBROUTINE PCALC(E,P,V,Q,R,RP,VO,DELV,PI)
IMPICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-U,O-Z)
INTEIGER MOPT
CWoNm/TDATA/A, B, AL, lB.AL', BET, 0,3K, 301,MOPT, JCOPT

C
C ..... CALCULATE PRESSURES BASED ON RELEASE APPROXIMATION OPTION
C

17 (ROPT.EQ.1) THEN
TlmE-P*DZLV/ 1000.0
OT1UT1/EO
DRN.DTI* (V/VO) *(V/VO)+1
Plm(A+B/DEN)* (Tl/(V/1000.0) )4Q
XNDIV

C
C2P-O.0
C3PO0.O
IF (ROPT.EQ.2) THEN
DELV-DELV 2 .0
C2P-P*(DELV/1000.0)*(V/1000.0)*(V/1000.0)*(1.0+A*(2.O*DELV/V))
C3P1-(1.04A)*B*(V/1000.0)*(V/1000.O)

$ + (1.O0+8) *2O*(VO/ 1000. 0) * (vo/1000. 0)
$ +Q*(V/1000.O)*(V/1000.O)*(V/1000.O)
C3P-P*(DELV/1000.O) 'C3Pl

$ -(P*(DELV/1oO0) )*(P*(DELV/1000.0) )*(V/1000.0)*(V/1000.0)
ENDIF

C
IF (ROPT.BQ.2.OR.ROPT.EQ.3) THEN
Cl1(V/ 1000.O0) *(DELV/ 1000. 0) *(1. O+A* (DELV/V))
C2-C1*R/( (V/1000.0)*(DELV/1000.O) )+(DELV/V)*RP

$ .9Q*(V/1000.0)*(V/1000.O)*(DELV/1000.O)..C2P
C3-(A*E+Q*(V/1000.O) )*R+B*E*EO* (VO/1000.0) *(Vo/ 1000.0)-C3P
DISC-C2 *C2-4. O*C1*C3
PII-(C2+DSQRT(DISC) )/(2.0*(V/1000.o)*Cl)
P12in(C2-DSQRT(DiSC) )/(2.O*(V/1000.0)*Cl)
PI-PI2
ENDIF

C
If (ROPT.EQ.2) DELV-2.0*DELV

C
RETURN
END

C
SUB3ROUTINE TINC(SHS,SHL,TN,TV,HF,HV,EXH,INE,IVE,PS,PL,PV,TR)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z)
DOUBLE PRECISION IMB,IVE

C
C ..... THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE RESIDUAL TEMPERATURE INCREASE
C ....... IN A MATERIAL THAT HAS BEEN RELEASED FROM THE SHOCKED STATE
C ..... AND ESTIMATES THE PERCENTAGES OF VAPORIZED, MELTED, AND SOLID
C ..... MATERIAL DUE TO THE RELEASE PROCESS.
C
C ..... IF WASTE HEAT IS LESS THAN THE ENERGY REQ 'D TO START MELT,
C ..... CALCULATE TEMPERATURE RISE USING W.H.-S.H.*(TEMP.INCR.)
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C IF (EXH.LT.IME) THIN

DT~wwX/SHS
TR-DT
DELO * 0
WRITE(2,50) IME,DEL,EIH

50 FORNAT('ENERGY REQ, INCIPIENT MELT .. ',E1O.4,' JOULES/XG',/,
$ 3 NERGY AVAILABLE FOR MELT .... .. Z10.4,' JOULES/XG',,,
$ 'EXCESS ENERGY AVAILABLE ..... ',.E10.4,' JOULES/KO')
PV-0 *0
PLO0.0
P8-100.0
0020 100
muDI

C
C ....... IF WASTE HEAT EXCEEDS THE ENERGY REQ 'D TO START MELT, BUT IS
C ..... LESS THAN THAT RIO' D TO COMPLETE MELT, RESET THE VALUE OF THE
C ..... ENERGY AVAILABLE FROM THE WASTE HEAT VALUE TO THE VALUE RIQ -D
C ..... TO START MELT. THIS IMPLIES THAT SOME ENERGY IS AVAILABLE FOR
Z ....... MELTING A PORTION OF THE MATERIAL. NOTE: THE TEMPERATURE RISE
C ..... EQUALS THE MELT TEMPERATURE OF THE MATERIAL.
C

IF (XXH.GE. IME.AND.EXH.LT. IMR4HF) THEN
TRONT
D3L-zxH-YmE
REQM-Ims'WBff
WRITE(2,60) IME,RBQM,DEL

60 FORMAT('ENERGY REQ, INCIPIENT MELT ... ',E1O.4,' JOULIS/XG',/,
$ 'ENERGY REQ, COMPLETE MELT .... ..,E10.4,' JOULES/XG',/,
$ 'ENERGY AVAILABLE FOR MELT o,.. I,E1O.4,' JOULES/XG')
PVO0.0
PL-100. O*DEL/HF
PS-100. 0-PL

9 GOTO 100
EnDiF

C
C ....... IF THE WASTE HEAT EXCEEDS THE ENERGY REQ' D TO COMPLETELY MELT
C ....... THE MATERIAL, BUT IS LESS THAN THAT REQ 'D TO START VAPORIZA-
C ....... TION, COMPUTE THE TEMPERATURE INCREASE CAUSED BY THE EXCESS
*C..... ENERGY AND ADD IT TO THE MELT TEMPERATURE OF THE MATERIAL.
C

IF (EXH.GE.IME+HF.AND.EXH.LT.IVE) THEN
DEL-XXH-IME-HF
DT-DEL/SHL
TR-TM+DT
RIQM-IME+HF
WRITE(2,70) IME,REQM,DEL

70 FORMAT('EMERGY REQ, INCIPIENT MELT ... ',E1O.4,' JOULES/KG',/,
$ 'ENERGY REQ, COMPLETE MELT .... ..,E10.4,' JOULES/XG',/,
$ 'EXCESS ENERGY AVAILABLE ...... ,E 10.4,' JOULES/XG')
Pv-O.O
PL-100.0
PSinO *

GOTO 100
END!?

C
C ..... IF WASTE HEAT EXCEEDS THE ENEW-Y REQ'D TO START VAPORIZATION,
C ..... BUT IS LESS THAN THAT REQ'D T, COMPLETE VAPORIZATION, RESET THE
C ..... VALUE OF THE ENERGY AVAILABLE FROM THE WASTE HEAT VALUE TO THE
C ..... VALUE REQ'D TO START VAPORIZATION. THIS IMPLIES THAT SOME
C ....... ENERGY IS AVAILABLE FOR VAPORIZING A PORTION OF THE MATERIAL.
C ..... NOTE: THE TEMPERATURE RISE EQUALS THE VAPORI ZAT ION TEMPERATURE
C..... OF THE MATERIAL.
C
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IF (3XH.GX.IVX.AMD.EIH.LT.IVE+HV) THlEN

RUXQV-IvE+uV
TRusTV
WEITS(2,8O) IVX,R89V,D3L

S0 FORMAT(ENERGY RRQ, INCIPIENT VAP .... '..310.4,' JOULSS/IG',/,
$3N3RGY REQ, COMPLETE VAP ... '..310.4,' JOULES/KO',,,
$'UNERY AVAILABLE FOR VAP ..... * .310.4,' JOIJLES/KG')
lPmlO . O*DUL/HV
PL-100 *0-PV
13-0.0
GO1'0 100
ENDIN'

C
IF' (EXH.GX.IVE+HV) THEN
3CVAP-MV3HV
PY-100.0
PLO .0
13-0.0
WRITE (2,90) ZCVAP

90 FORMAT('ENEGY REQ. COMPLETE yAP ... '..310.4,' JOULES/KG-,/,
$ S* ** THE MATERIAL IS COMPLETELY VAPORIZED * 1

GOTO 120
ENDIF

C
100 WRITE(2,11O) TRPS.PLPV
110 FORKAT('RNSIDUAL MATERIAL TEMP ....... ',F1O.3,' DEG-C',//,IPERcEN

$T OF SHOCKED AND RELEASED MATERIAL ... ',/,3X,'IN SOLID STATE .

$.1.2,%',,3X'INMOLTEN FORK ... -,F6.2,-%',/,3X,-IN VAPOR FORK

120 RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE TMCALC(V,PSPLPV,RP,RT,TR,TII.TVTS,LP,DP,BHN,TSOL,
$ MS,ML,XV,NTARG,HCOPT,SY,SU, UTS,UPSUTP,UPP,
$ NUSN.MSR)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,0-Z)
DOUBLE PRECIS ION LI, NTARG,*MS. ML. V. NUSM, MSR, MTSR
INTEGER HCOPT

C
C .......THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE MASSES OF SOLID,* LIQUID,* AND
C ..... GASEOUS TARGET MATERIAL IN THE DEBRIS CLOUD.
C

LP-LP*2.S4
DP-DP*2.S 4
TS-TS*2.S 4
T22-0. 72*DP
CST-CS (UTSUTP)
CSP-CS (UPS *UPP)
T1N-CSP+UPS-UPP
T1D-CST-UTS+UTP
Ti-TiN/TID
T2-CST/CSP
T3-UTS/UPS
T42-LP*T1*T2*T3
PI-4.O*ATAN(1.0)
D-( 1. 5*DP*DP*LP) **0.3333333333

C
C ..... NOTE: THE PROJECTILE LENGTH AND DENSITY PASSED To THE HOLE
* ..... DIAMETER CALCULATOR SUBROUTINES IS THE TOTAL LENGTH OF
coo ... THE PROJECTILE AND ITS AVERAGE MATERIAL DENSITY,
C ..... RESPECTIVELY
C
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IF (BCOP?.2Q.1) CALL DNOLE1I(TS,DP,RPV,DH)
IF (HODPT.EQ.2) CALL DUOLE2(TS,DP,RPRT,LP.V,DHN.SY.DS,DH)
IF (UOOPT.UQ.3) CALL DUOL23(TS,DP,RP,RT,LP,V,BHN,DH)
17 (RCOPT.20.4) CALL DNOLE4(TS,DP,RPRT,V,SY,DH)
17 (HCOPT.UQ.5) DROOP
NTARmPI*(DH/2.0) '(DH/2.0) *TS*RT
NTBSuPI*(DP/2.o) *(DP/2.0) 'TS'RT

C
CALL SORT(TS,T22,T42,TO)
VSRwTO/TS

6 C
17 (7SR.LT.1.0) THEN
WRITE (2,50) TOTS

50 VORNAT(/,'D3PTH OF TAMG MATL SUBJ TO SIR - ,F9.4,' CHM< TAMG THIC
SUNESS - 1, ,V9.4, 1 CU. ,/'PROGRAM HALTED 'IN SUBROUTINE TMCALC.)
WRITE (*,50) TO,TS
STOP
mZINv

C
MSRVFSR*MTSR
MUSMwMTSR-MSR
NS-(PS/100.0) *MSR
ML-(PL/100.O) *IJR
MV-(PV/100.0)*MSR
TSOLwKTARG-MSR+MS

.TNS-MTARG-TSOL
C

WRITE (2,20) RP,LP,DP,TS,DH,MTARG,TO,MSR,MUSM,MSR,MS,HL,MV,
$ TS0L,TNS

p20 VORDIAT(/,*AVG PROJ DENSITY........ .. F9.4,' GM/CU.CM.',/,-TOTAL PR
$03 LENGTH ... o.. @,V9.4rl CM',/,'PROJECTILE DIAMETER .... . 94
$S CN'o/,'TARG PLATE THICKNESS ... ',Y9.4,' CM-,/,'TARG PLATE HOLE
$DIA .... ..,F9.4,- CM-,//,'MASS OF REMOVED TARG MATL............ 1
$F9.4,4 GMS',/,'DEPTH OF TARG MATL SUBJ TO SIR....... .. F9.4,' CM',
$/,'TOT MASS OF TARG KATI, SUBJ TO SIR ... ',F9.4,' GMS',/,'MASS OF
SUESH TARGET MATL............. ..'F9.4,' GMS',/,'MASS OF SH AND REL
$TARG MATL......... ..'F9.4,- GMS',/,3X,'MASS OF SIR SOLID MATL ..
$S....... ..'F9.4,' GMS',/,3X,'MASS OF SIR LIQUID MATL..........1
SF9.4,' GMS',/,3X,'MASS OF SIR VAPOR MATL............ ..'F9.4,' GHS'
$,/,*TOTAL SOLID MASS COMPONENT........... ..',F9.4,' GMS',/,'TOTAL N
SON-SOLID COMPONENT............ ..',F9.4,' GMS')

C
RETURN
END

C
SUBROUTINE DHOLE1 (TS,DP,RP,V,DH)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z)

C
C .......THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE HOLE IN A THIN PLATE DUE TO
C .......THE NORMAL IMPACT OF A SOLID RIGHT CIRCULAR CYLINDER USING
C ..... KAPPII EQUATION HSS01 (KAPPII USER'S MANUAL).
C

A-
3-
C-
Tl-DEXP(A*RP)
T2-1. O-DEXP (-C*TS/DP)
DHDP-T1*(1. O+B*V*T2)
DH-DP*DHDP
IF (DH.LT.DP) DH-DP
RETlURN
END

C
SUBROUTINE DHOLE2(TS,DP,RP,RT,LP,V,BHN,SY,DS,DH)
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1IMPLICIT DOUSLE PRECISION (A-HO-U)
DOUDLE PRZCISIOM KTLP

C
*...... THIS SUDROUTINE CALCULATES THE HOLZ IN A THIN PLATE DUE TO
*...... THE NORMAL IMPACT 0F A SOLID RIGHT CIRCULAR CYLINDER USING
C ..... KAPPI! EQUATION KS802 (KAPII USIA'S MANUAL).
C

XT-
FW--
T1-RT/RP
T2-RP*V*V/ (2.0* O'BHN)
Ri-A' (T1"B) *(T2"0. 3333333333)
UODSMR(TI)
PUR-V'V' (RP/2.O/SY)'U, (1.0+U)
SV-1.*0-DEEP (-1000. O'PWR)
AR'ELP/DP
I? (AR.0E.1.0) PDP-(SV/U)*(AR-1.0+Rl/2.0)
IF (AR.LE.1.O) PDP-(SV/U)*(Rl*DP/DS/2.0)*(AR**O.3333333333)
P-PDP*DP
DRC-0.'533' (RP/RT)+0.467
RC-P/DSQRT (DRC)
Q-1.0-(DP/2.0/RC)*"2
I? (Q.LT.O.0) THEN
DN--1.*0
RZTURN

IF (Q.03.0.0) THEN
T-KT*TS+P*(1.o-DS QRT (Q))
DH-2.0*VW'(RC/P)'DSQRT(T'(2.O'P-T))
17 (DH.LT.DP) DH-DP
RE9TURN
END IF
END

C
SUBROUTINE DHOL23(TS,DP,RP,RT,LP,V,DHN,DH)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,0-Z)
DOUBLE PRECISION K,LP

C
C ..... THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE HOLE IN A THIN PLATE DUE TO
C ....... THE NORMAL IMPACT OF A SOLID RIGHT CIRCULAR CYLINDER USING
C .......KAPPI! EQUATION HSAO1 (KAPPII USER'S MANUAL).
C

A-
B-
C-

F-

K-?' ((BHN/RP)**G)
R1-RP/RT
R2-(3.0*LP)/(2.0*DP)
R3-(RP'V'V) /(2.O'E'BHN)
DR-A'(R1"*B)'(R2"*C)'(R3"*0.3333333333)
R4in(TS/DP)*"0.6666666666
DHDP-1.0+(DR-1.0)'(1.0-DEXP(-K'R4))
DH-DP'DHDP
IF (DH.LT.DP) DH-DP
RETURN
END

C
SUBROUTINE DHOL24(TS,DP,RP,RT,V,SY,DH)
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IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z)

C ..... THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE HOLE IN A THIN PLATE DUE TO
C ..... THE NORMAL IMPACT OF A SOLID SPHERE USING THE P3N4.VIO HOLE
C ..... DIAMETER EQUATION (EORING-D1SO-305S0-2).

R1"DP/TS
R2i1000. O*RP*V*V/SY
R3-RP/RT
TIR1* (R2**O. 415) / (R3**O.15)/29.9
DHTS"11.02* (1.0-DEXP(-T1))
DRHTS*DHTS
If (DH.LT.DP) DH-DP
RETURN
END

C
SUBROUTINE UPPCAL(RPA, RPB, KPA, FPB, COPA, COPB, Vi, UPP)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-HO-Z)
DOUBLE PRECISION KPAKPB

C
C ..... THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE PARTICLE VELOCITY IN A MATERIAL
C ..... 'B' DUE TO A SHOCK WAVE THAT HAS ENTERED MATERIAL 'B' FROM AN
C ..... ADJACENT MATERIAL 'A'
C

A-RPA*KPA-RPB*KPB
BnRPA*COPA+RPB*COPB+4 . O*RPA*KPA*V1
P1-2 • 0*RPA*V1* (COPA+2.0*KPA*V1)
DISC,,B*B-4 * O*A*P1
UPP-(B-SQRT(DISC) )/(2.0*A)

( C
RETURN
END

C
SUBROUTINE SORT(A,B,CSM)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-HO-Z)
SM-A
IF (SM.GT.B) SM-B
IF (SM.GT.C) SM-C
RETURN
END

C
SUBROUTINE DCVEL (UFST1, UFSPI, V, MTARG, MPROJ, MPLYR, MTSR, MPSR, MUSTM

$ , MUSPM, PMSSNR, EXT, EXP, FSRP, NPMAT)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z)
DOUBLE PRECISION MDC,MPROJ,MTARG,MUSTM,MTSR
DOUBLE PRECISION MUSPM(10),MPSR(1o),EXP(1o),FSRP(1o),MPLYR(1O),

$ UFSP1(1o),PMSSNR(IO)
CHARACTER*l ALLSR

C
C .... THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES DEBRIS CLOUD VELOCITIES AND THE DEBRIS
C .... CLOUD SEMI-CONE ANGLE. FIRST, A CHECK IS PERFORMED TO SEE IF
C .... ANY UNSHOCKED PROJECTILE MATERIAL REMAINS.
C

ALLSR- ' Y'
DO 10 I-1,NPMAT
IF (FSRP(I).NE.I) THEN
ALLSR- ' N '
GOTO 100
ENDIF

10 CONTINUE
C
C .... IF NO UNSHOCKED PROJECTILE MATERIAL REMAINS, THEN ALL OF THE
C .... PROJECTILE MATERIAL COMBINES WITH THE TARGET MATERIAL TO FORM
C .... THE DEBRIS CLOUD.
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C
VLUFSTl
VRuV-UISp1(NINT)

3I3Wu(MIRG7/1000.0)*(V,1000.O)*(V*1000.0)/2.0

32-.0 0
DO 20 X1.NMNT
3232-32P1(I) *MPSR(I )/1000.0

20 CONTINUE
E3m(NPtOJ/l00O.04MTARG/1000.0) *(VCOON1000.0)' (VCON*1000.0) /2.0
DEI-RIMP-3l-22-23
DuELN (NPRO3+WARG) /1000. 0
VEIPSQRT(2 .0*DZLU/DEH) /1000.0
VEIP1 (VL-VR) /2. 0

WRZITE(2,30)
30 FOMIAT'N-O, UNSHOCKED RESIDUAL PROJECTILE FRAGMENT REMAINS.' , ,
$ 'ANY SOLID PROJECTILE AND TARGET MATERIAL RRENAIING' 1 , I LIZELY
$TO 33 FRAGNZME3.'I)
URXTE(2,40) VRVR/VVCON,VCOK/V,VL,VL/V,VEXP,VEIP/V,VEXP1,

$ will/v
40 TOSIMT U, DEBRIS CLOUD VELOCITY SUMMARM . 1 3X, 'RIAR SURFhCE yE

$LOCITY (VR) ............. ',7.3,' KM/SEC (m',F5.3,'V)',/,3X,'CENTE
$-OF-MASS VELOCITY (VCOK)..........'.77.3,1 UK/SXC (m',F5.3,'V)',/,
$3X,'LEADING EDGE VELOCITY (V.) .............. ',F7.3,' RK/SEC (-',
$15.3,'V)',/,3X,'EXPANSIOK VII. (VEUl -> ENERY CONS) ... ',F7.3,' KM
S/SEC (--,?S.3, 'V)'-,/,3X,'E ZXPANSION VEL (VEXP - (VF-VR)/2) ...
$77.3,' XM/SEC (in',15.3,'V)')

C0TO 200 
I

C
C..*. IF SOME UMSHOCKED PROJECTILE hMATRIAL REMAINS, THEN INVOKE THE
C.... ALTERNATIVE DEBRIS CLOUD VELOCITY CHARACTERIZATION SCHEME.
C

100 CONTINUE
VLUFSTl
TPWHO *
TMUSIM'm0 *

MDC-MPROJ+MTARG
DO 110 1-1,NPMAT
TPWH-TPWH+9XP (I) 'MPSR( I)
TNUSPM-TNUSPM+MUSPM (I) +PMSSNR( I)
MDO-MDC-MUSPM (I)-PMSSNR( I)

110 CONTINUE
Aus2 . 0MDC/TKUSPM

115 3-VL+ (MPR7/TMUBPN) *V
ClmVL*VL
C2.(NaWm/TNUSPR-1.0)' (MPROJ/MDC)*V*V
C3-2.0*(EXT*MTSR/1000.0+TPUH/1000.0) /1000.0/MDC
CinC1+C2+C3
DISC-(B/A) * (B/A) -C/A
IF (DISC.LT.0.0)THEN
VL-VL-0. 1
0020 115
END!?
VCON3B/A-SQRT (DISC)
VEXP-VL-VCOaI
VRBSU (MPROJ*V-MDC*VCOM) /TMUSPM

C
NRITE(2, 120)

120 FORMAT (/, -'50NS UNSUOCKED PROJ MAT!. REMAINS..)
WRITE (2,*130) THUSPM, TMUSPN/MPROJ,VRES ,VRES/V

130 PORMT(/,3X,'-TOT MPROJ,UNSH ... ',F7.3,'- GUS (-',F5.3, IMPROJ)'/
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$3Z 'AVG VP,UNSH ...... *,17.3,1 KM/S (u',FS.3,lV)',//,'ALL OTHER So
SLID PROJECTILE MATERIAL (IF ANY) IS LIKELY TO BE FRAGMENTED.@ 'I
$-'ANY SOLID TARET MATERIAL R.EMAINING IS ALSO LIKELY TO BE FftGMZNT

ID *I.'TllDEBMS CLUD CONSISTS OF SHOCKED AND RELEASED PROJECTI
CLI MATERIAL AND',/,' ALL EJECTED TARGET MATERIAL.')

C
MIT3 (2,140) VCOM,VCOK/VVL,VL/V, VEIP,VEI/V

140 VONMAT(/.D33RI5 CLOUD VELOCITY SUMMARY ...',/,3X,'DEI CLD CENTER-
$01-MASS VEL (VOOK) ...',,F7.3,' KM/SEC (-',F5.3,'V)',/,3X,'DEB CLD
$LEADING EDGE VIL (VL) ......... F7.3,' KM/SEC (-',FS.3,'V)',/,3X,
$'DNS CLD EXPANSION VEL (VEIP) .......... F7.3,' KM/SEC (-',F5.3,

C
200 DCANG-ATAN (VEXP/VCOl)

DCANG=(180.O/3.141592)*DCANG
C

WRITE(2,498) DCANG
498 VORMAT(//,'DEBRIS CLOUD HALF-ANGLE .............. ',F7.3,' DIG')

C
RETURN
END

C
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION CS (US, UP)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-5)

C
C ..... THIS FUNCTION CALCULATES THE SPEED OF A RAREFACTION WAVE IN A
C ..... SHOCKED MEDIUM
C

T1-(US-UP) /US
CSQ-US*US* (0. 49+T1*T1)
CS-DSQRT(CSQ)
RETURN
END

C
SUBROUTINE MBINT (NPMAT, UTS ,UTP, UPSA, UPPA, LPA, DP, TS, V, LO)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z)
DOUBLE PRECISION LO,L11,L41,LPTOT,UPPA(IO),UPSA(1O),CSP(1O),
$VE(10) ,VD(10) ,VC(1O) ,TE(1O) ,XE(1O),TD(10) ,TDSUM(1O) ,LPA(1O)

C
*C..... THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE LOCATION WITHIN THE PROJECTILE
C ....... AT WHICH THE TARGET RAREFACTION WAVE OVERTAKES THE PROJECTILE
C ..... SHOCK WAVE
C

L11-O. 72*DP*2.54
CSTCS (UTS, UTP)
VS-CST-UTP
VA-UTS
TCM(TS/VA)* (VB+VA)/(V3+UTP)
LPTOT-LPA( 1) '2.S 4
VC (1)-UTP
DO 10 I-2,NPMAT
VC (I) UPPA (I)
LPTOTULPTOT*LPA( I)*2.*54

10 CONTINUE

1-0
99 CONTINUE

1-1+1
* OCSP(I)-CS(UPSA(I) ,UPPA(I))

VI (I)-UPSA (1)-V
C
C...... CONSIDER TilE FIRST MATERIAL LAYER OF THE PROJECTILE.
C

IF (I.EQ.1) THEN
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VD(1)G"8(1) (-UTIV() *C VD()Vn()

UT-UT'/VE( 1)

L41w(1354EDT) '2.54
aElLl.,LPA(1)'2.S4
CALL SOKTjCH3CLl,Ll1,L41,LO)

C..... IF anLy OnE PF33CTILE VATERIAL is INVOLVED, RETURN KIM VALUE
* ..... As TE WOCATIOU ALONG 233 PROJECTILE AXIS OF THE INTERSECTION
* ..... or 213 RAREACTION WAvE ANDO Tom SMOC WAVE.

1F (NPWAT.3Q.1) @020 40

c ..... IF TU333NS ismOE THAN onE PROJECTILE MATERIAL LAYE AND THE KIM
C...... VALUE EXCEEDS TIE THICXNESS OF TIE MATERIAL LAYER, TIE TUE
C ..... SOHI= NAVE IS OVERtTAKEN AT A POINT DETOND THE THICKNESS OF THX
C ..... FIRST LAYER INITIALI5E ARRAY ENTRIES REQUIRED FOR NET AYER
C...... CALCULATIONS AND MMV ON TO THE SECOND MATERIAL LAYER.
C

IF (NPIEAT.GE.2.AND.L0.GT.LPA(l)) THEN
Ts (1) LPA(1) /(VE (1) +V)
XE (1)-E (1)'TE (1)
TVD(1) -(X3 (1) +VC(2) *TE(1)) )/(VD (1) +VC (2))
COOI- (VC (1) -VC(2)) )/(VD (1) +VC (2))
TC (1) .20(1+COBU'TC

ENDIF

C ..... I2133 TOS1 MMR THAN ONE PROJECTILE MATERIAL LAYER. AND TIER KIN
C ..... VNM. LIES WITHIN TUE FIRST LAYER, TIEU TUB SHMOC WAVE IS OVER-
C ..... TA0E BY A RARE1FACTION WAVE WITHIN TIE FIRST LAYER.
c

1F (M MAT.0E.2.AND.LO.LE.LPA(l)) @020 40
SNDIP

C
C ..... CONSIDER TIE REMAINING PROJECTILE LAYERS
C

IF (1.02.2) THEN
V (I) -CIP ( ) -UPPA (I)
135-0.*0
TESinO *
TDIIFUTC
DO 20 J-2, 1-1
Uas.1E54xE(3)
TES-TEs+TE (3)
2DIVI-TDIFF+TD (J)-TE (3)

20 COn-TINUE
XZTw4PS(1) *(VD (1)+VC (1) ) *TDIFF/ (VD (I) -VE (I))
US.1Eas+XET
232-132/E ( I)
TESU28TR~TT
XDTI.1ET*V/VE(X)
IDT-=DT*TNS/TZT
L42in(XSS+XDT) '2.54
CELImO.0
DO 30 J-1,1
aMIXIMMKI+LPA(J) '2.54

30 CONTINUE
CALL SORT(CHJ(LI,L11,L41,LO)

C
C...... IF THE KIN VALUE EXCEEDS THE CUMULATIVE LENGTH OF Till PROJECTILE
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C ..... MATERIAL THROUGH TUB CURRENT LAYER, THEM THU SHOCK WAVE IS OVER-
¢... .. TAKEN AT A POINT BEYOND THE THICKNESS OF THE CURRENT LAYER AND LO
C ..... 18 SET EQUAL TO THU CURRENT CUMULATIVE LENGTH. INITIALIZE ARRAY
C ..... ENTRIES REQUIRED FOR NX LAYER CALCULATIONS AND MOVE ON TO TUE
C ..... NEXT MATERIAL LAYER (UNLESS THIS IS THE FINrAL MATERIAL LAYER IN
C ..... IEZCH CAM RETURN THE TOTAL PROJECTILE LENGTH AS LO).

IF (LO.BQ.CKZI) THEN
IF (I.E0.NMAT) THEN
LO-cEELI

* GOTO 40
ImDir

ID (I.LT.NP-MT) THEM
TE(1)-LPA ()/(V) (1) +V)12(x)-vx(x)*Tz(i)
TD D(1) - (XZ (1) +VC(I+ 1)*TE (I) )(VD (I) +VC (I+1))
TD (I)BTD (I) + (VC (I)-VC(1+ 1) *TDI'J'F/ (VD (1) +VC (I+2))
GOTO 99

UNDID'
C
C ..... I' THU KIN VALUE LIES WITHIN THE CURRENT LAYER, THEN THE SHOCK
C ..... WAVE IS OVERTAKEN BY A RAREFACTION WAVE WITHIN THE CURRENT LAYER.

IF (LO.LT.CHKLI) GOTO 40

C

40 RETURN
END

(" c
SUBROUTINE PMCALC(IUPSUTSUPPUTPRPPSPLPVTS,LP,DPTSOL,

$NS,ML,MV,MPLYR,MUSM,MSR,FSR,PGMSTP, ISTOP,LO,CHKL)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z)
DOUBLE PRECISION LPL0,LSRMPLYRMSDMLMV,MSRMUSK
CHARRCTZR'1 PGMSTP

C
C ..... THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE MASSES OF SOLID, LIQUID, AND
C ..... GASEOUS PROJECTILE MATERIAL IN THE DEBRIS CLOUD.
C

PI-4.0*ATAN(1.0)
LP-LP*2.54
MPLYR-PI *(DP/2.0)*(DP/2.0)*LP*RP

C
IF (CHKL.GT.LO) THEN
LSR-LP- (CHK-LO)
PGMSTP' Y'
UNDID'

IF (CHKL.LE.LO) THEN
LSR-LP
IPGMSTP' ' N'

UNDIF
DSPLSR/LP
KSR"FSR*MPLYR
NUS"-MPLYR-MSR
SSi(PS/100.0)*MSR
ML. (PL/100. 0) *MSR
MV-(PV/100.O) *MSR
TSOL-MUSM+MS
TNS"NPLYR-TSOL

C
WRITE (2,100) RPLPDPMPLYR

100 0'ORMAT(/,'PROJUCTILE LAYER DENSITY ..... .. 'F9.4,' GM/CU.CM.',/,
$'PROECTILE LAYER LENGTH ...... '.. F9.4,# CN',/,'PROJECTILE LAYER D
$IANZT•R .... 'l,"9.4,' CM',/p*PROJECTILE LAYER MASS ........ 1,F9.4
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MURI! (2,200) LOLS,UWSM,MUKSR,KS.HL,MV,TSOL,TUS

200 -Ol?/PAWi LEIWI WINE RNAVE BITS SHAWE .... ',F9.4, - CK,/,
$-LUU! OF PRO3 LIE MnA SU3J TO 56K ... .179.4'. 06',/,HASBS 0r U
$mB Paw 1*3t MATEIAL ........ '.19.4,'- GMS', /,'MASS 0F 55 AND REL
$ PRW LYR MATh *.*.... ,1#9.4,'* GMS',/,3X, -MASS 0f 86K SOLID LYR MR
$TL ......... '..19.4,- GMS-,/,3X, 'MASS 0F SGR LIQUID LYR MATL ...
5,.. 9,F9.4,- OaIS',/,3x, 'MASS OF SGR VAPOR LYR MATh ....
51P9.4,'- GUS',/, 'TOTAL SOLID LAXE NASS COMPONENT ...... .. 79.4v
$' @IUS',/,'TOU.L DOK-SOLID LAYER CONPONENT ....... 1,79.4,1 GMS')

ZSTOPI1
RETURN
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-. --- C-------- ---------------------- A-- -----

-- 1.300. -.. U- -- ALFA . - ..CPa PL- --- 3 PS ---
-T.M3LT- -- T. VAP-- -- H. reUS-- -- H. VAP-- -- ALA- a--- I
-- Y•DSTR-- -ULTSTR-- I.--IOPT---

AL
ALUMINUM 5.380 1.340 2.712 2.130 120.0
0.1033+08 0.35 0.2403-04 0.235 0.255 0.005

660.0 2450.0 95.0 2450.0 5.0 5.0
290.0 434.02

A1
2XX1 ALUM 5.350 1.340 2.800 2.000 120.0
0.1063+08 0.33 0.2093-04 0.212 0.242 0.005

640.0 2450.0 85.0 2450.0 5.0 5.0
314.0 433.02

A2
51xx ALUM 5.310 1.340 2.670 2.000 84.0
0.1013+08 0.33 0.225Z-04 0.215 0.245 0.005

641.0 2450.0 85.0 2450.0 5.0 5.0
211.0 312.02

A3
6XX , ALUM 5.380 1.340 2.700 2.000 93.0
0.1003+08 0.33 0.2333-04 0.212 0.242 0.005

652.0 2450.0 85.0 2450.0 5.0 5.0
202.0 268.02

A4
7XXX ALUM 5.290 1.340 2.810 2.000 150.0
0.1033+08 0.33 0.2212-04 0.217 0.245 0.005

636.0 2450.0 85.0 2450.0 5.0 5.0
479.0 531.02

BDRYLLIUM 7.975 1.124 1.820 1.160 120.0
0.4193+08 0.08 0.1403-04 0.570 0.832 0.005

1281.0 2884.0 260.0 8195.0 5.0 5.0
225.0 300.02

CD
CADMIUM 2.307 1.640 8.640 2.270 24.0
0.6723+07 0.33 0.3433-04 0.058 0.063 0.005

321.0 765.0 13.5 212.0 5.0 5.0
34.0 52.02

CU

COPPZR 3.940 1.489 8.930 2.000 37.0
0.1903+08 0.34 0.170Z-04 0.097 0.114 0.005

1083.0 2590.0 49.0 1150.0 5.0 5.0
240.0 340.02

BP
SPOXY 3.020 1.520 1.180 0.800 -1.0

0.6503+06 0.50 0.500Z-04 0.250 0.285 -1.0
350.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0
-1.0 -1.02

73
IRON 4.580 1.490 7.870 1.570 95.0
0.2903+08 0.30 0.1203-04 0.120 0.150 0.005

1539.0 3035.0 65.0 1591.0 5.0 5.0
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469.0 550.02

P3

LUAD 2.030 1.470 11.340 2.770 7.0
0.2002+07 0.45 0.2933-04 0.031 0.036 0.005

327.0 1740.0 6.0 210.0 10.0 10.0
9.0 17.02

------------------------------ ~--------------------------
Ll
L3XAN 2.750 1.480 1.180 0.-860 37.0
0.3453+06 0.50 0.6503-04 0.290 0.315 -1.0

225.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0
-1.0 -1.02

MOLYBDENUM 5.173 1.220 10.200 1.520 200.0
0.4603+08 0.31 0.0613-04 0.079 0.104 0.005

2610.0 5555.0 70.0 1242.0 5.0 5.0
350.0 450.02

NI

NICKL 4.667 1.530 8.860 1.800 200.0
0.330Z+08 0.30 0.1433-04 0.130 0.157 0.005

1454.0 2865.0 74.0 1523.0 5.0 5.0
59.0 317.02

PT
PLATINUM 3.680 1.500 21.370 2.940 70.0
0.2773+08 0.39 0.1103-04 0.037 0.042 0.005

S1769.0 4349.0 26.0 632.0 10.0 10.0
100.0 200.02

81
304 STW[L 4.590 1.550 7.910 1.670 237.0
0.2843+08 0.28 0.1123-04 0.110 0.125 0.005

1425.0 3035.0 65.0 1590.0 5.0 5.0
250.0 500.02

S2
430 STZZL 4.680 1.550 7.830 1.670 251.0
0.2993+08 0.29 0.104Z-04 0.110 0.125 0.005

1470.0 3035.0 65.0 1590.0 5.0 5.0
275.0 480.02

83
4340 STZlL 4.570 1.550 7.830 1.670 290.0
0.2903+08 0.30 0.1123-04 0.110 0.125 0.005

1510.0 3070.0 65.0 1590.0 5.0 5.0
469.0 745.02

TA
TANTALUM 3.374 1.201 16.650 1.690 200.0
0.2603+08 0.35 0.0653-04 0.033 0.039 0.005

2996.0 5425.0 38.0 1007.0 10.0 10.0
288.0 380.02

SNl

TIN 2.560 1.520 7.280 1.850 4.0
0.603Z+07 0.33 0.269Z-04 0.058 0.062 0.005

235.0 2450.0 14.0 580.0 10.0 10.0
23.0 31.02

TI
TITANIUM 4.786 1.049 4.512 1.100 330.0
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0.1803+08 0.30 0.1003-04 0.150 0.167 0.005
1676.0 3260.0 99.0 2182.0 5.0 5.0
810.0 1013.02

N

TWIGSTUN 4.150 1.237 19.170 1.480 400.0
0.5903+08 0.30 0.0403-04 0.035 0.046 0.005

3410.0 5900.0 53.0 1054.0 10.0 10.0
1379.0 1517.02

ZiNC 3.042 1.500 7.140 2.150 82.0
0.1086+08 0.33 0.2743-04 0.100 0.115 0.005

420.0 907.0 25.0 420,0 10.0 10.0
138.0 183.02

AU
GOLD 3.060 1.570 19.240 3.100 33.0

0.124Z+08 0.42 0.161Z-04 0.034 0.038 0.005
1063.0 2960.0 16.0 413.0 10.0 10.0

95.0 125.02

AG
SILVWR 3.230 2.500 10.490 2.500 25.0
0.1203+08 0.37 0.2113-04 0.062 0.071 0.005

961.0 2210.0 25.0 554.0 10.0 10.0
55.0 175.02

NO

NAGNIBSIU 4.490 1.240 1.740 1.500 45.0
0.6403+07 0.29 0.300Z-04 0.295 0.336 0.005

650.0 1110.0 88.0 1326.0 5.0 5.0
197.0 278.02

xx
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NYPURtVILOCITY IMPACT OF A 38.*240 ON MULTI-MATERIAL PROJECTILE ON A

ALUMINUM TARGET AT A 10.*00 KM/SEC IMPACT VELOCITY

TARET MATERIAL PROPERTIES ...

MAT - ALUMINUM 4
CO - 5.380 KM/S
K - 1.340
RHO - 2.712 GM/CU.CM.
TS - .317 CH

PROJECTILE MATERIAL PROPERTIES (DP - 2.540 CM) ...

MAT 1 - ALUMINUM
Co - 5.380 KM/S
K - 1.340
RHO - 2.712 OM/CU.CM.
LP - .254 CH

MAT 2 -4340 STEEL
CO - 4.570 KM/S
K - .550
RHO 7.830 GM/CU.CM.
LP - .254 CM

MAT 3 - TUNGSTEN
CO a 4.150 KM/S
K 2 .237
RHO m 19.170 OM/CU.CM.
LP a .25401H

***TARGET MATERIAL RELEASE CALCULATION***

INITIAL CONDITIONS FOR TARGET MATERIAL ...
PARTICLE VELOCITY .............UP - 5.000 KM/S
SHOCK WAVE SPEED ..............US - 12.080 KM/S
HUGONIOT IMPACT PRESSURE .... PH - 163.805 GPA - 1.617 MBAR
HUGONIOT IMPACT ENERGY........EH - .1250E+0S JOULES/KO
SPECIFIC VOLUME AT REST ..... VO - .369 CU.01./GM
SPECIFIC VOLUME AT IMPACT ... Vl - .216 CU.CM./GM

PARAMETERS REQUIRED FOR CALCULATING TARGET MATERIAL RELEASE FROM SHOCKED
STATE USING THE TILLOTSON EQUATION OF STATE:

TARO MATL ELASTIC MODULUS .......... E - .7102E+11 N/SQ.M.
TARO MATL POISSON RATIO ............ NU m .350
TARO MRTL BULK MODULUS...................K - .7891E+11 N/SQ.M.
TARG MATL LIN. COEF. OF THERM. EXP. ... ALFA - .2400E-04 /DEG-C
TARG MATL SP HEAT (SOLID)................CPS - .235 CAL/GK/DEG-C
TARG MATL SP HEAT (LIQUID)...............CPL - .255 CAL/GM/DEG-C
TARG MATL ANS M-GRUN COEF (CAL,INP) ... GAMO w 2.129, 2.130
TARO MATL YIELD STRENGTH ................SY - 290.000 MPA
TARG MATL ULT STRENGTH.................. SU - 434.000 MPA
TARG MRTL BRN HDNS NO .............. BHN m 120.000
TARG MATL MELT TEMPERATURE .......... TM 660.00 DES-C
TARG MATL VAPOR TEMPERATURE............. TV - 2450.00 DES-C
TARO MATL HEAT OF FUSION ................HF 95.00 CAL/GM
TARG MATL HEAT OF VAPORIZATION ..........NV - 2450.00 CAL/GM
TARS MATL INICPIENT MELT ENERGY .........IME - .6492E+06 JOULES/KG
TARS MATL INCIPIENT VAPOR ENERGY ........IVE - .2958E+07 JOULES/KO

ADDITIONAL PARAMETERS REQUIRED FOR CALCULATING MATERIAL RELEASE FROM
SHOCKED STATE USING THE TILLOTSON EQUATION OF STATE:

AR - .7850E+11 N/SQ.M.
BE - .4831E+11 N/SQ.M.
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A .5000
3 m 1.6292
ALP - 5.0000
SET a 5.0000
301 - .66873+07 JOULIS/Ki
a - 1.0000
30 - .66873+07 JOULES/KG
38 - .29583+07 JOULZS/KG
NV a .10262+08 JOULES/KG
ESP - .13213+08 JOULZS/KG
VS - .4170 CU.CM./GM
UPS - .0050

3ND-STATE CALCULATION RESULTS USING THE TILLOTSON 3OS ...
MATERIAL IN P VOL (VP) . .. 494 CU.CM./GM
MATERIAL SHOCK E, NERGY .12503+08 JOULES/KG
MATERIAL ENERGY RECOVERED ..... 99923+07 JOULES/KG
WASTE BEAT GENERATED .......... 25083+07 JOULUS/KG
ENERGY RZQ, INCIPIENT MELT .... 64923+06 JOULUS/KG
ENEMY RlQ, COMPLETE MELT ...... 10473+07 JOULES/KG
EXCESS ENERGY AVAILABLE ........ 1461Z+07 JOULES/KG
RESIDUAL MATERIAL TEMP ....... 2028.692 DEG-C

PERCENT OF SHOCKED AND RELEASED MATERIAL ...
IN SOLID STATE ... .00%
IN MOLTEN FORM ... 100.00%
IN VAPOR FORN .... .00%

R SURF VEL (UP+UR) ........ 10.652 KM/SEC
PREE SURF VEL (2.0*UP) ....... 10.000 KM/SEC

AVG PROJ DENSITY ....... 9.9040 GM/CU.CM.
TOTAL PROJ LENGTH ...... .7620 CM
PROJECTILE DIAMETER .... 2.5400 CM
TARG PLATE THICKNESS ... .3175 CM
TARG PLATE HOLE DIA .... S.3722 CM

MASS OF REMOVED TARO MATL ........... 19.5174 GMS
DEPTH OF TARG MATL SUBJ TO S&R ...... .3175 CM
TOT MASS OF TARG MATL SUBJ TO S&R ... 4.3631 GMS
MASS OF UNSH TARGET MATL ............... .0000 GNS
MASS OF SH AND REL TARG MATL ....... 4.3631 GMS

MASS OF S&R SOLID MATL ........... .0000 GmS
MASS OF S&R LIQUID MATL ............ 4.3631 GMS
MASS OF S&R VAPOR MATL ....... 0000 GMS

TOTAL SOLID MASS COMPONENT .......... 15.1543 GMS
TOTAL NON-SOLID COMPONENT ........... 4.3631 GOS

***** PROJECTILE MATERIAL RELEASE CALCULATIONS, LAYER NO. 1 *****

INITIAL CONDITIONS FOR PROJECTILE LAYER NO. 1 MATERIAL ...
PARTICLE VELOCITY ........... UP m 5.000 KM/S
SHOCK WAVE SPEED ............ US - 12.080 KM/S
SHOCK PRESSURE .............. PH - 163.805 GPA - 1.617 MBAR
SHOCK ENERGY ................. EH - .12503+08 JOULES/KG
SPECIFIC VOLUME (AT REST) ... VO - .369 CU.CM./GM
SPECIFIC VOLUME (SHOCKED) ... VI - .216 CU.CM./GM

PARAMETERS REQUIRED FOR CALCULATING RELEASE OF PROJ LAYER NO. 1 MATERIAL
FROM SHOCKED STATE USING THE TILLOTSON EQUATION OF STATE:

MATL ELASTIC MODULUS ............... - .71023+11 N/SQ.M.
MATL POISSON RATIO ............... NU .350
MATL BULK MODULUS ................ K - .78913+11 N/SQ.M.
MATL LIN. COEP. OF THERM. EXP. ... ALFA - .24003-04 /DEG-C
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MATL 5? SEAT (SOLID) ........... CPS - .235 CAL/GM/DiG-C
NMA~ 8? BEAT (LIQUID) ............ CPL . .255 CAL/GM/DBG-C
NATL AMD N-GRUE 009F (CAL,INP) .. GAMO - 2.129, 2.130
MhTL TINLA STRENGTH ........ SY - 290.000 MPA

MA~hKILTSTREGTH KI - 434.000 NPA
MAYL DEN HDWS NO SUM.. .. IN 120.000

MATh MELT TEMPETURE .......... TH 660.00 D3G-C
NATL VAPOR TEPATR...... TV - 2450.00 DiG-C
MATL iHAT OF FUSION .............. HFIP 95.00 CAL/GM
JMTL HEAT OF VAPORIZATION ... :...NV a .2450.00 CAL/GM
MATL INICPIENT MELT ENERGY .. :..... INN .64923+06 JOULES/KG
XATL INCIPIENT VAPOR ENERGY ........lVi - .29583+07 JOULES/KG

ADDITIONAL PARAMETERS REQUIRED FOR CALCULATING MATERIAL RELEASE FROM
SHOCKED STATE USING THE TILLOTSON EQUATION OF STATEs

AA a .78503+11 N/SQ.M.
BE n .48313+11 N/SQ.M.
A - .5000
3 - 1.6292
ALF - 5.0000
BET - 5.0000
301 - .66873+07 JOULES/KO

MK- 1.0000
30 - .66873+07 JOULES/KO
ES - .29582+07 JOULES/EG
Nv u .10263+08 JOULES/KG
ESP - .13213+08 JOULES/KO
VS - .4170 CU.CM./GM
UPS - .0050

ZND-STATE CALCULATION RESULTS USING THE TILLOTSON 308 ...
MATERIAL FIN 5? VOL (VF) .... 494 CU.CM./GM
MATERIAL SHOCK ENERGY ...... 12503+08 JOULES/KG
MATERIAL ENERGY RECOVERED . .. 99923+07 JOULES/KO
WASTE HEAT GENERATED ........ 2508Z+07 JOULES/KG
ENERGY Rig, INCIPIENT MELT .64923+06 JOULES/XG
ENERGY R20, COMPLETE MELT.....10473+07 JOULES/KG
EXCESS ENERGY AVAILABLE ......... 1461Z+07 JOULES/IG
RESIDUAL MATERIAL TEMP....... 2028.692 DiG-C

PERCENT OF SHOCKED AND RELEASED MATERIAL oo.
IN SOLID STATE ... .00%
IN MOLTEN FORM ... 200.00%
IN VAPOR FORM .... .00%

PROJECTILE LAYER DENSITY ..... 2.7120 GM/CU.CM.
PROJECTILE LAYER LENGTH ...... o .2540 CM
PROJECTILE LAYER DIAMESTE R .... 2.*5400 CM
PROJECTILE LAYER MASS ....... 3o4904 GMS

PROJ LENGTH WHERE RNAVE HITS SUAVE ... .7009 CM
LENGTH OF PROJ LYE KATI, SUBJ TO S&R .. .2540 CM
MASS OF UNSH PROJ LYE MATERIAL ........ .0000 GMS
MASS OF SH AND REL PROJ LYR MRTL ... 3.4904 GMS

MASS OF S&R SOLID LYR MATh.........o......0000 GUS
MASS OF S&R LIQUID LYE MATL ........ 3.4904 GMS
MASS OF S&R VAPOR LYE MATL ..... o... 0000 0MB

TOTAL SOLID LAYER MASS COMPONENT .. . 0000 GHS
TOTAL NON-SOLID LAYER COMPONENT ....... 3.4904 GHS

"**** PROJECTILE MATERIAL RELEASE CALCULATIONS, LAYER No. 2

INITIAL CONDITIONS FOR PROJECTILE LAYER NO. 2 MATERIAL ...

PARTICLE VELOCITY .... *....... UP - 3.359 KM/S
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SNOOK "AVE SPEED ...... US - 9.777 1K/S
Slom PRESSURE .............. PH - 257.156 GPA - 2.539 IUAR
SNOM ENGY ................ EN - .56423+07 JOULES/KO

SP1CIFIC VOLUM (AT RUST) ... VO - .128 CU.CM./GN
SPECIFIC VOLUME (SHOCKED) ... V1 - .084 cu. CM./GM

PARATERS REQUIRED FOR CALCULATING RELEASE OF PROJ LAYER NO. 2 MATERIAL
FROM SHOCKUD STATE USING THE TILLOTSON EQUATION OF STATE:

MAIL ELASTIC MODULUS ............. 3 - .1999Z+12 N/SQ.M.
NATL P08SI0K RATIO ............... N - .300
NITL BULK NODOULUS ................ K - .1666B+12 N/SQ.M.
MATL LIN. COP. OF THERM. UP. ... ALFA - .11203-04 /DEG-C
MATL sP HEAT (SOLID) ............. CPS - .110 CAL/GM/DEG-C

ATIL 8P HEAT (LIQUID) ............ CPL - .125 CAL/GM/DBG-C
ATIL AMN M-GRUN COR0 (CAL,INP) ... GA00 - 1.553, 1.670
ATIL YIELD STRENGTH .......... SY - 469.000 MPA

MAIL ULT STRENGTH ....... *...... SU - 745.000 MPA
MATL BRN HDNS NO ............. BHN - 290.000
MATL MELT TEMPRATURE ............ TM m 1510.00 DEG-C

ATIL VAPOR TEMPBRATURE ........... TV 3070.00 DEG-C
MATL VEAT OF FUSION ......... HIF 65.00 CAL/GM
MATIL HEAT OF VAPORIZATION .......... V - 1590.00 CAL/GM
MATL INICPIZNT MELT ENERGY ....... INE - .69533+06 JOULES/KG
MATIL INCIPIENT VAPOR ENERGY ...... IV. - .1784Z+07 JOULES/IG

ADDITIONAL PARAMETERS REQUIRED FOR CALCULATING MATERIAL RELEASE FROM
SHOCKED STATE USING THE TILLOTSON EQUATION OF STATE

AA - .16353+12 N/SQ.M.
BB - .2165s+12 N/SQ.M.
A - .5000
8 a 1.0525
ALT - 5.0000
BET - 5.0000

01 - .14473+08 JOULES/KG
EON - 1.0000
3O - .14473+08 JOULES/KG
ES - .17843+07 JOULES/KG
HV - .66563+07 JOULES/IG
ESP - .8439Z+07 JOULBS/KG
VS - .1444 CU.CM./GM
EPS - .0050

END-STATE CALCULATION RESULTS USING THE TILLOTSON 30 ...
MATERIAL FIN SP VOL (VF) ....... ..142 CU.CM./GM
MATERIAL SHOCK ENERGY .......... 56423+07 JOULES/KG
MATERIAL ENERGY RECOVERED ..... 42113+07 JOULES/KG
WASTE HEAT GENERATED ........... 14313+07 JOULES/KG
ENERGY R2Q, INCIPIENT MELT .... 6953Z+06 JOULES/KG
ENERGY RIQ, COMPLETE MELT ...... 9674Z+06 JOULES/KG
EXCESS ENERGY AVAILABLE ........ 46393+06 JOULES/KG
RESIDUAL MATERIAL TEMP ....... 2396.557 DEG-C

PERCENT OF SHOCKED AND RELEASED MATERIAL ...
IN SOLID STATE ... .00%

V IN MOLTEN FORM ... 100.00%
IN VAPOR FORM .... .00%

PROJECTILE LAYER DENSITY ..... 7.8300 GM/CU.CM.
PROJECTILE LAYER LENGTH ...... .2540 CM
PROJECTILE LAYER DIAMETER .... 2.5400 CM
PROJECTILE LAYER MASS ........ 10.0775 GMS

PROJ LENGTH WHERE RWAVE HITS SWAVE .... .7009 CM
LENGTH OF PROJ LYR MATL SUBJ TO SGR ... .2540 CM
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MISS OF URIS PROJ LYR XXTERIAL ....... .000 oo OgN
=IS OF SN AND REL PR07 USR MATL ...... 10.077S GNS

VMSI 01 III SOLID LUN MAT! ..... o...o .0000 GaS
MASS OF S&R LIQUID LUR MAT!. ..... 0.775 GUS
MASS OF SM VAPOR LYR MATL .oo. o..o.o.o .0000 GaS

TOTA SOLID LAME NUBI CoKpoUENT ... .0000 GHS *
TOTAL NON-SOLID LAYER COIEPONSNT .... 10.*0775 GUS

***PROJECTILE MATXRIAL RELEASE CALCULATIONS, LAYER NO. 3 0*

INITIAL CONDITIONS FOR PROJECTILE LAYER NO. 3 MATERIAL f.
PARTICLE VELOCITY .... #... oo. UP a 2.559 KM/S
SHOCK WAVE SPEED .o.....o... . US = 7.315 KM/S
SHOCK PRISSURZ o.o....... ooo. PH - 358o834 OPA - 3.542 NsAR
SHOCK ENERGY * . o .. o...o... o.. EN - .32743+07 JOULES/KO
SPECIFIC VOLUME (AT REST) ... VO - .052 CU.CM./GM
SPECIFIC VOLUME (SHOCKE) ... Vi - .034 CU.CN./cM

PARAMETERS REQUIRED FOR CALCULATING RELEASE OF PRAW LAYER NO. 3 MATERIAL
FROM SHOCKED STATE USING TUE TILLOTSON EQUATION OF STATE:

NAT!. ELASTIC MODULUS ............. 3 - .4068E+12 N/SQ.M.
MATL POISSON RATIO ............... MU a .300
MAT!. BULK MODULUS ....... 0........ K n .3390Z+12 N/SQ.M.
KATI, LIN. CORP. OF THERM. UXP. ... ALFA - .40003-05 /DEG-C
KATI, SP NEAT (SOLID) ...... o::::.. CCPS a .035 CAL/GM/DUG-C
MhTL SP NEAT (LIQUID) ...... .. P .046 CAL/GM/DUG-C
MATL AND M-GRUN COEF (CAL,INP) ... GANO n 1.448, 1.480
MAT!. YIELD STRENGTH .............. SY - 1379.000 UPA
KATL, ULT STRENGTH ............... SU - 1517.000 MPA
MAT!. UN HDNS NO .... o............. DIEM a 400.000
MATL MELT TEMPRTURE .* .......... TM - 3410.00 DUG-C
MATL VAPOR TEJMPRTURE...... ...... TV - 5900.00 DUG-C
MATL HEAT OF FUSION -... o ....... o HF 53.00 CAL/GM
MAT!. HEAT OF VAPORIZATION ........ HV a 1054.00 CAL/GM
MATI, INICPIENT MELT ENERtGY ....... INS a .4996Z+06 JOULES/KO
MAT!. INCIPIENT VAPOR ENERGY ...... IV3 - .1201Z+07 JOULES/KO

ADDITIONAL PARAMETERS REQUIRED FOR CALCULATING MATERIAL RELEASE FROM
SHOCKED STATE USING THE TILLOTSON EQUATION OF STATE:

AA - .33023+12 N/SQ.M.
DD - .24763+12 N/SQ.M.
A - .5000
D - o9481
ALF - 10.0000
DET -10.0000
301 - .2574Z+07 JOULES/IG
NOM - 1.0000
30 - .25742+07 JOULES/IG
US - .12013+07 JOULZS/IG
NV - .44123+07 JOULUS/XG
ESP - .5613Z+07 JOULEXS/KO
VS - .0590 Ct CM. /GN
UPS - .0050

END-STATE CALCULATION RESULTS USING THE TILLOTSON EOS ...
MATERIAL FIN SP VOL (VF) .... 055 CU.CM./GM
MATERIAL SHOCK ENERGY .... o...o32743+07 JOULES/IG
MATERIAL ENERGY RECOVERE .... .25643+07 JOULES/KO
WASTE HEAT GENERATED ......... .70953+06 JOULXS/KO
ENERY REQ, INCIPIENT MELT ... .4996Z+06 JOULES/KO
ENEGY R2Q, COMPLET MELT .... . 72153+06 JOULES/IG
ENERG AVAILABLE FOR MELT .... . 2099Z+06 JOULES/KO
RESIDUAL MATERIAL TEMP ..... o. 3410.000 DNG-C
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1CII OF SNOCKED AND NrULEED MATURIAL ...
IN SO.LID STATE ... 5.40%
In HOLTEU vamx ... 94.60%
IN VaPLaR FIM .... .00%

Pi1I•OCLB LAYTR DENSITY ..... 19.1700 GM/CU.CH.
PROJCT=L LAYER LEWGTN ...... .2540 01
1K*VCTILI LAMER DIAMETER .... 2. 5400 C0
1NO3CTZLB LATER NMAS ........ 24.6725 G01

PO,7 ZLEGTH RE YNAVE HITS SHAVE .... . 7009 C0
LEIGTH Of PROJ LYEt MaTn BUZ[? To Sa ... .1929 01
MASS of UNSe Pra LUR MATERIAL ........ 5.9316 GUS
MASS 0715K AND REL PROJ LYl MATL ...... 18.7409 GUB

MAS Or aR SOLID LUR MATL ......... 1.0128 0MB
MASS OF 56R LIQUID LUR MAT? ........ 17.7281 GUS
JMA OF S VAPOR LYR MATL ......... .0000 G08

TOTAL SOLID LAER MASS COMPONENT ...... 6.9444 0MB
TOTAL NON-SOLID LAYER COMPONENT ....... 17.7281 G08

NUB DISTRIBUTION SUMMARY ...
Pt33JCTILE LATER NO. I ... SOLID .... .00 G0M

UNSH .... .00 GUS
SUnR .... .00 GNS
BAR ..... .00 GUS

LIQUID ... 3.49 G0M
VAPOR .... .00 0GUS

P ZJBCTILE LATER 30. 2 ... SOLID .... .00 0118
UNSH .... .00 0GUS
aNR ..... .00 G01
8AR ..... .00 GUS

LIQUID ... 10.08 G0M
VAPOR .... .00 GUS

• PRLJUCTILB LAYER 3O. 3 ... SOLID .... 6.94 0M8
UNSH .... 5.93 GUS
SNR ..... o .00 MGS
SGR ..... 1.01 G0M

LIQUID • 17.73 GUS
VAPOR .... o .00 0MG

TARGET MATERIAL ........... SOLID .... 15.15 0N8
FBAG .... 15.15 GNM
BAR ..... . 00 G0s

LIQUID -.. 4.36 G0M
VAPOR o... .00 OHS

sonE UNSHOCKE PROJ MATL REMAINS ...

TOT MPROJ,UNSH ... 5.932 0HS (- .SSXPROJ)
AVG VP,UNSH o...... 11.053 KM/S (-2.105V)

ALL OTHER SOLID PROJECTILE MATERIAL (IF ANY) IS LIKLY TO BE FRAGMBNTED.
ANY SOLID TARWET MATERIAL REMAINING IS ALSO LIKELY TO BE FRAGMENTED.
THE DEBRIS CLOUD CONSISTS OF SHOCKED AND RELEASED PROJECTILE MATERIAL AND
ALL E•JCTED TARGET MATERIAL.

DEBRIS CLOUD VELOCITY SUMMARY ...
DEB CLD CEMTER-OF-MASS VZL (VOOM) ... 6.114 KM/SEC (- .611V)
0DE CLD LEADING EDGE V•L (VL) ...... 10.652 KM/SEC (-1.065V)
DES CLD EXPANSION VEL (VEXP) o........ 4.539 KM4/SC (- .454V)

DEBRIS CLOUD HALO-ANGLE ......... 36.589 DEG
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